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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE
Agenda for Meeting of April 14, 2008
3:15 P.M.
Seminar Room, Towers Center
CALL TO ORDER
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Minutes of the March 24, 2008 meeting
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call for
Comments
Comments
Comments

Press Identification
from Interim Provost Lubker
from Faculty Chair, Ira Simet
from Chair Licari

CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING

960/868

2007 Annual Report from the Committee on Admission,
Readmission and Retention

961/869

Curriculum Review Process Information Handbook

962/870

Liberal Arts Core Course Proposal to Category 1C 810:025 Computational Modeling and Simulation

963/871

Proposed changes to UNI Policies & Procedures manual

964/872

Education Discussion and Initiatives Team (EDIT)

965/873

EDIT Proposal - Transparent Grading Practices

966/874

Graduate Certificate in Women's and Gender Studies
(tentative -pending approval from GCCC and Graduate
Council)

NEW BUSINESS

UNI Athletic Budget Update
ONGOING BUSINESS

Calendar Item #951 CHFA Faculty Senate Resolution - Liberal Arts
Core Committee

CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS

863

CSBS Faculty Senate Resolution - Liberal Arts Core
Committee

864

Liberal Arts Core Committee 2006-2007 Annual Report

865

Capstone Management Guidelines (excluding Section III)

OTHER DISCUSSION

Electronic Devices Policy
ADJOURNMENT

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE

Calendar item

Title:

Docket Number_ _ _ __

960

2007 Annual Report from the Committee on Admissj on,
Readmission and Retention

.
Standard Motions

_ _ 1.

Place at head of docket, out of regular order.

_ _2.

Docket in regular order.

_ _3.

Docket because of special circumstances for ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
And notify sender(s).

_ _4.

Refer to (standing c o m m i t t e e > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :

_ _ 5.

Refer to {administrative officer) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _6.

Refer to (ad hoc committee)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _7.

Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal.

_ _8.

Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation.

_ _9.

Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time.

_ _ 10.

Other procedural disposition _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOTES

University

Office of the Registrar

TO:

FROM:

of~

Northern Iowa

Professor Michael Licari, Chair
University Faculty Senate
David Marchesani, Chair'\)~~/
Mary Baumann, Secretary '7~
Committee on Admission, Readmission and Retention

RE:

2007 Committee Annual Report

DATE:

February 28, 2008

Attached is the annual report of the Committee on Admission,
Readmission and Retention for the calendar year 2007.
The report is
statistical in nature and is basically similar to previous annual
reports submitted to the University Faculty Senate.
Representatives of the Committee will be present at any meeting the
Faculty Senate might wish to discuss and ask questions regarding this
report. We therefore submit this annual report of the Committee on
Admission, Readmission and Retention to the University Faculty Senate.
If in the meantime you have questions or suggestions for the
presentation of additional information please let us know.

MGB:njr
attachment

Club 91-Maucker Union • Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0006 • Phone: 319-273-2241 • Fax: 319-273-6792

COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION, READMISSION AND RETENTION
Explanation of Tables

TABLE I
Academic suspension is for no specific period, but readmission is not
usually granted before the student has been out of college for at
least one academic year.
Students under academic suspension must
apply for readmission.
Some students may be permitted immediate
readmission provided the cause of deficient performance has been
removed and successful performance can be assumed. All percents refer
to the total undergraduate student body.
Read the first line like this:
In the fall semester 1994, 1.8% of the
student body began the semester on a warning, at the end of which 0.8%
had the warning canceled, 0.5% had it continued, and enough more
received warnings to bring the total at the end of the semester to
3.8%. Read the probations the same· way.

TABLE II
Grade indices are expressed in quartiles for each undergraduate
classification and for all undergraduates.

TABLE III
This table shows the actual number of students placed into the
warning, probation, and suspension categories for 2007.
It also shows
the action taken on applications for readmission for 2007.

TABLE IV
This table shows the achievement of previously suspended students for
their first semester after readmission.

TABLE I
PERCENT OF UNDERGRADUATES INVOLVED
IN WARNINGS, PROBATIONS, OR SUSPENSIONS
SEMESTERS

'-

WARNINGS
Our At End
Sem of Sem

PROBATIONS
At End
Sem
of Sem

WARNINGS
PROBATIONS
Cane Cont Rmvd Cont

FALL
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

1.8
1.9
1.9
1.7
1.1
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.7

3.8
5.3
4.3
3.5
3.5
3.2
3.9
3.3
3.4
3.3
3.4
3.1
2.8
3.4

2.7
2.8
2.8
2.5
2.4
2.6
2.4
2.7
2.6
2.3
2.4
2.2
2.1
2.0

3.5
4.7
3.9
3.6
3.8
3.8
4.0
4.1
3.4
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.3
3.2

0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.8

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.5

1.0
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.7

1.1
1.3
1.1
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7

2.00
1. 88
1. 85
1. 77
1. 68
1. 60
1. 74
1. 71
1. 76
2.01
2.05
1. 68
1. 64
1. 69

SPRING
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

3.5
3.7
4.2
4.2
3.4
3.5
3.2
3.9
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.0
2.7

2.5
2.6
2.8
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.2
2.4
2.2
2.1
2.3
2.0
2.2
2.1

4. 0
3.7
4.5
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.8
3.9
3.4
3.4
3.7
3.4
3.1

3.6
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.2
3.4
3.2
3.7
3.5
2.9
3.1
2.7
3.0
2.6

1.6
1.7
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.8
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.5
1.4

1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
0.8
0.9
0.8
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.6

1.0
0.9
0.6
1.0
1.1
1.2
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.1
1.0

1.8
1.7
2.5
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.4
1.3
1.0

1. 64
1. 93
1. 97
1. 67
1. 65
1. 50
1. 67
1. 54
1. 89
1. 85
1. 78
2.03
1. 95
1. 81

SUMMER
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

1.9
2.1
2.1
1.4
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.1
1.5
1.1
1.2
1.0

1.8
1.9
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
0.9
1.3
0.9
0.8
1.3

2.7
2.8
2.7
2.1
1.9
2.3
2.3
2.6
2.8
1.6
1.9
2.2
2.4
2.1

2.5
2.5
3.3
2.0
2.0
2.2
2.0
2.1
2.2
1.4
1.6
1.9
2.1
1.8

0.6
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.4

1.1
1.0
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4

0.5
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7

1.8
1.9
2.2
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.7
0.5
0.6
1.0
1.3
1.0

0.32
0.40
0.24
0.21
0.21
0.37
0.38
0.37
0.55
0.56
0.72
0.67
0.66
0.60

Our

SUSPENSIONS

TABLE II
UNDERGRADUATE GRADE INDICES AT THE
END OF FALL SEMESTERS

Quartiles 1997
All

Q3

Undergraduates

Ql

Seniors

Q3

M

M

Ql
Juniors

Q3
M

Ql
Sophomores

Q3
M

Ql
Freshmen

Q3
M

Ql

2005

2006

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2007

3.50
3.00
2.44

3.53
3.03
2.44

3.56
3.07
2.45

3.54
3.02
2.41

3.53
3.03
2.42

3.58
3.07
2.44

3.55
3.00
2.36

3.56
3.02
2.42

3.53 3.53 3.54
3.00 3.00 3.02
2.34 2.38 2.34

3.69
3.29
2.78

3.67
3.29
2.75

3.73
3.33
2.78

3.73
3.30
2.76

3.72
3.31
2.75

3.73
3.33
2.77

3.73
3.31
2.72

3.72
3.26
2. 67

3.64 3. 64 3.65
3.17 3.15 3.17
2.50 2.50 2.46

3.47
3.00
2.42

3.48
3.02
2.46

3.50
3.02
2.44

3.49
3.00
2.40

3.51
3.04
2.40

3.54
3.05
2.46

3.47
2.95
2.33

3.47
3.00
2.36

3.50 3.50 3.52
3.00 3.00 3.00
2.35 2.38 2.34

3.40
3.00
2.45

3.45
2.98
2.44

3.48
3.00
2.42

3.47
3.00
2.42

3.47
3.00
2.41

3.47
3.00
2.42

3.43
2.93
2.33

3.46
3.00
2.42

3.52 3.50 .3 . 51
3.05 3.06 3.02
2.42 2.47 2.46

3.25
2. 72
2.19

3.27
2.75
2.18

3.33
2.77
2.19

3.28
2.71
2.17

3.25
2.75
2.19

3.31
2.76
2.22

3.27
2.69
2.12

3.27
2.76
2.17

3.39 3.39 3.44
2.85 2.87 2.93
2.27 2.29 2.33

TABLE III
STUDENT PROBATIONS, WARNINGS, AND SUSPENSIONS

0

X

2C

3A

3C

8C

9

Total

Spring 2007

103

213

1

113

106

38

180

754

Summer 2007

24

46

1

14

34

17

22

158

Fall 2007

73

376

1

221

92

39

186

988

ACTIONS ON APPLICATIONS FOR READMISSION
(1/1/2007 through 12/31/2007)

Readmits*

Denials

Spring 2007

48

10

Summer 2007

9

1

56

9

113

20

Fall 2007
TOTALS

* Includes immediate readmissions

Codes:
X

Removed from academic probation

0

Warning

2C

Continued on probation (transfer probation)

3A

Placed on academic probation

3C

Continued on probation (3A changes to 3C when the student is
eligible to return after one semester under 3A)

8C

Probation readmission after suspension

9

Academic suspension

TABLE IV
ACHIEVEMENT OF PREVIOUSLY SUSPENDED STUDENTS FOR THEIR
FIRST SEMESTER AFTER READMISSION

Spring 07 Summer 07

Fall 07

• ,

Yearly Totals

1.

Total number readmitted

48

9

56

113

2.

Number of readmitted who enrolled

39

6*

47

92*

3.

Percent of enrollees earning
less than a 2.00 gpa for
the semester

25.6

20.0

31.9

28.5

4.

Percent of enrollees earning a
semester gpa between 2.00
and 2.50

28.2

20.0

21.3

24.2

5.

Percent of enrollees earning a
semester gpa between 2.51
and 2.99

25.6

60.0

17.0

23.1

6.

Percent of enrollees earning a
semester gpa of 3.00 or higher

20.5

00.0

29.8

24.2

7.

Percent of total enrollees who
earned a semester gpa of 2.00
or higher

74.4

80.0

68.1

71.4

8.

Percent of enrollees who were
re-suspended after their first
returning semester

15.4

00.0

23.4

18.7

9.

Number re-suspended after
immediate return following
suspension

1

0

0

1

* Includes one student who registered for three hours of Audit.
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I. CURRICULUM REVIEW PROCESS AND TIMETABLE

PARTICIPATING GROUPS' RESPONSIDILITIES
!deleted all "source" references in text. Moving sources to an appendix!
Faculty members within academic departments are primarily responsible for initiating curriculum
proposals. In addition, several other groups may forward curriculum proposals to the appropriate
curriculum review bodies, e.g., the Council on Teacher Education, the Liberal Arts Core
Committee, etc.
The various groups participating in the curriculum review process, and their responsibilities, are

A. The Department: lcombinrd "shall" and "in addition" sections for all groups!
1. originates all curricular proposals within the appropriate jurisdiction of the department.
Interdisciplinary programs and programs of broad scope may originate with other ~Q( ____ - Deleted: organs
the faculty with departmental consultation as appropriate"
'--------''---------

i

2. is responsible for:

a course and program description, justification, and integrity
b. compliance with restrictions on program length and other curriculum policies
c. explanation of any duplication
d. impact statement, short- and long-term
1) staff and financial implications
2) inter-departmental implications
e. justifying proposals, in re]<!_ti_o!l._tQ .9th_er PL3!:ll)ipg _eff.9rl~·-~x.PJ'!.i!} ill g~t~iJ DQ':Y Ji}~ _____ - - Deleted: terms of their
curricular changes are linked to the various program assessments the Department has
- · Deleted: ship
done (i.e., SOA, APR, Strategic Plan).
'---'---"--'-'------3. obtains approval by the Departmental graduate faculty for all graduate courses ( 1OOg, 200,
300 level) and programs"
4. consults \\'ith
a. the library for proposJis thJt couiJ have an impact on library resources and services.
b. the LACC on all proposals in\'olving LiberJI Arts Core Courses.
c. the Oftice ofTcacher Education for proposals that im·olve tenching majors. teaching
minors. or the professional education sequence, and specifically '"hen proposJis require
changes in the state curriculum exhibit sheets found at
w\\w.stJte.ia.us/bocc/colleges/uni/Endorsements.html. Click on link for the major or the
"core" area (Profession::~! EducJtion SeRuence) under revision . If the link is inactive,
ITgucst a copy of the e:-;hibit sheet from the Office ofTeJcher Educntion.

4

d. all other university groups affected by the department's proposals (refer to section IV
of this handbook).
5. forwards all department-approved proposals to the respective College Senate/Faculty
Council.
~----------- ------------- -- -- -------- ------------------------------- -

B. The Council on Teacher Education:

1. Delegates the following responsibilities to the Office of Teacher Education:

a. Examine all proposals related to teaching majors. minors. or professional
education requirements, for licensure requirements, duplication. and
interdisciplinary implications.
b. Review all proposals for new or modified teaching.
degrees/majors/minors/profess ion a I education requirements.
c. Review all new/revised courses inc Juded in teaching
majors/minors/professional education requirements.

Deleted:

'I
6. forward proposals involving Liberal
Arts Core courses to the Liberal Arts
Core Committee. 'I

'I

d. Review dropped de!2Tees/majors/minors/courses in teaching
majors/minors/professional education requirements.
e. Review requests for changes to the admission/retention/exit requirements
to the teacher education program.

f.

Follow the CTE guidelines for addressing all proposals that affect the
teacher education program as a whole, the Professional Education
Sequence (licensure core). or proposals that raise concerns for teacher
education majors' path toward licensure.

g. Forward recommendations through the cuniculum consultation process.
2. Follows the CTE guidelines for the university curriculum process.
3. Receives curriculum report fi·om the Office of Teacher Education.
4. Resolves concems brought forward by the Office of Teacher Education and/or the
CTE cuniculum standing committee.
5. Provides a forum for faculty members and departments to clarify proposals or to
appeal CTE decisions.
6. Originates, when deemed necessa1y, curricular proposals with appropriate
departmental consultation. Proposals that are the result of changes in state
accreditation standards may be forwarded directly to the Office of Academic
Affairs for Senate information.

5

'I

4. consult with other university groups
affected by the department's proposals 'j
S. consult with the Office of Teacher
Education for proposals that involve
teaching majors, teaching minors, or the
professional education sequence, and
specifically when proposals require
changes in tl1e state curriculum exhibit
sheets found at
www <tote i~2.lk£ti"'.l!uiLE.lli!Qu; ·
oments html. Click on link for the major
or the "core" area (Professional
Education Sequence) under revision. If
the link is inactive, request a copy of the
exhibit sheet from the Office of Teacher
Education.'I

. forward departmentally-approved
proposals to the respective College
cuniculum body'!j

'I

C. Tbe College Senate or Faculty Council:
1.

receive~

and examines all

proposals~

2. ~~e§p~n_sibJ~ fo_r _ey~l!J~tj~ _____________________ ~ ______________________ -- {'-D_e_le_t_ed_:_bc_ _ _ _ _ _ __
a. course and program description, justification, and integrity
b. compliance with restrictions on program length and other curriculum policies
c. duplication
d. impact statement, short- and long-term
1)_staff and financial implications
2) inter-departmental implications~
3.

review~ and

acts upon all proposals for

a new degrees/majors/minors
b. modification of degrees/majors/minors
c. new courses/revised courses
d. dropped and suspenJed admissions to degrees/majors/minors/courses
e. admission/exit requirements~
4. hear~ appeals from faculty members and departments~
forward ~ to the University Curriculum Committee CUCC) and the Graduate
CollegeCurriculum Committee (GCCC) all approved curricular matters and unresolved
objections.

5.

6~

onlv makes changes in proposals ~f!e_r _C_9g!_IJ!U_nj~a!i9!). _yv_i~h-~~~ inJ~I!tin.z_d_ep~l!l~t:!t{sJ~ ____ --

Deleted: made by the College can be
made only

z. fotwarJs the.pOI!lPLe!e_ ~QlJt:_g__e:appro_v~g p~o_p_O§I!lJQ!l!_e_I;_>~a_n_o_f_th~ ~QlJ~e_f_9~ ~@_rO~al_----

Deleted: financial implications ofthe
Deleted: have been approved by

of its lin:111eial implications.

,

~-

designates a representative~_d_e!iy~r_aJI_ ~oJI~g~-?PI~_f9~~d_prSJpQS_a!s_t9 Jhe_ Qff}c_e_o_f~ ____ -- Deleted: of the College Senate (or
ProYost by the stated deadline~
'
College Curriculum Committee)
Deleted: Academic Affairs
2. notifies the Office of ~Jl~ _Pxo~o_st g:(_ ~_y_p_!Qpq_s?l§ -~h_i~l!_ h~_v~ _b_e~I_! ?PR_rgy~d-~l!_t _IJ!ay_h_ay~ ___ - i Deleted: Academic Affairs
unresolved objections, and/or involve courses or programs which conflict with curricular
guidelines~

D. Liberal Arts Core Committee:

•_________________________________________________________________ --

2. in an advisory capacity for proposals
involving Liberal Arts Core courses.,

2. rccei\'cs and reviews proposals for changes in the design and structure of LAC
catecories and/or requirements (requires Form L).
E. University CuJTicuhtm
1.

receive~

Committee,(Q<;~X

________________ _ ________________

copies of all curricular proposals~

2. studies and approve~ or disapprove~ all new undergraduate degrees, majors and minors,
and restatements of all majors and minors~
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Deleted:,
I. eviews all proposals involving existing
or proposed Liberal Arts Core courses.,

,
,

I. receives, reviews, ::md responds to consultations for proposa ls involving existing
or proposed Liberal Arts Core courses.

3 Forwards all

~

College-approved
proposals involving the Liberal Arts Core
to the University Committee on Curricula
(UCC.
Deleted: on Curricula

J

3. studies and approves or disapprove!\~)] !1~~ _c9~~s~~ ~-d-c_o_!.l~s_e_c_!t~ge_§ _a~g ~~t~ _!.!PQ'! ~I! ____ - -{ Deleted: review
unresolved objections and items that differ from university curriculum structure/policy,
'------------__)
4. acts on all 100g level courses (also reviewed by GCCC).
5. considers only in extraordinary circumstances proposals which have not been processed
through department and college curricular bodies,

6. is.~e_§p~'!sib_l~ f~r_ey~l!J~ti'!g_: ______________________ __ ___ _______________ _ __ - {'-D_e_re_t_ed_:be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...)
a University impact
b. duplication
c. compliance with restrictions on program length and other curriculum policies,
7. hears appeals from decisions made by colleges or recommendations from university
councils, committees, or commissions,
8. distributes minutes and advises the ,P_G~C 9[ p~OE!:!!_~ sJ~~i~iQJ}S_ ~~Lc~ j~p~c_t _upgl} __ ____ _ -graduate courses and programs to a degree which is significantly different from past
operations.
9. seeks to reconcile with the ,Q<;<;_91 !h.!Q'!gh_~~~~~ pggi~~ Q~ ~e_s!.g_n~!esJ J~p_r~~ep!a~iy~~ ______ those differences pertaining to impact concerns.

Deleted: Graduate College Curriculum
Committee

Deleted: Graduate College Curriculum
Committee

10. notifie;;_t!J~ Y_ni~e!"~i!Y_l~a_c!:!Lt:i:: §~'!!!_t~ ~!1~11 !h_e_l.l~<; _i~ !:J'!a_bl~ ~o_r~~oJ~~ Lll!P..a~! ~o_n~~~~ _ _ - - Deleted: y
with the ,Q<;<;:_9,.. ____________________________________________________ ~-:.-- ~------------------~
·Deleted: Graduate College
11. forwards to the Senate all approved courses and programs,

Deleted: Curriculum Committee

F. Graduate College Curriculum Committee (GCCC):.lJmdatcd b::tscd on Grad Colleee
Recommendations]

I. receives copies of all eraduate curricular proposals.
2. studies and aoprO\·es or disapproves all graduate degrees and programs and restatements
of graduate degrees and programs.
3. studies and approves or disapproves all new I OOe. 200 and 300 level courses and course
changes. and acts upon all unresolved objections and items that differ from universitv
curriculum structure/policv.
4. considers onlv in extraordinary circumstances proposals which have not been processed
through department and college curricular bodies.
5. is responsible for evalu::tting:
a. Uni,·ersity impact
b. duplication
c. compliance with curriculum policies.
6. hears appeals from decisions made by colleees.
7. distributes minutes and advises the UCC of dceree and proeram decisions which impact
upon undergr::tdu::tte courses and programs to a deeree \\·hich is sienificantlv different
from past operations. Significantly, is construed to mean anv in stance in which a bona
tide claim can be made that the essenti::tl ch::tracter of existing offerings '"ill be materially
affected bv what is proposed such that it is changed or impaired in such a wav as to no
longer represent what was intended. Mere dissatisf::tction caused bv the necessity of
making minor adjustments is not to be considered a bona tide claim.

7
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8. Seeks to reconcile with UCC. through whole bodies or designated representati\'eS, those
differences pertaining to impact concerns.
9. forwards to the Graduate Council all approved curricular matters and unresolved
objections.
I 0. n0tifi es the Uni\'ersity Facultv Senate \rh en the Graduate Co!lee:e Curriculum Committee
is llll :lb!e to resolve impact concerns with the vee.
G. Graduate Council:
1. review~ curricular actions of the GCCC~
2. seek:2 to reconcile any unresolved objections~
3. forward ~ to the University Senate all approved graduate curricular matters and

unresolved objections~
H. University Faculty Senate:
I delegate:2 to the UCC and the .,9Cc;,~ ~e_spQI!Si~iUty_fp~ fi!!l!l_f~~uJty_app~o_v_?l Qf_ajl_ ________ -- -{ Deleted: Graduate Council
curricular proposals except:
·
a. departmental or college appeals subsequent to appeals at all appropriate subordinate
levels;
b. UCC or ,9~s:_c_ l!P.P5!~l~.\, __________________________________________ _ _ ---( Deleted: Graduate Council
c. new degrees or programs which differ from existing degrees or programs to the extent
that the University faculty should be consulted;
d. changes approved by the .,L~G_~ 9~ ~~ !J15! _,Q<:;<:;~ _th'!t_h_?~~ !!Qt_b_e~l} _?pR_rQ~~d- ~Y.. l,h~ _____ -- Deleted: University Committee on
appropriate college(s);
'
>-c_wn
_·c_uJ_•--------<><
e. other issues of substantial university-wide impact, as determined by the University
Deleted: Graduate Council
Faculty Senate~

2.. receives reports of all actions of the UCC and ofthe,9~~-C.: ____ _ _________ _________ ---( Deleted: Graduate Cmmcil

J.. review~ curricular actions of the UCC and ofthe .Q<:;<:;~ Jh'!t _h_?~~ !!Qt_b_e~I! .?PR_rp~~d- ~ ____ -- { Deleted: Graduate Council
the appropriate departments or colleges~
:!. act~ on all new degrees and all programs which differ from existing degrees to the extent
that the university faculty should be consulted~
;i. review~ department.,Qt:. <;_oJLeg~ .?PR_e_?Ls~ ~l!.b_s~qu_ept t_o_a_pp~'!l~ ~t-ajl_ l!P.P!'QP!la!e_~upp~dJI!'!t~ __ - - -( Deleted:

.Q.

review~

al

~-------------------

levels. Such appeals shall be restricted to university-level issues, such as impact on other
programs. Where the Senate finds in favor of an appeal, the matter shall be returned to the
appropriate jurisdiction for disposition in accordance with that find in&

appeals, requests for reconsideration, and unresolved disagreements J?~ t~\·e~ l} !h_e____ -- Deleted: with each other from
--- ~--------------Deleted: University Committee on

.v~~-'!!19Jh~ .9~_c_c_. __________________________________________________

''..'

1. review~ other issues of substantial university-wide impact when, in its judgment, important
University Faculty concerns have not been adequately recognized in the decisions of
subordinate bodies. This is understood to be a rare rather than a normal activity of the

Senate~

Curricula

'~- ~~~-----------------Deleted: from
Deleted: Graduate Council

Q. recommend:i all approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the Board of Regents~
!.Jl l!iY~r:.s!ty _F_a~~l_cy:_________________ _ _________ _ _________________________ -- {c..:D:...:e:...:le::.ted
.:c.::..:.:..:.:..:.:
H' - - - - - - - - -

8

acts upon any curricular matters referred by the Faculty Senate or introduced by petition,

*-Qrf!c_e_o_f Jhe Provost: __________________________________________________ :: _- >-o_e_let_ed_:_I- - - - - - - - <
Deleted: Academic Affairs

1. Qrepares summary abstracts of all the submitted proposals for use by the UCC, GCCC,
University Faculty Senate, academic departments, and Office of the Registrar (abstracts show
all of the proposed changes in the form in which they should appear in the new catalog).
2. J,;ommunicates with departments concerning any needed clarification relating to proposed
changes, missing proposal materials, and similar problems requiring attention.

3. fo rwards all new Qroer am proposals to the lo\Ya Coordinatin g Coun cil for Post Hi eh
School Edu cation CI CC PH SE).
4. fo ll mYin g app ro,·a l bv the JCC PH SE. fo rw:-trds all new proeram proposa ls to the Council
of Provosts.
5. foll owin g appro\"al by th e Council of Pro,·osts. fo rwards all curricul nr proposa ls to the
Board of Reeents.
6. following approval by the Board of Regents, forwards all approved changes to the Office
of the Registrar for inclusion in the UNI catalog, preparatory to the printing of the next
catalog edition.
~ _!l_o~!:c!

Qf ~!!ge_n_t~: _____________________________________________________ - - {'-o_e_le_ted
_ : _J ------~

rev iews and acts upon the complete University curriculum proposal.
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GENERAL TIMETABLE,.f_Q~~l!~!(;!JJ..J[l\J_I!l);Y!~W ___ _ __ _______ _ __ _ __ ____ _ _ - - {'-D_e_let_ed_:_:s_ _ __ __

____J

Curricular change becomes effective at the beginning of the term following the publication of the
UNI catalog (during the summer semester of even-numbered years). .Jp~J ~bJ~ ~~IQ'!Y jl]~s1r_a!e§ __ __ - - - Deleted: (will this cbao~:e?I
the time available to each of the groups involved in the review of curriculum.
--- Deleted: diagram
'------~~----------_)

Timetable for Curriculum Review
Semester

Unit(s) Involved

Fa ll (even years)

Departm ents.

Acti vity

Prepare curricul ar documents.
revi ew proposa ls and consult with
relevant bodies
Colle ges
Sprin g (odd Years)
Review departm ent-approYed
DrOPOSai s
Prepares and di sse minat es
Jun e I (odd yea rs)
Provost's Office
abstracts 0 r Dr0DOSa Is
September-November £od~ _ _U ~ C &_Q ~~C ___ __ _ __ _ _ R~y i e ,~s all ~o lJ r:ge_-aeQro v~ d _-- i..,.o_e_le_t_ed_:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....~J
vears)
pro posa ls & fo rwards th em to
Faculty Se nate
Dece mber (od d years)
Fac ult y Senate
Rev iews and acts on a ll proposals
rece ived from UCC and GCCC
Acts on uni vers ity-approved
Boa rd of Regents
Spring (even wa rs)
proposa ls
Summ er (even years)
Re!:! istrar' s 0 ffi ce
Publishes ca ta log
The development of curriculum proposals by departments and other groups is effectively
continuous in nature. However, as explained in Section III of this booklet, most proposals are
developed within the framework of the standard two-year curricular cycle.
In some instances it may be appropriate for changes to be proposed that do not follow the above
timetable. Changes that may be submitted by the Chair of the College Curriculum Committee to
the Office of,lh_e _PJ·Q~C!_S! fo! _c9~~ig~r~tJ~I'!. ~y th~ _QQ<;,_Q~~~J ~~c! !J~1i\·c~sJ t v_F_a~l!l!Y ~~n_a!e_ ~t- __ -- { Deleted:
times other than those in the standard curricular cycle include:
New programs (majors, minors, emphases, certificates)~
Changes necessitated by accrediting and licensing bodies, by action ofthe Board of
Regents, by UNI curricular policies, or by other conditions~
)> Errors discovered after the completion of the previous curriculum cycle,
)> Chances in the des ign and/or structure or LA C catceorics and/or req uirements (m ay be
submitted to th e LACC c\·erv fall).

)>
)>

Preapproval of New Majors:
The Regent universities shall submit an annual program planning list to the Board Office
in the spring of each year, which includes the name and educational level of proposed
baccal aurea te, masters. doc toral or first pro fess io nal def.! rec proQrams that are currently
undergoing an institutional review and are likely to be submitted for program approval by
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Academic Affairs

the Board of Regents within the year. Therefore, any new academic major being
proposed by a Department(s) must be submitted to the College Dean(s) for review. The
Dean(s) will submit the program to the Office of,t~e_ ~~~O_YO§t ~)_:: Ml!X. !· } _he tab!~ _below ___ - - { Deleted: Academic Affairs
illustrates the time available to each of the eroups involved in the preapproval process.
Timetable for Prea1mroval of New Majors
Semester

Unit(s) Involved

Activitv

SQring (everv year}

Departments

AQril I (even: year}

College Dean(s}

A12ril 15 (everv year}

Provost's Office

Submit all Qroposed new majors
that are cuJTently undergoing
institutional review to the Dean(s}
of the relevant Colleee(s)
Forward QrOQosals for new majors
to the Office of The Provost
Submit an annual Qrogram
Qlmmine list of all QroQosed new
maiors to the Board of Regents
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Deleted: 1311
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II. UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM AND COURSE STRUCTURES

I
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
[For a complete description of the undergraduate degree programs available at UNI and
graduation requirements, refer to the UN! Catalog.]
UNI offers the following undergraduate degree programs: Bachelor of Arts- Teaching, Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Fine Arts, and Bachelor of Liberal
Studies. The Jl..: 0 ~· J3)=·~: ~ ~~c~ ~~ ~ l_u~ i_s; _d~gr_e~~ ~egyi!~ ~ ~!"t:.~i~ ~~'!r_ I!l!l!.i!_ll_U_D! .9!! ~Q_ ~e_n~e_ste.! ___ - Deleted: standard B.A.
credit hours for graduation, while the B.S. requires a minimum of 126 semester credit hours, fl!ld
--- >-D
- e- l-e t=ed
_ :_ an
_ d ---~----<
the B.F.A. require.:;! 130 semester credit hours. To graduate, students must also meet the foreign -~Deleted: and the B.A. Teaching,
language proficiency requirement as identified in the UNJ Catalog. All undergraduate degree
B.Music,
programs require the successful completion ofUNI's Liberal Arts Core component.
There are some limitations on the number of credit hours for ce11ain types of work which may be
applied towards graduation, including: ungraded coursework, non-resident credit (including
correspondence study, extension courses, and telecourses), and credit earned by open credit or
examination (including CLEP and Advanced Placement).
Credit earned which is considered to be regression, or course duplication, or is remedial in
nature, will increase the number of credit hours required for a bachelor's degree. Regression
occurs when a student successfully completes a course which has content fundamental to another
course the student has previously successfully completed. Course duplication occurs when a
student has earned credit in two courses whose content is highly similar, for which the
departments involved will not allow degree credit in both courses. Remedial courses are
designed for students who do not possess sufficient background skills to do college level work.
Further information is provided in the UNJ Catalog.
To graduate, students must also meet minimum grade point requirements. A student seeking
the bachelor's degree with licensure to teach must successfully complete student teaching and
have a minimum cumulative grade point average of2.5 for all coursework attempted at UNI and
elsewhere. Students not seeking licensure must have a minimum cumulative grade point average
of2.0. Departments may impose higher GPA requirements for their programs. All coursework
attempted is used to determine a student's cumulative grade point average with the following
exceptions:
> if a student successfully repeats a course previously failed, only the grade received for the
successful completion will be used;
> if a student repeats a course that was previously successfully completed, the grade received
the last time the student takes the course will be used.
However, the student's transcript will show every time a course was taken and the grade received
each time.
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MAJOR PROGRAMS
Deleted: [Source: Policies and
Procedures for Effecting Curricular
Change]

y __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The current structure for undergraduate programs and degrees defines the Standard Program as
the university norm. While some ~t~J!d_e~ _u!l~~rg!:a_d~~t~ _d~gr_e~ p~~gt'~f!l~ CL~r!'entlv_e~ist. n_o______ - {Deleted: E
new such programs may he proposed. and no existing standard programs mav become extended
'--------------__;
programs,._ ~.!I):~x~~n_d~~ !'!~gt'~f!l -~l!S! p~ ~q !a!J~I_e~ il! !h__e-~~ ~~t~l~g._ Ib~ !:e_~!_r~f!l~l!t~ fqr____ - - { Deleted: may also be offered
Standard and Extended programs are stated below.
Deleted: A
~tandard Pro~rams~ ___________

___ _____________________________________ _ ,_':-

Deleted: lj
, >. A program consisting of 120 credit
I hours for the non-teaching B.A. and
' B.L.S. degrees; 126 credit hours for the
' B.S.,or t 30 credit hours for the B.A.' Teaching, B.F.A., and B.Music degree.1J
I

For tht! purpose of determining wheth er the lelH.'.th of th e tmjor (or emphasis)
meets the requirements of a Standard Program or is an Extended pro!!ram. the
hou rs fro m some Liberal Arts Core courses mav he double-counted. Doublecounting is permitted for any courses from the required categories and up to three
courses from elective cate!!orics.

,

> . A program which is realistically
capable of being completed in no more
than 8 semesters for the 120 hour
programs, or 8 semesters plus I summer
session for the 126 hour programs for the
full-time, regul ar admission student. This
realistic completion time is based upon an
average credit hour enrollment of 15
credit hours per semester and, for
126hour programs, 6 credit hours during
the summer session. Excluded -from this

Exc luding anv allowable double-counting of Liberal Arts Core courses. the
maximum hours allo\\·ed for a major in the Standard Program is: 62 hours for the
B.A. andB.L.S. de grees. 68 hou rs for the B.S. degree. SO hours for the B.F.A.
and B.Music degrees. and 80 hours for the B.A. -Teaching deeree (including an
all owance of 33 hours for the professional sequence. but excluding methods
courses \\·hich are considered to be part nf the maj or).

requirement are:,

When a major (or emphasis) has a ranee of hours. if the minimum hours in the
ranee meets th e requirement for a Standard program. the mnjor (or emphasis) is
considered to be a Standard program. even though the maximum hours mav
exceed th e requirement for a Standard program.
'!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..)

,Jb~ ~t<l!lQ~r~ _P!Qgr~l_!l_ t!_lt,!St _h~ possjbl~ tq..~qi~Ql~t_e }I! _8_s~l_!l~~t~r_s~ or ~ ~eJ~e_s~exs

an_d_ qn_e____ _
summ er session.J~!: t_h~ J':!IJ !i!!J_eL !:e~La~ ~~f!1Ls~i.91! §!J.l_d~~t_t~~i~g ~~ _!ly~r~ge_ g(I_5_\(2 _C!~djt____
hours per semester.

J
1

1
/
11

Ill
Ill

If a Standard program cannot be completed in 8 semesters~)!:'~ 9~~ ~U-~f!l~r_s_e~sjgnJJ~e_Qr_9gr_a!l!_ ~ 1.'.'1
..\vJll ~~ ~t2t~sld_e!~d- an_ ·~e_?'!e.!l~~<!"_Qr_9gr_a!l'k !~g_a~<!l~s_s _of jt§ ~!:e~it_h__o~rs~ _1_:h_e_sp~~i!i~l!tLop_of___ J 1.'-'1
program completion within a given number of semesters requires that a department consider the \111111
1 1
11 '. 1\
following issues in the management and development of their courses and programs:
1I 1

I,,,

1

>

>
>
>

ensuring quality and consistency in the student advising process (advisory statements are not
printed in the UNl catalog, so the burden for dissemination of such advice lies with the
department offering the program);
clearly identifying any restrictions on enrollment, retention, and/or satisfactory completion of
the program;
developing course prerequisites and/or co-requisites which minimize sequencing problems as
much as possible and are capable of being enforced in the electronic enrollment process; and
scheduling course offerings carefully, especially when a program requires the completion of a
sequence of courses.

Deleted: is defined as:
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. - . students entering UN! with
competency/deficiency requirements~
. - . students who have not demonstrated ·
a level of competence in a foreign
language equivalent to that achieved after
the second semester at the college level
[Source: Senate Minutes #/385 from
IOI /2187]t
. - . transfer studentst
. - . students who change programs1f
. - . students who must repeat courses\
. - . students who choose to enroll for
fewer than average credit hours per
semester<j
. - . students who elect additional
programs beyond the graduation
requirements of their major, andCJ
. - . students have contributed to course
sequencing problems through their own
(in)action(s) (such as withdrawing from
courses or not obtaining advising services
in a timely manner).1J

,

defined as:'j
>.A program consisting of no more than
138 credit hours for the non-teachCTif

Deleted: , capable of being
Deleted: is the lllliiii for a Bachelor
degree

Deleted: (or 8
Deleted: a
Deleted: must be labeled
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Extrndrd Programs:
**No new extended programs will be allowed, and no ex istin g extended programs may increase
in lengt h.
Any program that exceeds the maximum hours allowed for a mGjor in th e Standard Progmm
(excluding any all owab le double-counting of Liberal Arts Core courses) is cons idered an
Extend ed Program. This includes mGjors 1\'hich require more than 62 hou rs for the B.A. and
B.L.S. degrees, more th an 68 hours for the B.S. degree. and more th an SO hours lo r the B.F.A.
and B. Music d~.:gree s , and more than SO hours for th e B.A. -Teach in!! d..:eree (in cludin g an
all ol\'ance of33 hours lor th e professional seguL nce. but exc luding m..:thods wurses " ·hich are
considered to be pe~rt of the major).
Some majors may have a range of hours, especially those in which emphases or options exist or
a minor or endorsement area is required. If the minimum hours in the major meets the
requirement for a Standard Program, but the maximum hours exceeds this requirement, the
program is still considered to be a Standard Program. However, any emphasis or option which
exceeds the standard program length changes the designation of the major to "Extended
Program".
Any Liberal Arts Core courses used in a program (including courses used as prerequisites to other
courses) must be identified and their hours counted in the total hours of the major for catalog
publication purposes. However, for the purpose of determining whether the length of the major
meets the requirements of a Standard Program or must be labeled as an Extended Program, the
hours from some Liberal Arts Core courses may be double-counted.
,_ _ ___ __ _ _ ____ _ ____________ _ ___ _ ______________ __ __________ _ ____ _ _____ - - - Deleted: 'I

The UCC encouraoes departments with lengthy majors to consider restructuring such
•
"'
•
•
maJors to better enable students to graduate m a timely manner as well as to take more
elective courses and thereby broaden their educational experience.
The summary table which follows identifies the maximum hours " ·ithin a me~jor in standard
undergraduate degree pro g re~ms. Extended programs arc all those prom·ams which exceed these
I i m its .... __ __ _____ ____ ___ __ ______ _ __ __ __ _____ _ ___ _ ____ ___ __ ____ _ ______ - - STANDARD PROGRA:'v1S
Degree Proe.ram
No n-teaching B.i\. B.L.S
B.S.
B. Music
B.F.A.
. Teaching B.A.

i\'laximum Required Hours in Major*

62
68

80

so
SO**

*Excluding Double-Counting of Liberal Arts Core Courses.
** Includes Allowance o1'33 I lou rs lor the ProfessionGI Sequence. Exc lud ing t-lethods Courses
(Methods courses Gre considered pe~rt of the mnjor).
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Double-counting is pcnnitted for [Source:
Senate Minutes #139/from 218188]:'1

'II

> . any courses from the required
categories of the Liberal Arts Core. 'lj
'lj

Deleted: credit hour requirements and
restrictions which apply to graduation,
the Liberal Arts Core, free electives, and
majors in both the Standard Program and
Extended Program.
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Deleted: 11
. STANDARD PROGRl\MSi
...
REQURIED. .
MAXIMUM!

There are currently no specified limits on the number of hours for minors. However, the UCC
encourages departments with lengthy minors to consider restructuring such minors to enable
students to broaden their educational experience.

f~o-~:;:~ ~.7~iflc_a!e;; _V:e!~ in_s!i!_u!~d-~y- ~c!i_9~ _of!h_e_l:J~iy~r;;~t~ f~~u]ty_~e_!l~t_7 _o_!l_~~~! ~,_1_9]? :. _
Maximum flexibility was assumed by those proposing this concept at that time. The University :
~!Jrric_u!t~n] ~-O!l~n] i1tee ~£e~if~e;; !~e- (o119~i~g_ guJ~~I~n_7~ ~~~C_7J]lj~g_ ~h~ _c~~a!i9~ .9! ~~~ ______ _:
Certificates or the revision of any existing ones effective with the 1996-98 curriculum cycle:

A. The purpose of a Certificate is to provide an alternative to the more traditional minor.
Certificates should provide a brief but coherent experience in a set of curricular offerings in
an academic discipline or a combination of more than one discipline.
B. Certificates should generally be shorter than minors in related areas.
C. Certificates should involve only courses already in existence, or proposed as a part of a major
or minor. No courses should be created solely for use as Certificate requirements or options.
D. New Certificates or revisions of existing Certificates should be proposed by a department or
jointly by several departments in the regular curricular process using designated curricular
forms. This requires approval by the college(s) of the proposing department(s), the UCC, and
the University Faculty Senate.
--- ~
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E. An academic office must be identified which will be responsible for maintaining and
publicizing the program and for notifying the Registrar's Office in a timely fashion of those
graduating students who have completed it.
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The requirements for completing the Liberal Arts Core. the courses \\'ithin each of the Liberal
Arts Core categories. and administrative policies relating to the Liberal Arts Core are id entified in
the U1YI Catalog. Several of the ad mini strative policies relating to Liberal Arts Core courses
appear below.

>
>
>
>

>

>

The Liberal Arts Core requirements applv to all undergraduate degree programs.
Liberal A1is Core courses may be used to satisfy requirem ents for both the Liberal Arts Core
and a major, min or. emphasis. or certificate program.
Double-counting is permitted for determining the len gth of major, minor, emplwsis. or
certificate program s.
DepGrtments offering a Liberal Arts Core course mav preclude students in their progroms
from taking that porticular Liberal Arts Core course to satisfy the req uirements for the Liberal
Arts Core or th eir programs.
The onl y prerequisites permitted for a Liberal Arts Core course are other Liberal Arts Core
courses.
All courses taken to meet Liberal A1is Core requirements must be taken for graded credit.
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REQUIRED
LIBERAL ARTS
MINIMUM FREE
REQUIRED
HOURSi
DEGREE PROGRAM
TOTAL HOURS
CORE HOURS
ELECTIVE HOURS
IN THE
MAJOR*i
NON-TEACHING B.A. ,
B.L.S
120
45
15
621
B.S.
126
45
681
15
B.F.A., B.MUSIC
130
45
801
3
TEACHING B.A.
130
45
80 **1
3
1
. EXTENDED PROGRAMS1
. . ........
MAXIMUM1

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

LIBERAL ARTS CORE
[just moved- no changes made to thi s section]

0.25"
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MAXIMUM
LIBERAL ARTS
FREE
REQUIRED
HOURS 'I
DEGREE PROGRAM
TOTAL HOURS
CORE HOURS
ELECTIVE HOURS
IN THE
MAJOR*1
NON-TEACHING B.A.
138
45
17
741
B.S.
14 4
45
...._
17
80'1
B. F.A . , B.MUSIC
144
45
941
3
TEACHING B.A.
45
14 4
94 **1
3
1
EXCLUDING DOUBLECOUNTING OF LIBERAL ARTS
CORE COURSES1
INCLUDES ALLOWANCE OF
33 HOURS FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL SEQUENCE, ~

.
..

Deleted: . [Sources: Draft for the
t Academic Moster Plan eommilfee on
•' 31/183; Senate Minutes #I/ 55 on 5114175;
:', and vee Minutes #556 from 413196]'/
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All UNI courses are numbered using a six-digit system. The first three digits are a departmental
prefix number. The last three digits designate the specific course offered by the department and
are intended to be used as described below.

· ·[Source: UNI Catalog, Senate
Minutes #I 503 from 31/I/96, and Senate
Minutes from 516196]'1

>
>
>
>
>

I

000- 099, primarily designed for freshman and sophomore students
100 - 199, primarily designed for junior and senior students (at least 10 hours of 100-199
numbered courses are required in each major)
1OOg- 199g, primarily for junior, senior, and graduate students. All 1OOg level courses must
include the following statement: "Requires Junior Standing or Consent oflnstructor."
200 - 299, primarily designed for graduate students
300 - 399 primarily designed for doctoral students

'

--

't.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Remedial courses (000 level) are either offered for 0 hours credit (see 800:002) or the credit
hours received add to the student's undergraduate degree total hour requirement (see 620:002).
Courses may be listed under more than one department (see 450:045 and 980:045) if they are
essentially the same and may be taught by faculty in either department.

11

Prerequisites, corequisites, and any other course enrollment restrictions must be clearly
identified for all courses and be capable of being enforced in the electronic enrollment process.

I

Courses which have not been offered within the previous four-year period will automatically
be dropped from the UN! Catalog. A course dropped from the catalog may be reinstated within a
subsequent four-year period by notifying the Office of the Registrar. After eight years of not
having offered this course, reinstatement will require resubmission as a new course. To avoid
being surprised by automatic course drops, it is suggested that each department keep track of its
course offerings ... _____ ___ ________ __ __________ _ __________ _ _______ _____ _ ,
I
I

Several course numbers, identified in the table.below, are reserved for specific purposes and
apply to all depatiments. Refer to the UN! Catalog for additional information.

I
I
I
I
I

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE NUMBERS RESERVED FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

I
I
I
I

Course#

Credit Hours

XXX:09C
And
XXX: l 9C

1-6 with max. of IS
to applv to
graduation
rcguiremcnts
1-3 \\"ith a
max imum of6 to
applv to eraduntion
reguircmcnts

TYRC or Course/Brief DescriRtion

I
I

XXX:I9P

XXX :059
and
XXX: I 59

1'\ot restricted

Deleted: The requirements for
completing the Liberal Arts Core, the
courses within each of the Liberal Arts
Core categories. and administrative
policies relating to the Liberal Arts Core
are identified in the UNI Catalog.
Several of the administrative policies
relating to Liberal Arts Core courses
appear below.'I
> . The Liberal Arts Core requirements
apply to all undergraduate degree
programs.'j
> . Liberal Arts Core courses may be
used to satisfY requirements for both the
Liberal Arts Core and a major, minor,
emphasis, or certificate program.'I
> . Double-counting is pcnnitted for
detennining tlte lengtlt of major, minor,
emphasis, or certificate programs. ,
> . Departments offering a Liberal Arts
Core course may preclude students in
their programs from taking that particular
Liberal Arts Core course to satisfY tlte
requirements for the Liberal Arts Core or
their programs. 'I!
>. The only prerequisites pennitted for a
Liberal Arts Core course are other Liberal
Arts Core courses.'/
> . All courses taken to meet Liberal Arts
Core requirements must be taken for
graded credit.1J

Deleted:
Open Credit
Designed for sp~.:c ial projects such as pa12cr or work of art. The project
must be submitted to a 3 person loc ult v committee. \rith credit mYardeJ
for work jud ged to be of at kast "C" level gun! itv.
Presidential Scholars Resea rch
Limited to Presidcnt iJ I Scholars students. Topics and hours must be
aRn ro,·cd bx the Presidential Scholars Board. Students in the
Presidenti al Scholars Program follow a spccial12rogram ofstudv that
includcs semin ars each se mester on a varietx ofto12ics and a req uired
s~.:nio r th es i s/nro ie~t in their field
Ex12erimcnt::JI
Such courses max be o ftercJ bx a de12artmcnt as manv as 3 times. A Iter
th at the cc>urse must either be dronDcd or have gone throu eh. the
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XXX:086
And
XXX:I86

Not restricted

XXX:133

1-6 \\'ith a
maximum of6 to
ll.Q_[ll::t to graduation
requirements
1-6. with a
maximum of 12 to
agQI::t to graduation
requirements
an·anged in
advance

XXX:179

XXX:I98

XXX:199

H

Right: 0.25"

curricular review Qrocess and been aQQroved as a new course. When an
exQerimental course has been aQQroved, the course mav be offered one
more time under the exQerimental number while the new catalog is being
QreQared. AQQroval and scheduling of exQerimental courses reguire
form 59 to be comQieted and forwarded to the Provost's OfJice and to
the Registrar
Studies In
Such courses are for SQccialized \\'Ork not cowred bv existing courses.
The toQic for studv and credit hours must be listed in the Schedule of
Classes.
Workshog

Coonerat ive Education
An education Qrogram 11·hich he!Qs students integrate academic study
with 11·ork c:-;perience. Reguires a~nroval b::t the facultv SUQCrl'isor, the
detxH·tment head and the Director of Coonerati1·c Education .
Independent Stud::r
Provides students of outstanding abilitv and achiel'ement with the
oggortunit::t to do work in a snecial area not offered in formal courses.
Requires anproval b::t department head apnroval before the nrogrnm is
undertaken. and must be under the sugerl'ision of one or more facult::r
members.
Stud::r Tour:
ProYides students with the OQ[)Otiunitv to stucl::r and experience neonles
and cultures other than their 011·n
+ - - - -{
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_ _ _ _ _III. GRADUATE PROGRAM AND COURSE STRUCTURE

· GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
[For a complete description of the graduate degree programs available at UNI refer to the
UN! Catalog.]
UNI offers the following graduate degree programs: Master of Accounting, Master of Arts,
Master of Arts in Education, Master of Business Administration, Master of Music, Master of
Public Policy, Master of Science, ProfessionJI Science Master' s, Master of Social Work,
Sp.:-ciali st in Education, Doctor of Education (Ed.D.), Doctor oflndustrial Technology (DIT).
All master's degrees require a program of study with a minimum of thirty (30) semester hours of
graduate credit. The minimum number of hours of graduate credit beyond 30 varies, depending
on the major and the selection of the Thesis or Non-Thesis option.

J

The SpcciJI ist in Ed ucati on degree,t;._d~~igl}~d- t_9 _s~r_y~ _a_qu.?Lita!iy~ !_l~e_d_f.9~ ~ig!l!Y_ t!l!i!_l~d________ - Delet~: s
specialists in !!_professional area, where the master's deNee is not sufficient, but in which the
- -- ~D-e-Je_t_~_:..;a_re_ _~-----<
rigorous research emphasis of th~ Cio~tor~te-is ~ot ~e-cess~iy~ -co-u~se~o~k re-q~ire;nents 'for- ili~ - - ~Delet~: s
Specialist in Education degree are defined in terms of a two-year graduate program, including
work taken on the master's degree. A minimum of 69 semester hours beyond the bachelor's
degree is required for completing the program.
The Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree requires a minimum of 60 semester hours of credit
beyond the master's degree.
The Doctor of Industrial Technology degree (DIT) requires a minimum of 64 semester hours of
credit completed beyond the master's degree.

PROGRAM APPROVAL CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT
All graduate programs require students to submit a program of study reflecting the requirements
of a specific department and program.
The program of study should constitute a cohesive, logically planned program reflective of the
catalog requirements for graduate majors developed under the advisement of the department. The
program of stud y. and Jnv requested changes to it must be approved by the GraduJte Advisor,
Department Graduate Coordinator. and th e AssociJtc Dean of the Gradunte College. It is filed
onli ne through My-UNI\use.

GRADE POINT AVERAGE
Master's students must have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.00 (B average). In
determining a graduate student's grade point t) ~<:_rgee., !!U _g~a_d~g _!.:Ql!r§~~Qr.!<_a!t~~p!e_d_a_n,mi_____ - - -{-...:o:..:e:.:;le:.:t=~:.:=....:in=d=ex::....__ _ _ _ __
within the student's program of study will be used. If the student has not yet filed a program of
study, all graduate courses will be used as a basis of computation. If a graduate student repeats a
course, both grades will be used in computing the grade point nveraf!o;._ .N_o_J!!Qt:,e_t~~I!. ~i~ {~)- _____ ---{ Delet~: index

~-------------------
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semester hours ofC credit ("C+", "C", "C-") earned within the program of study may be applied
toward credit for graduation. Individual departments may identify specific courses within the
program of study for which a minimum ofB is required.
Specialist in Education students must earn a cumulative grade,(lyer~ ee o_f a! le_?~t_3_.QQ@ ~~e_r~g_e) _ __ - {Deleted: index
)
at UNI in all courses attempted after receiving the master's degree. No credit toward graduation
'----- - -- - - ----'
is allowed for a course in which a grade below "C" is earned.
Ed.D. students must have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.00 (B average). No more
than six (6) semester hours of "C" credit ("C+", "C", "C-") earned within the program of study
may be applied toward credit for graduation.
DIT students must earn a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.00 (B average) at UNI in all
courses attempted as a graduate student. No credit toward graduation will be allowed for courses
in which the earned grade is below "C-" and a maximum of six (6) semester hours ofC credit
("C+", "C", "C-") earned within the program of study may be applied toward credit for
graduation.
COURSES
Courses which will count for graduate credit are IOO{g), 200-level, or 300-level courses.
Special note of the I OOg courses must be taken in the curricular process. These are courses
primarily for junior, senior and graduate students. In alllOOg courses greater academic
achievement, both qualitative and quantitative, is expected of those receiving graduate
credit than those receiving undergraduate credit.
AlllOOg level courses must include the following statement, "Requires junior standing or
consent of instructor." When submitting Form C or Form D to a curriculum committee,
the justification must identify why the course is appropriate for graduate credit. For lOOg
courses, there must also be a specification of the differences in requirements and
expectations that will apply to graduate students in the course.

~.9.~1}; .R~QV!IJ.~Ml};~J~ _________________ ______________________ _____ ____ /
The master's programs of study may or may not have core requirements.

Deleted: There is a Recency of Credit
,' specified in the UN! Catalog.1f
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Graduate credit from other accredited
institutions may be accepted to a
maximum of one-third of the number
hours required by a particular UN! the,
or non-thesis master's degree program.
The specialist and doctoral degree
programs each have different transfer
credit policies.1J

t
RESIDENCE'!

Master of Arts may or may not have Professional Core A_as specified in the UN! Catalog.
Master of Arts in Education has some core requirements as specified in the UN! Catalog.
The Specialist and Specialist in Education programs have a set of core requirements as specified
in the UN! Catalog.
The Ed. D. and the DIT have a set of core requirements as specified in the UN! Catalog.
I\1!NIMUM CREDIT HOURS : i\1as tcrs deeree proerams have t\\'O options availabl e.
Thesis Option
1. The number of hours of graduate credit required varies with the major. A minimum of 30
semester hours of graduate credit is required .for all majors. For the Master of Arts
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At least two·thirds of the minimum hours
required for a particular thesis or non·
thesis master's degree program must be
taken with members of the UN! faculty.
The specialist and doctoral degree
programs each have different residence
requirements as specified in the UNI
Catalog.'I
No more than six (6) hours of credit
earned in workshop courses ordinarily
will be applied toward a graduate degree.
A student may pursue a second master's
degree at UN! upon completion of the
first degree or pursue two separate
degrees concurrently as specified in the
UN! Catalog. Suggest deleting all in
green here, not relevant, in the catalog,
and not consistently stated with the
Catalog.t
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(M.A.), the Master of Arts in Education (M.A.E.), and the Master of Music (M.M.), Jnd the
ProfessionJl Science Master's CP.S.M.), a minimum of24 semester hours must be in course
work other than xxx:299 Research and xxx:29R Directed Research. For the Master of Science
(M.S.) degree, a minimum of21 semester hours must be in course work other than xxx:299 ,.
Research and xxx:29R Directed Research. The remainder of the 30 semester hours will be
xxx:299 thesis research.
2. 200-Jevel credits: A minimum of9 semester hours of200-level credit, other than xxx:299
Research and xxx:29R Directed Research, taken at the University of Northern Iowa is
required. A minimum of 15 semester hours of200-lcvel credits. including 6 hours ohx:x:299
Jnd p0ssiblv xxx29R t Jk~ n nt the Uniwrsi tv of Northern lo\\·a is req uired for th e deeree.
Non-Thesis Option
1. The number of hours of graduate credit required varies with the major. A minimum of 30
semester hours of graduate credit is required for all majors. For the Master of
Accounting (Mace), the Master of Arts (M.A.), the Master of Arts in Education (M.A.E.), the
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.), the Master of Music (M.M.), the Master of
Public Policy (M.P.P.), the Master of Science (M.S.), the Master of Social Work (M.S. W.),
and the l'rofessi0naf Science Master's (P.S.!\1.), a minimum of27 semester hours must be in
course work other than xxx:299 Research and xxx:29R Directed Research.
2. 200-Jevel credits: A minimum of 12 semester hours of200-level credit, taken at the
University of Northern Iowa is required. No more than 3 semester hours ofxxx:299 can be
applied to the requirements for the degree, xxx:29R cannot be applied to the required
minimum hours of200-level as determined by each program.
The Specialist in Education program requires a minimum of 69 semester hou rs of graduJte credit
bev0nd th e bachelor's decree. A specialist student must earn at least 24 semester hours of credit
in 200-level courses. A student who has not completed a thesis for the master's degree must
complete one for the specialist degree. A department may require a student who has written a
master's thesis to write a thesis for the specialist's degree also.
The Ed.D. program requires a minimum of 60 semester hours of credit beyond the master's
degree, with three components credit distribution as specified in the UN! Catalog.
The DIT program requires a minimum of 64 semester hours of credit be completed beyond the
master's degree. At least 52 hours of these credits must be earned at UNI. At least 38 credit hours
must be in 200- or 300-level work. Research credit of 12 semester hours will be granted for the
successful completion of the dissertation.
EXAMINATIONS
Master's degree programs on either the thesis or non-thesis option may or may not require the
successful completion of a comprehensive examination.
Th<;< Specialist in Education degree requir.£;! the successful completion of a comprehensive
examination as specified in the UN! Catalog.
The Ed.D. degree requires the successful completion of written doctoral comprehensive
examination.
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The DIT degree requires the successful completion of both the written and oral portions of a
doctoral comprehensive examination.

GRADUATE CONSULTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The complexity of the curriculum development process requires consultation with all departments
and other university groups that may be affected by curricular proposals and/or should be
involved in the curriculum development process. Due toj~s_u~~ ~eJI!t~n_g_t~ p!a_fl!l~n_g_a_n~ _f~n_a!?~i~l- _ _ _ - Delet~: The
considerations....c_9!?~u_l~a!i~J1 :vjt_h_Q~a!l~ ~11<! P~PI!f!ll_.l~l!t J!e_a~~ ~s _o_f_p~~a!TI_O_!.I!l! ~n:!go_~a!?~~ ~~!Y- ___ - >-D-e-le-t-~-=--im-pl-y-th-at-----------<
in the curriculum development process. Once specific proposals are under development,
consultation with other groups is generally necessary. See discussion in Section IV of this
document.
The development of curriculum proposals by departments and other groups is effectively
continuous in nature. See discussion on "General Timetable" in Section I in this document. The
GCCC meets as needed (under the direction of the Graduate Council). During the curricular year
review process (the odd-numbered years), the chair of the GCCC will set up and announce in a
timely fashion open meetings with the five colleges for curricular review. In the off years (the
even-numbered years), the GCCC may meet to work on general review of curricular processes
(including review of their own procedures) and review and help in the editing process of the
catalog.

SEE THE TRUTH IN ADVERTISING STATEMENT
on Page 2:!, _______________ _
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A program consisting of 120 credit hours for the non-teaching B.A. and B.L.S. degrees; 126
credit hours for the B.S.,or 130 credit hours for the B.A.-Teaching, B.F.A., and B.Music
degree.
> A program which is realistically capable of being completed in no more than 8 semesters
for the 120 hour programs, or 8 semesters plus 1 summer session for the 126 hour programs
for the full-time, regular admission student. This realistic completion time is based upon an
average credit hour enrollment of 15 credit hours per semester and, for 126hour programs, 6
credit hours during the summer session. Excluded from this requirement are:
students entering UNI with competency/deficiency requirements
students who have not demonstrated a level of competence in a foreign language
equivalent to that achieved after the second semester at the college level [Source: Senate
Minutes #1385 from 10/12/87]
transfer students
students who change programs
students who must repeat courses
students who choose to enroll for fewer than average credit hours per semester
students who elect additional programs beyond the graduation requirements of their
major, and
students have contributed to course sequencing problems through their own (in)action(s)
(such as withdrawing from courses or not obtaining advising services in a timely
manner).

>

The 120, 126or 130 total hours in the total program must include:
all Liberal Arts Core requirements
all requirements of the major: required courses, elective courses, any minor or
endorsement area required by the major, and all college-level prerequisites for these
courses
a specified minimum number of free elective hours (to be chosen by the student from
among all UNI course offerings).
Page 13: [2] Deleted
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An Extended Program is defined as:
> A program consisting of no more than 138 credit hours for the non-teaching B.A. degree or
144 credit hours for the B.A.-Teaching, B.S., B.F.A., and B.Music degrees.

>

A program which is realistically capable of being completed in no more than 9 semesters for
the non-teaching B.A. degree programs, or 9 semesters plus 1 summer session for the other
degree programs for the full-time, regular admission student. The realistic completion time
for 138 hour programs is based upon an average credit hour enrollment of 15 1/3 credit hours
per semester and, for 144 hour programs, 6 credit hours during the summer session.
Excluded from this requirement are:
students entering UNI with competency/deficiency requirements
students who have not demonstrated a level of competence in a foreign language
equivalent to that achieved after the second semester at the college level
transfer students
students who change programs
students who must repeat courses

students who choose to enroll for fewer than average credit hours per semester
students who elect additional programs beyond the graduation requirements of their
major, and
students have contributed to course sequencing problems through their own (in) action(s)
(such as withdrawing from courses or not obtaining advising services in a timely
manner).

>

The hours in the total program must include:
all Liberal Arts Core requirements
all requirements of the major: required courses, elective courses, any minor or
endorsement area required by the major, and all college-level prerequisites for these
courses
a specified minimum number of free elective hours (to be chosen by the student from
among all UNI course offerings).

Extended Programs were created with the intention of offering students additional depth within
an academic program without sacrificing the broad educational experience afforded by free
electives. For this reason, an Extended Major, or emphasis within the major, would increase a
student's credit hour requirement for graduation as a result of the increased program hours
without a corresponding decrease in the student's free elective hours.
If a Standard program cannot be completed in the designated 8 semesters (or 8 plus a summer
session), the program must be labeled "Extended", regardless of its credit hours. The
specification of program completion within a given number of semesters requires that all
departments consider the following issues in the management and development of their courses
and programs:
Page 15: [3] Deleted
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STANDARD PROGRAMS

DEGREE PROGRAM
MAJOR*
NON-TEACHING B.A., B.L.S
B.S.
B.F.A., B.MUSIC
TEACHING B.A.

REQURIED
REQUIRED
LIBERAL ARTS
TOTAL HOURS
CORE HOURS
120
126
130
130

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM FREE
REQUIRED HOURS
ELECTIVE HOURS
IN THE
15
15
3
3

45
45
45
45

62
68
80
80 **

EXTENDED PROGRAMS

MAXIMUM

LIBERAL ARTS

TOTAL HOURS

CORE HOURS

FREE

MAXIMUM
REQUIRED

HOURS
DEGREE PROGRAM
MAJOR*
NON-TEACHING B.A.
B.S.
B.F.A. , B.MUSIC
TEACHING B.A.
*
**

138
144
144
144

ELECTIVE. HOURS
17
17
3

45
45
45
45

3

IN THE
74
80
94

94 **

EXCLUDING DOUBLE-COUNTING OF LIBERAL ARTS CORE COURSES
INCLUDES ALLOWANCE OF 33 HOURS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL SEQUENCE, EXCLUDING METHODS COURSES.
METHODS COURSES ARE CONSIDERED TO BE PART OF THE MAJOR.

... ---i Formatted: Right:
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IV. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEW ISSUES

JUSTIFICATION: LINKS TO OTHER PLANNING EFFORTS
One ofUNI's strategic goals is to " ma int r~i n th e excell ence in u n de r e rr~dua t e and erad uate
prm:rr~ m s that distin eu ishes the uni,-ers ity and strategica ll y e.\l'and proe.rams th r~ t attract
studen t s ;~ J:.o_s_uppgr! !hi~ gg<!ILt}:l~ §~~t~gi~ plap_e_n}gh_~i~~s- t}:l~ !l~~d_ t_o_"jl!t~grElte_tb~ pi:_O~~s_s~~ __ -- Deleted: ensure high-quality
of program review, student outcomes assessment, and strategic planning." To do this effectively,
undergraduate cWTicula.
departments should link their curriculum development to their other planning processes: strategic
planning, student outcomes assessment (SOA), academic program review (APR), accreditation,
re-accreditation, and licensure. Each department's curriculum proposals should also consider ~ ___ - - { Deleted: their
~------------------college's and the university's long-range plans.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS
The development of an effective curriculum necessitates consideration of the resources required
to support the initiatives. Early involvement of Deans and Department Heads in the curricular
process assures that resource allocation priorities may be appropriately identified and
incorporated into the cmTiculum development process.
An effective curriculum must be dynamic to respond to the requirements of a changing

environment. However,p~ ~_C.9!lt:S~~ g[t~n_ i}'!_~hj <!d_e!l _r~s_O_\l!:C_e.i!P.Plif:l!tlO.!l§ fQr_q_ti}~r_s~ryj~e§ ____ - - Deleted: , the development of
provided across campus, such as additional classroom facilities and equipment, library and
Deleted: s
educational media resources, computer services, and support services such as th.ose provided by
'---- -- - - - - - - the Office of Placement and Career Services. New course~ f.a!l _als.9J ~l!d_t_9_srn_ajl_c] C!_S~ §Lz~~ ~d____ -- {Deleted: development
duplication of curricular offerings, resulting in inefficient use of resources from a university
perspective. Every department and college should carefully address how to balance the need
for new courses with resource constraints.

The development of minor and certificate programs, especially interdisciplinary programs, can
enhance student opportunities for breadth of learning without a significant increase in
departmental resource requirements. This approach to curriculum development can be very
attractive when administrative budget allocations are tied to enrollment patterns in departments
and colleges.

CONSULTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The complexity of the curriculum development process requires consultation with all departments
and other university groups that may be affected by curricular proposals and/or should be
involved in the curriculum development process. Due t o j~s_u~~ reJl!tLng_tg pla_11!1Ln_g_ap~_f!_n~<2i~l_ _ _ -- ~D;;,;e;;l.;;;
et;;;ed
~:Th
.;.;;.;;e------~
considerationS, f:.9!:l~l!.lta!iQI} ~j t}:l_Q~a!l~ Elf!<! P~PI!r!~~r!_t _1-!e_ag~ Ls _of.PE\I:_a!l!.o_u!lt LlllR.O_rt_a!)<2~ ~arly___ --- Deleted: imply that
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in the curriculum development process. Once specific proposals are under development,
consultation with other groups is generally necessary.
A major change in (I) course content, (2) course pedagogy, (3) the creation of a new course,
and/or (4) the addition of courses to programs will very likely increase demand for library
resources, educational technologies, computer resources, and other support services provided by
the university.
A change in an existing course- a restructuring of course content, a change in course
prerequisites, a change in the credit hours, and/or a change in course title- will affect other
departments th at;_{!)_~~v~ _a_Sif!! ~l~-c_o~~s~ _a~o_ng _t~~i~ g~f~rj~g~!. ~ 9':!I?}~c~~ig~ ~S~l!_e_; i~)_~s~ ~l!e____ --( Deleted: who
course as a prerequisite to one of their courses; (3) use the course as part of one of their programs;
'-------------~
or (4) have a course bearing a similar title.
The addition or deletion of courses to a program will affect other departments whose courses
are being added or deleted, as well as other departments whose courses are prerequisites for the
course being added or deleted. Some majors require students to also have a minor. In such cases,
when a change is made to a minor that may be used to satisfy the major requirement, the
department offering the major must be consulted. The add iti on of courses to a program mav
im pact de m ~m d for li brnrv resources, ed ucational technolog ies. comnuter resources and other
sunpo rt ~e n' i ces. and add iti onnl consult nti on bv the ori gin nt in g bodv mav be advi sabl e.
Anv ndJ itions . de letions or chnnges invo lvin g Liberal Arts Core Courses req uire consul tation
with the L/\ CC . Additi ons. dele ti ons or ch:mees in courses rebted to teachin g maj ors. minors. or
prof'essionnl ed ucation requirements re~u ire consultati on \\'ith th e Coun cil on Teacher Educntion.

CONSULTATION PROCESS
It is the responsibility of the department initiating the curricular change to assess the
impact of the proposed change and consult with those who may be affected. Departments
initiating curriculum proposals are strongly urged to consult with their college
representatives on the UCC and GCCC throughout the curricular development process.
Each consultation should be initiated in writing and should identify the nature of the
proposed change (see Form J. Form J-L. and J-T Ed.).

If the recipients have objections to the change, it is their responsibility to notify the originating
department promptly of the reasons for the objection. (Form J. J-L or.T-T Ed. a r-.~I~g !O_~~ l:!S_e~ ____ - -{......D_e_le_t_ed_ :_ i_s _ _ _ _ _ _____,
for responding to notifications of proposed curricular change.) Both parties are then expected to
work together to attempt to find a solution to their differences.
If proposals with unresolved objections are approved at the college level, the Office of~

PrO\'OS'._f!!l:!S~ ,!:>~ !l<?~fi~d- g~t~~ _!l~r_e~gly~c!. <?~~~t~o_n~ .P.2<?f!ll_~t YliD.: _"[h_e_lJ~9_ap~ _Q~<:;~ ______ -- -(Deleted: Academic Affairs
provide forums for the parties with unresolved objections when such objections are philosophical,
rather than financial, in nature. As part of its deliberations, the UCC looks for evidence of the
willingness of both parties to reach reasonable solutions to their differences. The UCC considers
a non-response or the lack of a timely response to be an indication of lack of interest, .impJxlng
,J_h_a! !h~ !~c_i ei~~t_l!a:; .!19 _o_!:>le_c!ig~ !O_ t_h~ p~gp_o~~c!. ~l!a_!1g~.Jf/5'!e~ !l~e_1}~9_C9!,1~i 9~ r~ _a_t ~~e_l }; _____ -- -(
response to be no longe r than one mon th durin e th e regul ar academic vea r.]
To identify which departments should be consulted about proposed curricular changes, it is
suggested that each department prepare a summary for each of its courses which indicates all
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prerequisites, all courses which use the course as a prerequisite, and all programs that use the
course as either a required or elective component. Thi s should be done usin g the im pact analys is
too l at UNI Curri culum Onl ine. Sec picture be l ow~ __ __ ____ ___ _______ ______ _______ _ _

Deleted:

An

example is provided

below.

UNI Curriculum Online
User:
Graduate Council

University Faculty Senate Senators

College Senators

UCC/GCC

Home
Impact Analysis

Overview
Catalog:

Forms

1

2006-2008

3

Search course prerequisites/corequisites for this course:
Impact Analysis

(ex. come.uter sciencel

Dept. Packet

1 :1

(ex. 999:999l

Search course titles and descriptions for this text:

Search Major/Minor descriptions for this text:
(ex. 150:034, businessl

I

1:1

(ex. 150:034l
(ex. 150:034, businessl

I

1 :1

Search Certificate requirements for this course:
Search Certificate descriptions for this text:

psychologists,
; sociologists , and'l
anthropologists, and
marketers in relationship
to internal and external
influences on buyer
behavior and'l
'
marketing-related decision
I
making. 'I
Prerequisites: 130:101 (3
I
I
credit hours) ; 920:024
(Liberal Arts Core, 3

J

Search Major/Minor requirements for this course:
(ex. 620:005l

FAQ

Deleted: 130 :106(g) CONSUMER
jf BEHAVIOR
-- 3 CREDIT HOURS
-- Recent findings of

I

credit hours),'l

I
I

or 920:053
(3 credit hours); junior
standing.'{
Specified as requirement
for: Business Teaching
Major , Marketing Major,
Chemistry Marketing Major,'l

I
I
I

I

ConsL Illation " ·ith the librarv (Form .1 -L) shou!J tJke p!Jce for all new courses I including those
pl\!YiO us ly offered on an e;-;pcrimenta l basis). majors, minors. emphases. and cert ificates for
\\'hich substJntivc chJnees arc being proposed. Sec page 5 for a list of curricular proposals tlut
should be br0ught to th e atten tion of Teacher Educntio n (form J-T.Ecl.).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Communication/Public
Relations Majori
Specified as elective in:
Management Major: Emphasis
1, Communication/Electronic
Media Major, Interior'l
Design Major ,
Nutrition & Food Science
Major, Texti l e & Apparel
Major'l
Prerequisite to: 130:150,
130:169, 130:191, 130:257,
130:263, 150: 194g (applies
only to graduate students)'l
Specified as elective in:
Management Major: Emphasis
1, Communication/Electronic
Media Major . 'l

- - - ---------------------------------------------------------------'
In add ition to the consultation process that is initiated by the department proposing a curricular
change, all departments have the opportunity to review the abstract of all curriculum proposals
that have been submitted to the Office of the Pro\ os~ _Tl:!e_~u!l:.i<2l!l':!l!l_a!>~t!(!Cj p~ep£1I:.e9 _by_tb~ ___
Office of the Provos t_d_u!ipgjJ:!~ ~u_n}.t!l~r_i~ 9Ls!ri~ujt::.d_ t9 _ajl_a_c!!-4~11!i~ _d~pf!r!ll} ~r~.t~.. _t l~~ ~LbE<!.rY .,_ __'.
II
anJ th c Office of Teac her Educat ion before the start of the Fall semester. Each department is
II
advise d to examine the abstract carefully to ensure that they are aware of all proposals that affect IIII
them. In the event a department has not been consulted about a change which affects them, or the IIII
II
depart ment has other types of concerns about the proposed changes appearing in the abstract, the
II
II
depart ment should bring these issues to the attention of the proposing department as soon as
II
II
possib Ie. It is hoped that such discussions among departments will resolve any problems before
,I
II
the pro posals are reviewed by the UCC and GCCC.
II

L

'I

I'
II
I
I

TRUTH IN ADVERTISING
24
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It is important that the infonnation appearing in the UN! Catalog be as complete and accurate as
possible. When a student officially enters a program of study, the infonnation in the catalog in
force zt that time defines the student's and the university's official obligations and requirements.
The UCC and GCCC are cooperating with the Office of the Registrar to ensure that all program
and course infonnation appearing in the UN! Catalog is correct. As part of this effort, all
departments and colleges should continuously review their programs, courses, and other
narrativ es in the Catalog for completeness and accuracy.
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All curricular proposals must be prepared in accordance with the designated formats and guidelines using the
UNI Online Curriculum System. Submission is required in both hard copy (1) and online. The forms to be
used for proposing various types of curricular change appear in the Appendix to this booklet.
All proposal forms must be complete, or they will be returned to the appropriate Department and/or College.
Proposals received from the Colleges must also be submitted by the stated deadline (end of spring semester
in odd-numbered years). Any proposals received after the designated deadline will not be considered during
the normal curricular cycle unless time permits.
For all changes requiring consultation (for which Form J should be used), only the summary of the
consultation is required on the actual forms . However, copies of all consultation letters and responses must be
included in the submitted printed proposal package.
Each change must be accompanied by a completed form of the appropriate type; for example, if3 new courses
are being proposed, then the package should contain 3 completed versions of Form D.

FORM A: SUMMARY OF CURRICULAR CHANGE AND BUDGET SUMMARY
This form requires four types of summary information:
1. A summary listing of all proposed curricular changes from the department, by type of change (items I
through VI.).
2. A departmental budget summarizing the estimated, composite cost of all the additional resource needs
for all the changes included in the department's curricular proposal (item VII.). The expectation is that
this summary cost will equal the sum of the costs found on all the itemized budget forms
ed;;.;:...;E~.-~~-~~accompanying each proposed change (Forms C, D,._L .QJJ.!lillD._W!t~l!. t_h~ §l:!I!IJ!l~_bjlgge_t js_l!_oj _____ -- -{~D;.;e;.;.le;;.;t.;;,
simply the sum of all the other costs identified in the curricular package, the department must explain
-- - Deleted: and
the discrepancy.
'--"-'"-'-'.c..:;.c-='--- - - -- -

i

3. A list of all unresolved objections to College-approved proposals (item VIII). Refer to Section IV,
Form J - Consultation.
4. A list of all College-approved proposals which differ from curricular guidelines (item IX). Section II
identifies the established guidelines for courses and programs.
This form must be signed by both the College Dean and the Department Head.

FORM B: DROPPED COURSE. ____________________ __________ __________ __ _ --

Deleted: AND/OR
MAJORIMINOR/EMPHASJS/CERTI

This form covers f:.9\!r_5~ gr_op~ Lnitiaje_d_by_th~ ge_p!ll:_(l}l~Qt:. __________________________________ ~ __

>-:;;.;~;.;;~.:t.;.; :E
; .;;d:-tw
;. -o-typ
-e-so_f_dr_o-ps-:11'_ __

A list of all courses which have not been offered for the last four years will be provided by Office of the
Registrar. All such courses will automatically be dropped from the UN! Catalog. A course dropped from the
catalog may be reinstated within the subsequent four-year period by notifying the Office of the Registrar. After
eight years of not having offered this course, reinstatement will require resubmission as a new course. Form B
does not have to be completed for such automatic course drops. However, these automatic drops are to be
reported on Form A (item I.).

'

Form B must be completed for each course.!V!tLc!_ljl!e_c!ep¥!I!l~n_t}¥js_h~~ t_o_djs_cgqtjn_u~ s>!T~~in_g, ___________ -
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Deleted: • andt
ii. any program (major, minor, emphasis,
certificate) to be discontinued.

-1Deleted: and/or program

JJl~ 9~P-~-e~t_ J!I~S~ id_e!l~fy_t~~ ~e_!ll_e§t~t:_ i_!l_~hj~h_ t!_l~ ~u!~e-~!!_S)~! Qlf~r~q. _____

_ ______________ .......-- -

Deleted: i. For courses which are to
be dropped,

,,, ,

J_!J~ ~~~ll!'!a_t~o_!l[j!_J~t!f!.c~!iQ'! fo! ~is~~~ti:!J!:!Lng !l!e_c_o!:I~S~ p1_u~t_ ~e.P!Q~ig~d! _____________________ , , ',:
I

The impact the drop will have on other courses, programs, and/or prerequisites to courses (both within the
department and on other departments) must be identified. The department is required to consult (using Form J)
with the outside departments who will be affected by the change and report the summary of the results of such
consultation efforts. However, copies of all consultation letters and responses must be included in the
submitted_proposal package.

Deleted: t
Deleted: f
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Deleted: ii. For programs which a
to be discontinued, the department mu••
identify the current enrollment in the1
program, describe how the students
currently enrolled will be able to
complete the program, and estimate,
when the last enrolled student is expected
to complete the program.1

1

FORM C: CHANGES TO AN EXISTING COURSE

I

,

Deleted: or program

Form C must be completed for each course to be changed. Form C is to be used to identify the following types
of changes to be made to existing courses :
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

course number (including the addition or deletion of a "g" notation to I 00 level courses)
title
description
credit hours
prerequisites, co-requisites, and/or other course enrollment management requirements

When proposed course changes include a new title, description, and prerequisites, such changes are often .. --indications that a new course is being crafted from an existing course. In such situations, the UCC and GCCC
may recommend that the department drop the old course (using Form B) and add a new course (using Form D).
Whenever the course number is to be changed, the department must include instructions for the Registrar's
Office about whether students who have received credit under the existing number will be permitted to register
for and receive credit for the course under the new number. Departments must not propose new course
numbers that are reserved for courses common to all departments (see Section II, Courses).
Significant changes in course content and/or pedagogy will typically require changes in the course
description and possibly course prerequisites. Such changes may also have implications for additional resource
needs that must be identified.
The listing of course prerequisites must include all prerequisites, including any "hidden" prerequisites
(courses which are prerequisites to the prerequisites of the course under consideration).
Whe·n a new course title is proposed, the Office of the Registrar will abbreviate the title if it is more than 26
characters in length (including spaces) for purposes of its listing on the student transcript. Departments should
either limit the course title to the maximum number of characters or propose an appropriate abbreviation for
use by the Office of the Registrar.
For catalog publication purposes, course descriptions are to be limited to 280 characters (including spaces
and prerequisites).
The explanation/justification for the proposed changes must be provided. For courses to which a "g" is to be
added, the justification must identify why the course is appropriate for graduate credit, the differences in
requirements and expectations that will apply to graduate students enrolled in the course. All proposed
graduate level courses must be approved by the department's graduate faculty. All "g" courses must, at a
minimum, include the prerequisite phrase: "Junior standing or Consent oflnstructor".
The impact the changes will have on other courses, programs, and/or prerequisites to courses (both within the
department and on other departments) must be identified, as well as the impact the changes will have on
computer usage and library resources and facilities. The department is required to consult with the outside
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departments and university services, including the Library, likely to be affected by the proposed changes and
report the summary of the results of such consultation efforts. However, copies of all consultation letters and
responses must be included in the submitted proposal package.
Any additional resource needs to support the proposed course change(s) must be identified and their cost
estimated. Various categories of resources needs are listed, all of which must be considered.

FORM D: NEW COURSE PROPOSAL
Form D must be completed for each new course.
1. The following descriptive information concerning the course is required.

a

Catalog description including: title, credit hours, description, and all prerequisites, including any
hidden prerequisites. The Office of the Registrar will abbreviate the title if it is more than 26
characters in length (including spaces) for purposes of its listing on the student transcript. Departments
should either limit the course title to the maximum number of characters or propose an appropriate
abbreviation for use by the Office of the Registrar. For catalog publication purposes, course
descriptions are to be limited to 280 characters (including spaces and prerequisite statements).

b. Any history of offering the course on an experimental basis.
c.

A course outline and/or syllabus that identifies the proposed topic coverage, textbook(s), supplemental
reading(s), and pedagogy.

2. A justification for the new course is required which includes the considerations identified below.
a.

The course's role in overall curriculum development as part of strategic planning, student outcomes
assessment, annual program review, and any accreditation or licensure requirements.

b.

Identification of where this course will be used (major, minor, emphasis, certificate) and how (as a
required or an elective course).

c.

An estimate of the expected enrollment, the frequency with which the course will be offered, and who
will teach it.

d.

Consideration of any duplication of course content or title similarity across campus.

e.

If the course is a graduate level course (I OOg, 200, or 300 level), the justification must identify why
the course is appropriate for graduate credit, the differences in requirements and expectations that will
apply to graduate students enrolled in the course. AlllOOg courses must, at a minimum, include the
prerequisite phrase: "Junior standing or Consent of Instructor". All proposed graduate level courses
must be approved by the department's graduate faculty.

3. The impact the new course will have on other courses, programs, and/or prerequisites to courses (both
within the department and on other departments) must be identified, as well as the impact the changes will
have on computer usage and library resources and facilities. In addition, any other courses with similar content
or titles taught by other departments must be identified. The department is required to consult with the outside
departments and university services likely to be affected by the proposed changes and report the summary of
the results of such consultation efforts. Library consultation on new courses is required. Copies of all
consultation letters and responses must be included in the submitted proposal package.
4. Any additional resource needs to support the proposed new course must be identified and their cost
estimated. Various categories of resources needs are listed, all of which must be considered.
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FORME: DROPPED AND/OR SUSPENDED l\TAJOR/MINOR/EI\1PHASIS/CERTIFICATE
FormE must be completed for the proposed drop or suspension of anv major, minor, emphasis
or certificate.
Anv major. minor. emphasis or certificate that has students currently enrolled mav not be
dropped until the last student has completed the program. Such programs mav be suspended.
The department mu st identify the current enrollment in the program. describe how students
currently enrolled will be able to complete the program. and estimate when the last enrolled
student is expected to complete the program.
The department mu st identify how manv students have been enrolled in the program. and how
manv students ha\'e completed the program in the last 5 \'cars.
The department must attach an enrollment report for tJJ.is program for the la st 10 years with
Form E.
The department mu st pro\'ide the explanati on/ justification for discontinuing the program.
The im[Jact the dro[l will have on other courses. programs. and/o r prerequis ites to courses (both within the
depnrtment and on other depnrtm ents) must be identified. The department is required to consult (using Form .1)
with the outside depar1m,;-nts \\'ho \\' ill be affec ted hv the chnnoe and report the summarv of the results of such
c o n ~ ultation efforts. Ho,vevcr. copies of all consu ltation letters and responses mus t he included in the
submit ted proposal pnckaee.

Form f._fi!UJ>t ~e- c_o_!l1_p] eJ~d- fs>~ pr_OpQs_eg ~~~ng~s- i!J _CQI;!r~~s_o_r ~~esflt ]lQI;!r_r~qujr:_e!_Tl_e!)t,? i'! 1!1!. ~xjsJi!Jg ________ -- i Deleted: E
program. If such changes are also accompanied by other changes (i.e., program title, program description,
'-----------~
enrollment management polices), all the proposed changes should be included on this form . However, when
the changes proposed involve only the program title, the program description, or program management
policies, Form Ji_,c;bq,ujq Q~ ~;!S~g.____________________________________________________ - - i~D_e_le_t_ed_:_o_ _ _ _ _ __
..._

1. No advisory statements may be included.
2. All changes must appear in bold type.
3. If the program title has been changed, the department should either limit the program title to 26
characters (including spaces) or propose an appropriate abbreviation for use by the Office of the
Registrar.
4. Any Liberal Arts Core courses included in the program must be underlined.
5. All prerequisites to courses required in the program must appear in the program listing, including any
"hidden" prerequisites.
6. All courses in the program must be listed with their credit hours shown in parentheses Q.
7. All courses in each part of the program (i.e., required components, elective groups) must be
categorized by departments in alphabetical order (i.e., accounting, economics, mathematics).
8. .;J:he total number of credit hours (or ran_ge of hours) for all sub-categories {required core~ elective •'_.,-- Deleted:,
corriponent, emphasis-or option areas) and the entire program must be identified. The totai credfi:
>-F-o-rm-att_ed
..;;..:_B-ut-lets
_ a_nd_N
_u_m_be_r_ing
--<
must include the hours from: (1) all courses in the program, (2) all the prerequisites to courses in the
program, (3) all LA <:;,_c~':!r,?~S~ ~d_(:tl ~.Y_f!:Ji_!lQt:, q_r_e_!lgq_r~~"!~n! ~r~~ ~e_q~i.!'~d- ~- t]l~ pt:_0~3_!1'!.· ________ - i Deleted: General Education

hours - ''
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9.

An Extended program (major or emphasis area) must be clearly labeled as such ("Extended
Program" or "Extended Emphasis"). For the purpose of determining whether a major (or emphasis
area) must be labeled as "Extended", the credit hours from any Liberal Arts Core courses which may
be double-counted will be subtracted from the listed program hours (see Section II, .">lajor l)s>gr_3!Jl.SL· ____ - -{ Deleted:

Extended
~----~~--------~

An example program listing is shown below.
Table here
ACCOUNTI NG MI NOR
Required :
__Ac counting: 120 :030 (3 h r s)
__Mar keti ng : 130:101 (3 h rs )
__Management: 150 :153 (3 hr s )
__ Pr erequ i site s : 92 0 :024 (3 hrs), or both 920:053 (3 hrs) and 920 :05 4 (3 hrs)
__Total Required ... ... . . ... .. . ........ .... . .. . . ... . .. .... . . ........ . ... . •. . .. _12- 15 hours
El ec t ive s: at le ast 9 hou rs fr om account i ng area . .......... ......... .. . . . . . .. . ____ 9 hou rs
-------------------------------------------------------------------18 hours

The department must al$0 note the last time that a curricular change was made in the program.
Some major programs are long and/or contain many courses that must be taken sequentially. When this is
the case, the department must show how the program may be completed within the allowable number of
semesters (see Section II . l\bjor Pr o~ r mm ~ ____ _ _________ ·______________________ ___ _ _____ --

Deleted: Standard and Extended
Programs)

A justification for the program change is required. When possible such justification should include the
program's role in overall curriculum development as part of strategic planning, student outcomes assessment,
annual program review, and any accreditation or licensure requirements.
The impact the changes in the program will have on other courses, programs, and/or prerequisites to courses
(both within the department and on other departments) must be identified, as well as the impact the changes
will have on computer usage and library resources and facilities. The department is required to consult with
the other departments and university services likely to be affected by the proposed changes and report the
summary of th e results of such consultation efforts. However, copies of all consultation letters and responses
must be included in the submitted proposal package.
Any additional resource needs to support the proposed course change(s) must be identified and their cost
estimated. Various categories of resources needs are listed, all of which must be considered.

FORM £:-~~w: M~.J9~J.N.Q~{I];~J>J!~S!~/~Jli!T!I:I_CA n:_--------------------- -{~---------------------Deleted: F
Form G must be completed for each new program and requires a complete, detailed listing of the new
program.
The guidelines are identified below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The department should either limit the program title to 26 characters (including spaces) or propose an
appropriate abbreviation for use by the Office of the Registrar.
No advisory statements are permitted.
Include any description of the program, enrollment management policies, program admission
requirements and/or exit requirements associated with the program that are to appear in the Catalog.
Any Liberal Arts Core courses included in the program must be underlined.
All prerequisites to courses required in the program must appear in the program listing, including any
"hidden" prerequisites.
All courses in the program must be listed with their credit hours shown in parentheses ( ).
All courses in each part of the progran1 (i.e., required components, elective groups) must be
categorized by departments in alphabetical order (i.e., accounting, economics, mathematics).
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8. The total number of credit hours (or range of hours) for all sub-categories (required core, elective
component, emphasis or option areas) and the entire program must be identified. The total credit hours
must include the hours from: (1) all courses in the program, (2) all the prerequisites to courses in the
program, (3) all Liberal Arts Core courses, and (4) any minor or endorsement area required by the
program.
9. No new Extended Programs may be proposed.
For an e;.;arrlpfe-p-rogtam listing~ re-fer -to the -previous section (Form-f)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Formatted: Bullets and Numberin11

~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~-- \

Some major programs are long and/or contain many courses that must be taken sequentially. When this is
the case, the department must show how the program may be completed within the allowable number of
,
semesters (see Section II. 1\ bjor Pro!!ram s.L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ',
\

\

A proposal for a new Certificate must identify the academic office that will be responsible for maintaining
and publicizing the program and for notifying the Office of the Registrar in a timely manner of those
graduating students who have completed the program (see Section II, Certificate Programs).

\

\

\

\

\
\

\

\

Deleted: i. An Extended program
(major or emphasis area) must be clearly
labeled as such ("Extended Program• or
"Extended Emphasis"). For the purpose
of determining whether a major (or
emphasis area) must be labeled as
'Extended", the credit hours from any
Liberal Arts Core courses which may be
double-counted will be subtracted from
the listed program hours (see Section II,
Extended Programs).1
Deleted: E
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Deleted: , Standard and Extended

A justification for the program change is required. When possible such justification should include the
program's role in overall curriculum development as part of strategic planning, student outcomes assessment,
annual program review, and any accreditation or licensure requirements.

Programs

Other informational requirements include: (I) any new courses which are being proposed that will be used in
the program, (2) an estimate of the expected enrollment in the proposed program, (3) the identification of
staffing plans for the program, and (4) consideration of any duplication with other programs.
The impact the new program will have on other courses, programs, and/or prerequisites to courses (both
within the department and on other departments) must be identified, as well as the impact the changes will
have on computer usage and library resources and facilities. The department is required to consult with the
other departments and university services likely to be affected by the proposed changes and report the
summary of the results of such consultation efforts. Library consultation on new programs is required.
Copies of all consultation letters and responses must be included in the submitted proposal package.
Any additional resource needs to support the new program must be identified and their cost estimated.
Various categories of resources needs are listed, all of which must be considered.
Note that if a new major is being proposed, Form I (same as nOR form A) must also be completed and
suhmittetl to the ProYost Office for transmittal to the Iowa Coordinating Council for Post-High School
[clucation •
.._ ________________________ __ _ _ ________________________________________ _ _ ___ -

FORM !J; _QT!J_~~ ~~T~!--.QG _GIJ~.N.G~~ A~!?£Q!l-_~!)J>JJ'J9.N.~

________________

Form H pertains to two categories of informational change. The first type (part A) relates to those changes that
are curricular in nature and are not entered on other forms. These include new or revised program enrollment
management policies, admission requirements, exit requirements, and/or minimum grade policies that
have not been reported elsewhere. Such changes will be reviewed by the UCC and/or GCCC.
A complete listing of the new or restated policy is to be entered on Form G. All changes must appear in bold
type. No advisory statements may be included. Additional information requirements include:
1.

The justification for the policy, including the role of the new or revised policy in overall curriculum
development as part of strategic planning, student outcomes assessment, annual program review, and
any accreditation or licensure requirements,
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Deleted: I fa new minor is being
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Deleted: G

must also be

2. An estimate of the expected impact the policy will have on course or program enrollments (both
within the department and on other departments or university services)"
3. An explanation of how the new policy will be implemented and controlled,
4. Consultation with other departments and university services likely to be affected by the proposed
changes.
5. Identification of any additional resource needs to support the new program"
Deleted: G

The second type of change to be reported on Form Efgaf!_~)_r~l_!l~e§ !o_~h_!ll:!ge§ _y(hJc_h_!!!l! !!l!t_c.!l!:r!c!!L!!! jp.___ ~-'
Deleted: Office of Academic Affairs
nature, including a change in: a department's name, the title of a program, descriptive program information,
,
_ _ _ _~-~~
and/or the three-digit course prefix number. These types of items are handled directly by the ,Qrfke of the ___ ~, ',, >-D_e_le_t_ed_ :_o_AA
Pr01w; t. The Oni~:"c of the Pro\ · ost.,h_~ ~e.9!!l!S!esJ _th<!_t !l!e§l! ~~1J!lgl!_s _b~ _jJ!CJI!d~~ p~ f!>~II! !J..tg _!>~ ?-~SpLu!t!_ly ___ ~--- Deleted: G
certain their office receives the correct information in a timely manner. A justification for the change is
Deleted: FORM 1: REGENTS
1
PROGRAI\1 REVlE\V QUESTIONS
required.
-MINOR PROGRAJ\11/
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Deleted: or new minor
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Deleted: a Regent's Program Review

When a new major J? _!:>~i~g p~opgs_e~,_tbl! ~l!P~t!P~I_!t_li_ll!S! ~~J1_1Q.I~t~J1>rm! (~OR Forn~ ::\) ~d su!1~nit it to___/ ' , '
the Ortice of the ProYOSt for tr:msmitt:.ll to the ICCPHSE .. _S_upl} ~l!l'!:i~l!li!fjJJQR.O§!!ll! re_qyiJtl !!c!djtio_n!!l_----- ~'' I
research and consultation. The department must:
1. .,Qcscribc the prOJJOscd n..:w de!:!reeJ'rO I:! ram. it s academic objcctiYCS. its relationship to e:-;i sting progrnms._/
its rel at ionship to the institutional mission and strategic pbn. anJ identify student (kmand for the progmm . :
2.

lden titv nnv special Jbtures or conditions that m:1ke the inst itution a desirable. unigu.::. or appropriate '
place to initiate such a dc£ree prol!mm.

3.

Describe th e state and. 'or national workforce need and/or demand for graduates of the proposed proeram ,
current tv and in the foreseeab le future (pl'l)\'ide documentGtion Gbou t the sources of data used to estimate '
need and demand).

4.

List all other public and pri Yale institutions of hi £> her educ::~tion in Iowa currcnt lv opcmt ing programs
similar to the propo:::ed new dceree pro£mm. (for comparison purposes. use a broad definitional
framework).
If the same or simil:1r program exists at another public or private institution of hi ehcr education in Iowa: ·,
respond to the following guestions:
~
I

a.

Cou ld the other institution rcasonablv accommod::~te the need for the new proeram throu gh
Qillansion or co ll aboration?

b.

With \\ · h :~t reprcsentatiYes of these proernms has there been consult::~ti o n in deve loP-ing the
fXO£ra m proposal? Prov ide a summary of the response of each instituti on consu lted.

c.

f-Ins the possib ility of<m intcr-imtitution::~l proarnm or other cooperative effort been explored?
\\ ' h ::~t are th e result's of this stud v?

1

1

Do other colk£>cs in Iowa oCier programs similar to the proposed proernm at comparable gunlitv
<Uld CO>t?

Estim::~te

the number of majors and n o n-m ::~jo rs students that are projected to be enroll ed in the program
5.
during the first seven ,·cars of the proeram. and the anticipated sources of these students.

6.
7.

Descri be anv plans to offe r the program awav from the campus. including potential sites and possible
methods of deliYcry instru ction.
E:-;pbin if :md \\hen the proposed program will applv for accreditation.
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program will further the educational and
curriculum needs of the students in the
program and of other units in the
university.t
b. Identify other programs in the same
field/discipline that are offered at other
Iowa colleges and univers.ities.,
c. Explain how the proposed program is 1
different from, similar to. and/or
supplements tl1e otl1er existing programs.,
1
d. Explore any interinsti tutional
1
cooperative efforts for providing the
program and explain the results of such
exploratory consultations.,
e. Estimate program enrollment for the
next five years and the anticipated
sources of these students (for major
programs only).i
f. Identify employment opportunities
available to graduates of the program,
botl1 in Iowa and nationally (for major
programs only).i
g. Identify any accreditation standards
applicable to the program, the name of
the accrediting organization. the timetable
for accreditation. and whether the
proposed program meets minimum
standards for the program.,

\ :

~o~~~u:~;~~~~i~w;c;~~~~~~:?on

, '

and report the councirs reactions to the

: :
1

d.

1-D
:...e:...l:e...t:...e:...
d:...
: .;.,
fo:...nn:...·-------<
Deleted: a. Explain how the proposed
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articulation agreements for the program
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;;~e~: ~;Ju~~r::;n:d~itional

resource needs for the program for the
: next three years and describe how these
1 resource needs will be provided. (Minor
1 programs must only identify any
additiOnal resource needs). t

1

1
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8.

Explain if articulation agreements will be developed for the proposed program . If so, with whom?

9.

Describe the faculty. facilities. and equipment th at will be required for the proposed program.

10. Explain where all resources for th e proposed program will come from.
11. Estimate the total costs/total new costs (incremental increases in expenditures) th at will be necessary for
the next seven vears as a result of the new program.
Note : The Office of the Provost will complete th e date the program prQposal was submitted to the Towa
Coordinating Council for P ost 1-li !!h School Edu cation CTCCPHSE) and will provide the results of
li stserv review to the ICCPHSE. D epartments may leave thi s secti o n blank .

FORM J- CONSULTATION
Form J contains two formats for consultation purposes. The first is intended to be used by the department
initiating a change in curriculum to notifY other departments and/or university services (including th e LACC
and th e Office of Teac her Educn ti on) of the proposed change(s). The initiating department is responsible for
identifYing the groups that may be affected by its curricular proposals (see Section lY.,_~o_n§':!.l~a!iQ~ __________ - Deleted: m
' - - - - - - - -- - - - - - '
Considerations).

i

A separate Form J should be used to notifY each group of each proposed change in curriculum which may
affect them and the likely impact of the change for that group's courses, programs, or services. The initiating
department should notifY these groups in a timely manner and should indicate the dates on which the
departmental and college curricular bodies will meet to review all proposals. Sufficient time must be allowed
for dialogue with any group that may initially object to the proposed changes.
All notification forms are to be signed by both the Department Head and the Chair of the Department's
Curriculum Committee.
The second form is to be used to respond to each notification of curricular change initiated by other
departments. This form includes the possible responses to the proposed change that are to be reported on the
Consultation Summary in Forms B, C, D, E, F, .Q._J-!-_a!l cl !·_1}1~~e_r~~9!?~e~ in_c!u_d~:____________________ -

i Deleted: and

L-----------------~

I . does not object- no impact
2. does not object- has impact
3. does object, but the responding department believes that additional consultation will resolve the
problems (the reasons for the objections are to be identified on the response form with a summary
of the consultation efforts)
4. does object, but the responding department does not believe that additional consultation will
resolve the problems (the reasons are to be identified on the response form)
The UCC and GCCC consider.,!! !.IQ'!-!~SP!:H~s_eL Qr_t~~ ~a£~ !:lf l! !i!_ll_c!Y_ r_e~J.?.O_n_!i~,JQ ~~ 1!11_i!J~i~!!t!o_n_of _!i Ji!c.!c __ _ _ - {Deleted: s
of interest, with the implication that the recipient has no objection to the proposed change. [Note: a tim elv
'----- - - - - - - - - - - - '
res ponse is considered to be no longer th an one month during the reg ular acade mic year.]
The response form is to be signed by both the Department Head and the Chair of the Department's Curriculum
Committee. In some cases departments may be unable to resolve their differences in time for the curricular
proposals to be reviewed by the College curriculum body, but both parties may believe they are nearing a
resolution (response #3 above). In these situations, the department proposing the change should check both
"Has Impact-Has Objections" and "Requests Further Consultation" on the Consultation Summary grid. If the
proposal is approved at the College level, with the objections unresolved, the College must identifY that
proposal on Form A, item VIII. It is hoped that the departments will continue their consultation efforts and
reach a resolution before the proposal is reviewed by the UCC and/or GCCC. If such a resolution is not
33

forthcoming, the proposal in question will be reviewed by the UCC and/or GCCC on the date scheduled for
the review of the College's proposals.

FORM J-L -- LIBRARY CONSULTATION
Form J-L is used to submit a consultation request to Rod Library in instances where a department is proposing
a new course, minor, major, emphasis, or certificate program at either the undergraduate or graduate level.
Such consultation should occur whenever a new course or program is being proposed. This includes instances
in which a proposed major or minor draws entirely on existing courses. Consultation with the Library also
should occur when a significant change in the content or delivery (e.g., introduction of a Distant Education
option) of an existing course or program is being proposed. The consultation should take place at the
developmental phase of the curricular process, before a departmental packet is submitted to the college senate.
A separate form should be submitted for each proposed curricular change.
The department head completes Part A: Consultation Request on the front of Form J-L, summarizing the
proposed addition or change, and providing a brief statement of the department's assessment of the impact on
Rod Library resources and services. When the form is submitted to the Library, copies of Form D (New
Course Proposal), Form !l.~!;':Y M~Qr£¥ifls>[/~!;~i.fipl!t!;), Fo rm 1/BO R Form 1\ (Qcw \ lnlN). !;tp., ~l!o.!l!d_ i?_e___ -included as appropriate. Any syllabus developed for a proposed course, or used when the course was offered
on an experimental basis, should be attached.
Library faculty in the Collection Management and Special Services Department will review the proposal, and
complete Part B: Library Response on the verso of Form J-L. The Library will determine whether the proposal
is likely to require new or additional resources, or will impact services such as interlibrary loan. If further
consultation with the Library is needed, this will be noted on the form . Adequate time should be allowed for
completion of the form and any subsequent consultation that may be needed.

Form J-T Ed.
Form J-T Ed. is used to submi t a consu ltntion reg u e~ t to th e Office of Teacher Educat ion in in. lances 11·here a
clepnrtmcn t is proposin!! to acid. chnn!!e. or drop cou rses or progra ms re lated to teac hin g m a jors, min o r~. or
profess io na l edu cati on req uire ments.
The departme nt bend completes Part A: Cons ult at ion Rcoucs t on the fro nt of Form J-T Ed .. sumnwrizin!! the
proposed ndcl ition. chan!!e. or deleti on. and proY id in !! a brie f statement of th e departmen t's as~ess m c nt of th e
im pnct on the Tcnc hcr Education Progrn m.
The O rti cc of Tcnchcr Educa tio n II' ill rev iew th e proposa l, and co mplete Part B. The O ffi ce ofTencher
Ed ucation ll'ill nlso determ ine ll'hcth cr the pmposa l rcg uircs fu rth er consult ati on. Ac..lcqu:Jtc tim e shoul d be
alloll'ed for co mple tion of th e form nnd anv subsequent consu lt atio n that mnv be n e~? dc'cl.
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Form L: Revision of Liberal Arts Core

Form Lis completed for proposed changes in the design and structure of LAC categories and/or
requirements.
Form L requires a complete. detailed listing of the proposed structure and required hours for
categories. sub-categories. and the courses in each category or subcategory with the credit hours for
each course shown in parentheses.
At the top of Form L. check either "Preliminary Proposal" or "Final Proposal."
A "Preliminarv Proposal" is submitted to the Liberal Arts Core Committee BEFORE the proposal
enters the curriculum review process. and the proposers meet with the Committee in a consultative
session to review and discuss the proposal. Particular attention should be given to insuring that there
is a thorou!!h and comprehensive plan for discussions of the proposal with the principal LAC
constituencies including faculty in all undergraduate colleges, students. and Student Services staff.
After consultation with the Liberal Arts Core Committee. the proposers carrv out the activitiesincluding discussions \\·ith LAC constituencies-requisite for preparing a "Final Proposal." It is
understood th:Jt the '·Fin::tl Proposal" will be more detailed than the "Preliminarv Proposal," and
especiallv so with respect to summary of discussions with LAC constituencies and report on formal
consultations (Form J) with all undergraduate college facultv senates, the Council on Teacher
Education (Form J-T Ed.). and the Library· (Form J-L).
A "Final Proposal" is submitted to the Liberal Arts Core Committee which reviews the proposal and
attaches a report of its recommendation to the proposal. The LACC will also determine which
departments are affected in any way bv the proposal. The proposal then enters the regular curriculum
review process bv undergoing review in all the affected departments. all college sen:~tes or college
faculty councils. the UCC. the University Faculty Senate. etc.

FOR:\1 59- EXPERIMENTAL OR NEW COURSE

This form must be filled out and given to the chair of the UCC and the Reflistrar before the course will be
printed in the schedule of cl:~ sses.
Experimental courses mav be offered up to three times. after which the course must either be dropped. or to be
offered aQain. must be approwd as a new course.
After a department decides to offer an experimental course. the decision whether to offer the course is an
administrati\·e one. between the appropriate dep:11iment head(s) and college clean(s).
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APPENDIX A: FORMS
Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

College:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept/School:_ _ _ __

Cootact Person:_ _ _ _ _ __

Phone:_ _ _ _ __

Dept/School:_ __ __

Contact Person:_ _ _ _ _ __

Phone:_ _ _ _ __

Listing Of Enclosed Forms
FORM A Summary of Curriculum Changes and Budget Summary
FORM B Dropped

Co ur sc:._(!_njtlaJ~d- b_y_.Q~_~t~~l}t}

_______________________________________ --

Deleted: Courses and/or Programs to be
Dropped

FORM C Changes to an Existing Course
FORM D New Course Proposal
FORME Dropped and/or Suspended l'd ajor/!\1inor/E mphas is/Certificate
FOR..Iv' 1 F Restatement of Major, Minor, Emphasis, or Certificate
FO R;\ I G ~~'Y M_ajoJ,_¥in_or,J~.IlJR.h_~i~,_o.r _9~[ti_fl_c!!t~ ___________________________ _ __________ -- 1'-D
_e_Je_t_ed_:_F_O_RM
_ F_ _ _ _ __
FOR;\1 H ,Qt]l~r- <;;'!.t!Ygg ~Dl¥1~~ l¥l_~OJ _A.d_ditLop~ ________________________________________ - - -( Deleted: FORM G
FOR;\1 I (130R FOR!\ I A).]'Jew B a_cca l ~ urea t c.J\]as~.:- r ~. poclora l or First !>ro f<;:s_? i_p~1:1 1 D cg~.:-c Pxqf! r~ m - _______ - Deleted: FORM H R
______________________________ - - - _ - - - - _ - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Deleted: egents Program Review
f9.RM J _9_9[1S_u]t!!tJq_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Questions-- New Major
· Deleted: FORM I Regents Program
FORM J-L Library Consultation
Review Questions-- New Minot1
~

FORM .1-T Ed Tenchcr Educnti on Consultation
FOR\1 L Re\'i sion or Li bcrnl Arts Core
FOR\1 59 Expcri me nt:J I or Tempornrv Course
CHECKLIST

I0 I

1. Has appropriate consultation been completed and has all consultation correspondence been included? [ ]

2. Have any unresolved objections to college-approved proposals been identified? []
3. Have all college-approved proposals which violate curricular guidelines been identified? [ ]
4. Have all budgetary needs been identified and estimated? []

5. For graduate level courses and programs, has approval been obtained from departmental graduate faculty?[]

36

6. Does your curriculum proposal reflect findings from other planning processes such as Academic Program
Reviews, Student Outcomes Assessment, strategic planning, and/or licensure, accreditation, and
reaccreditation requirements? [ ]
7. For a new majo~

~~_Form f._!J~~n- ~o_!ll_p]<:_t~d_?

lJ ________________ ~ ________________ _____<

8. Have the required signatures been obtained for all proposals? [ ]
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FORM A- SUMMARY OF CURRICULUM CHANGES AND BUDGET SUMMARY

I

DATE:
COLLEGE:
DEPT/SCHOOL:
I.
DROPPED COURSES._ ___________________ _ ________________________ _____ _ ---{Deleted: and/or PROGRAMS
• Automatic Course Drop: initiated by the Office of the Registrar
(list titles and course numbers)
• Course Drop: initiated by Department/School [see FORM B]
(list titles and course numbers)
~ __________________________________________ _ __ _ __________ __ ______ _ ______ _ _ Deleted: <#>Program Drop: initiated
II
COURSE CHANGES [see FORM C]
by Department/School [see FORM B)t
•
(list ti~es)t
(list titles and course numbers)
'------"'-'-'-=""'-'--- ---__.J
III.

NEW COURSES [see FORM D]
(list proposed titles, course numbers, and credit hours)

IV.

DROPPED A7\!D,'OR SUSPENDED l'v!AJOR/!1\li:\ORJEMPJ-IASIS/CERTIFICATE [see
FORi\! E) (li st litks)

I y_. ___ -~~~~ T~~t!T~ _QI:_ M~-I.Q13.~1MU':!QR~~¥!'!-IA~~~~~R.1:_If!<;;~H;~~~e_I:QRM fJ ___ ::- -(>-o-el_et_ed_:_I -------<
- l~...:D:..:e:..:le..:..:te=d::....:E=---------~

(list titles)
Vl.

NEW MAJORS/MINORS/EMPHASES/CERTIFICATES [see FORM QJ _____ __ _________ - - -(~._D....::.el'-'-et:..:.ed'-'-:-'-F-----~
(list proposed titles)

VI!.

OTHER CATALOG CHANGES and/or ADDITIONS [See FORM .!::Q_ __ __ ______________ -- -('-D_el_et_ed_:_o_ _ _ __ ~
(list items)

VIII.

BUDGET SUMMARY FOR DEPARTMENT
(should summarize needs for entire curriculum proposal package)
A. Will the curriculum changes proposed in this package increase the budgetary needs of the
department?
No
Yes
If YES, identify the total costs.
I. Staff
2. Additional facilities
3. Equipment
4. Support personnel
5. Library requirements
6. Computer service
7. Educational technology
8. Other services (identify)

$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __

$ _ __

TOTAL COSTS
38

B.

If the costs above are not simply the sum of all the various budgets in this package
(FORMS C, D,.f~,-~xp!a_il_!~hy: __________________________________ ----- -('--o_e_le_ted_:_E_._ _ _ __

VIII.

UNRESOLVED OBJECTIONS TO COLLEGE-APPROVED PROPOSALS
(list all proposals with unresolved objections)

IX.

COLLEGE-APPROVED PROPOSALS WHICH VIOLATE CURRICULAR GUIDELINES
(list all proposals violating curricular guidelines)

Department Head Signature - - - - - - - Date _ _ _ _ _ __ _
College Dean's Signature - - - - -- - - Date _ _ __ __ _ _
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FORM 8 --DROPPED COURSE

DEPT/SCHOOL:----------

1.

COLLEGE:_ _ _ _ __

Catalog Page:
Course Number:
Course Title:
Semester Course Was Last Offered:

,
,

- Deleted:

~- -------------------------------- -- ------------------------------- -- ----

2.. ___ JQC::f!.tlfy jJ:!e_ L~~a_c! 91] .!l!ajqrli,_1!1if!.O.!'~. _c~tt!flc_a!e_sL 9~U!~~s_a_n~ILo_r .P.!'~r~gl;!il'iJ~s_ '.:YLt!}ip_~r ____ _

Catalog Page:y
Program Title:Y
# of Students Currently EnroUed:,

outside of the department.
I

.:\ ____E_x_pJ<!_n_a!i91] ~~4ll!S!ifip~ti~1'1 - ___________ _________ _____________ _________ __ , \
I

,. ----- - -------------------------------------------- ---- ------- -- --..... ,,,,,
1\

Result of Consultation

.\\

.
\

I

2. . If a program is to be dropped,
describe how students currently enrolled
will be able to complete the program and

I

1._ ____G~n~!c!lj'!t!o_n_ s_u.!l!~'!ry~ .fill_i~1 iiPPt:.OP!i~te_r~~~o_nlic::~L _____________________ _______ \ \
[Must consult with ali departments identified in #2.,~~~v_e].;_ ______ _________ __ _______ -\ ',
Grou12 o r DeQartment
Contacted for
Consultatio n

-OR--Y

when the last person enroUed is expected
I

\

\

'\

to finish.t
Deleted: 3
Deleted: 4

\

\\'

I' I

11
\\
,I
\
II
\
II

I'
II
I'
II
I

Deleted: 5
Deleted: check [ ...J]
Deleted: 3
Deleted: 11
Departments Contacted For
Consultation
Formatted Table
Formatted: Centered
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FORM C -CHANGES TO AN EXISTING COURSE

COLLEGE: ____________

DEPT/SCHOOL:----1.

Catalog Page:
Present Course Number:
Present Course Title:
Present Credit Hours:
Present Description:
Present Prerequisites, including any "hidden" prerequisites:

2.

Identify all proposed change(s):
a.
Course# change, including an add/drop of"g" designation
b.
Title change
(If longer than 26 characters, including spaces, also provide an abbreviation to be used
by the Office of the Registrar)
c.
Credit hour change
d.
Description change
(Limited to 280 characters, including spaces and prerequisites)
Prerequisite change
e.
(Note that any "hidden" prerequisites must be explicitly listed and all courses with a
"g" designation must, at a minimum, include the statement: "Junior Standing or
Consent ofinstructor")

3.

Identify the impact on majors, minors, certificates, courses and/or prerequisites within or
outside of the department.

4.

Explanation and justification.

5.

If a "g" designation has been added :
a.
Explain why the course is appropriate for graduate students.
b.
Describe the differences in requirements for graduate students.
c.
Have the departmental graduate faculty approved this change?
Yes
No

6.

If the course number is to be changed (other than a change in "g" designation), will students
who have received credit under the existing number be permitted to register for and receive
credit for the course under the proposed new number?
Yes
No
If YES, explain why.

7.

Describe how the proposed change(s) will affect the usage of computer resources and
facilities.

8.
Summarize the needs for additional Library resources and services that this change will
_ _ _ require.
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FORM C --CHANGES TO AN EXISTING COURSE, continued
9.

Consultation summary: ,till_out ~ppr_9p!:i~t~ _r~~-0_!1§~(§ L __ ___
[Must consult with all those identified in #3 and #7 abovet

_____ ____ ____ ________ __---( Deleted: check [ ..J l

Resu lt of Consultation

Group or Departmen t
Contacted for
Consultation

~ ------- - --------- -- - - --- - -------------- - -------------- - ------ - - - - ----- - - -

10.

Will this curriculum change increase the total budgetary requirements of the Department?
No
Yes
a.

IfNO, explain why not.

b.

If YES, identifY the total costs.
(1) Staff
(2) Additional facilities
(3) Equipment
( 4) Support personnel
(5) Library requirements
(6) Computer service
(7) Educational technology
(8) Other services (identifY)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL COSTS
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- - Deleted: ,
Departments Contacted For
Consultation

FORM D --NEW COURSE PROPOSAL
COLLEGE: ____________

DEPT/SCHOOL: _ _ _ __

1.

I 2.

New Course Information.
a.
Proposed Course Number
b.
Proposed Course Title
(If longer than 26 characters, including spaces, also provide an abbreviation to be used
by the Office of the Registrar)
c.
Proposed Credit Hours
d.
Proposed Description
(Limited to 280 characters, including spaces and prerequisites)
e.
Proposed Prerequisites, including any "hidden" prerequisites
(Note that any "hidden" prerequisites must be explicitly listed and all courses with a
"g" designation must, at a minimum, include the statement: "Junior Standing or
Consent oflnstructor")
Justification for the addition of this course.
a.
Identify the relationship of the proposed course to other planning processes (ie.
Academic Program Review, Student Outcomes Assessment, strategic planning, and
licensure or accreditation/re-accreditation requirements).
b.
Identify whether the proposed course is part of any new or existing program (as either
a required or elective course in a major, minor, emphasis, or certificate).
_ Integral to a proposed new program (specify program)
_ Modifies an existing program (specify program)
_Not integral to an existing or proposed new program
c.
Identify the type of students likely to take the course.
(ie. graduate students, seniors, majors, minors) .
d.
Identify the expected frequency with which the course is to be offered (ie. once each
year, every semester).
e.
List the names of any prospective instructors, if possible.
f.
List any other courses with similar content or title which are offered by another
department.

3.

For lOOg, 200 and 300-level courses:
a.
Explain why the course is appropriate for graduate credit.
b.
Identify the differences in requirements and expectations for undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled in the proposed course.
c.
Have the departmental graduate faculty approved this proposal?
Yes
No

4.

Identify the semester(s) during which the proposed course has been taught on an experimental
basis and the student enrollment each time it has been taught.

5.

Provide an outline of the proposed course, including the proposed topic coverage, textbook(s),
supplemental reading(s), and pedagogy. If the course has been taught before, please include a
syllabus, if possible.

6.

Describe how students in this proposed course will use computer resources and facilities .
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FORI\ I D- NEW COURSE PROPOSAL, continued

7.
Summarize the needs for additional Library resources and services that the proposed new
___course will require.
(NOTE: Library consultation on new courses is required.]
8.

Consultation summary:,tj 1] 9!:1 ~ !!P.P!QQ.rlaJ~ ~~SPQ~S_e{s).;. ___ __ __ _______ ________ __ __ __ __ - -{ Deleted:
[Must consult with all those identified in #2fand #6 above]. NOTE: For any proposed
change that would have an impact on teacher education, the Council on Teacher
Education must be consulted.
Result of Consulta tion

GrouQ or Degartm en t
Conta cted for
Consultation

~ ---------------- - ---------- -- --------------------------------------- - -- -

9.

Will this proposed new course increase the total budgetary requirements of the Department?
No
Yes
a.

If NO, explain why not.

b.

If YES, identify the total costs.
(1) Staff
(2) Additional facilities
(3) Equipment
(4) Support personnel
(5) Library requirements
(6) Computer service
(7) Educational technology
(8) Other services (identify)

check [ .J 1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL COSTS

$
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- - Deleted: ,
Departments Contacted For
Consultation

... 3

FORME-- DROPPED OR SUSPENDED ADMISSIONS TO A
MAJOR/MINOR/EMPHASIS/CERTIFICATE

(Drop Initiated bv Department)

DEPT/SCHOOL:

COLLEGE:

Catalog Page:
Program Title:
#of Students Currentlv Enrolled:
I. If a urogram is to be drouued. identi!Y how manv students have been enrolled and how many
students have comuleted the program in the last 5 years.

2. If admissions are being suspended to a Qrogram. describe how students currentlv enrolled will
be able to comulete the wogram and when the last person enrolled is exuected to finish.

3.

Att:-~ch an enrollment report covering the last 5 years for the urogram to be dropued or
sus12ended.

4. Identify the imuact on majors. minors, certificates, courses and/or urereguisites within and
outside of the deQartment.

5. Explanation and justification.

6. Consultation summary: fill out aQQropriate resQonse(s).
[Must consult with all deQartments identified in #4 above].

Result of Consultation

GrouQ or DeQartment
Contacted for
Consultation
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II

FORM F-- RESTATEMENT OF MAJOR/MINOR/EMPHASIS/CERTIFICATE
COLLEGE: ____________

DEPT/SCHOOL: _ _ _ __
1.

Catalog Page:
Present Program Title:

2.

Proposed restatement of the program as it should appear in the Catalog
• No advisory statements are permitted.
• Include the complete program with changes identifie~ by bold type.
• If the program title is to be changed and if it is longer than 26 characters, including
spaces, also provide an abbreviation to be used by the Office of the Registrar.
• Liberal Arts Core courses should be underlined.
• All prerequisites to courses required in the program must appear in the program listing,
including any "hidden" prerequisites.
• All courses in the program must be listed with their credit hours shown in parentheses ().
• All courses in each part of the program (ie. required components, elective groups) must be
categorized by departments in alphabetical order (ie. accounting, economics,
mathematics).
• The hours (or range of hours) in each part ofthe program (ie. required components,
elective groups) and the total hours (or range of hours) for the program must be
identified, including all prerequisites and Liberal Arts Core courses.
• An Extended program (major or emphasis area) must be clearly labeled as such
("Extended Program" or "Extended Emphasis").
• For the purpose of determining whether the length of the major (or emphasis) meets
the requirements of a Standard Program or j~ it ~ ,?_x!e_n_9~d Jl!·~~r~l~\ th~_h_O_!l!:S_~9~1- -- ---some Liberal Arts Core courses may be double-counted. Double-counting is
permitted for any courses from the required categories and up to three courses from
elective categories.
• Excluding any allowable double-counting of Liberal Arts Core courses, the maximum
hours allowed for a major in the Standard Program is: 62 hours for the B.A. and B.L.S.
degrees, 68 hours for the B.S. degree, 80 hours for the B.F.A. and B.Music degrees,
and 80 hours for the B.A.- Teaching degree (including an allowance of 33 hours for
the professional sequence, but excluding methods courses which are considered to be
part of the major).
• When a major (or emphasis) has a range of hours, ifthe minimum hours in the range
meets the requirement for a Standard program, the major (or emphasis) is considered
to be a Standard program, even though the maximum hours may exceed the
requirement for a Standard program.

3.

When was the last time a change was made to this program?

4.

If the program is long or contains many courses that must be taken sequentially, show how the
program may be completed within the allowable number of semesters. [Standard programs
allow J! ~~ll}~S!~r~ P!l!.s_a_s_U.!l!J!l~r_ ~e§~i<;>Q,._ ~~te.!19~c! p~O_g!:l!ll}~ l!llq_~ 9_S~!Jl_e~t~~s, 9~ ~ ___ ___ . . . -- semesters plus a summer session.]
'

Deleted: must be labeled
Deleted: as

~--------------------

Deleted: 8 semesters for 124 credit
hour programs, or
Deleted: for 130 credit hour programs

5.

Identify the impact on majors, minors, certificates, courses and/or prerequisites within or
outside of the department.
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•
FORM F --RESTATEMENT OF MAJOR/MTNORJEMPHASJS/CERTIFJCA TE. continued

6.

Explanation and justification.

7.

Describe how this change will affect the usage of computer resources and facilities.

8.

Summarize the needs for additional Library resources and services that this change will
require .

.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9.

Deleted: E

Consultation summary:.[ill_ou_~~PEr_op~i~~e_r~~-O_!l~~~L ~ ____________________________ - >-D-e-le-t-ed-:-ch-e-ck-[~..J------<
[Must consult with all those identified in #5 and #7 above]. NOTE: For any proposed
Deleted: 1
change that would have an impact on teacher education, the Council on Teacher
~_.__ _...:____ _ _ _ _ __..)
Education must be consulted. fuse form J-T Ed.) Anv proposed change that has an ________ - -(.._D_e_le_te_d_:_
. _ _ _ __ _
inpact on the Liberal Arts Core must be reviewed bv the LACC (usc Form J).
___j

Result of Consultation

grouQ or DeQartment
!:;ontacted for
Cons ultatio n

-

10.

Will this proposed new program increase the total budgetary requirements of the Department?
No
Yes
a.

IfNO, explain why not.

b.

If YES, identify the total costs.
(1) Staff
(2) Additional facilities
(3) Equipment
( 4) Support personnel
(5) Library requirements
(6) Computer service
(7) Educational technology
(8) Other services (identify)

$ _ _ __
$ _ __

$ _ _ __
$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __

TOTAL COSTS
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,

Deleted:~

Departments Contacted For
Consultation

II

FORM G --NEW MAJOR/MINOR/CERTIFICATE

DEPT/SCHOOL:

COLLEGE:--------

-

1.

Proposed Program Title:
(If the program title is longer than 26 characters, including spaces, also provide an
abbreviation to be used by the Office of the Registrar)!

2.

Proposed statement of the program as it should appear in the Catalog.
• No advisory statements are permitted.
• Include any description of the program, enrollment management policies, program
admission requirements and/or exit requirements associated with the program that are
to appear in the catalog.
• Liberal Arts Core courses should be underlined.
• All prerequisites to courses required in the program must appear in the program listing,
including any "hidden" prerequisites.
All
courses in the program must be listed with their credit hours shown in parentheses() .
•
All
courses
in each part of the program (ie. required components, elective groups) must be
•
categorized by departments in alphabetical order (ie. accounting, economics,
mathematics).
• The hours (or range of hours) in each part of the program (ie. required components,
elective groups) and the total hours (or range of hours) for the program must be
identified, including all prerequisites and Liberal Arts Core Education courses.
f.9~ th_eJ?.U!I:J~S_e _o_f_d_e!e_rtpit~_i!)g ~h_e!l!_er !l!e_ l~!)gtJI_o_f_t~~ tp_aj_o! _(g.t:_ ~l!lP~~sis) ______ - meets the L;ni w rsitv' s standard program length requirements._tb~ b9l!r_!> _fi:.O_fl] §Qf!:l~ _
Liberal Arts Core courses may be double-counted. Double-counting is permitted
for any courses from the required categories and up to three courses from elective
categories.
• Excluding any allowable double-counting of Liberal Arts Core courses, the
maximum hours allowed for a major in the Standard Program is: 62 hours for the
B.A. and B.L.S. degrees, 68 hours for the B.S. degree, 80 hours for the B.F.A. and
B.Music degrees, and 80 hours for the B.A.- Teaching degree (including an
allowance of 33 hours for the professional sequence, but excluding methods
courses which are considered to be part of the major).
• When a major (or emphasis) has a range of hours, if the minimum hours in the
range meet the requirement for a Standard program, the major (or emphasis) is
considered to be a Standard program, even though the maximum hours may
exceed the requirement for a Standard program.

3.

4.

5.

Deleted: <#>An Extended program
(major or emphasis area) must beclearly
labeled as such ('Extended Program' or
'Extended Emph as is ') .~
Deleted: of aStandard Program or
must be labeled as Extended

If the program is long or contains many courses that must be taken sequentially, show how the
program may be completed within the allowable number of semesters. [Standard programs
allow~ ~~fl]~S!f!.f? p!u_
s_a_S_U_!1!f!)~r- s_e§~ig1].1 ____________________________________ .....-__ - hDeleted: 8 semesters for 124 credit
, ~o~~~p~ro~w~am~s~,o~r_____________
For a new Certificate proposal, identify the academic office that will be responsible for
Deleted:programs
for 1JO credit
prowams.
Extended
allow ho~
9 semesters, or
maintaining and publicizing the program and for notifying the Office of Registrar in a timely
9 semesters plus a summer session.
fashion of those graduating students who have completed the program.
Identify any proposed new courses required for this proposed program (list proposed course
number and title).
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6.

Provide an estimate of the expected enrollment in the proposed program.

7.

IdentifY how the proposed program will be staffed to serve the expected enrollment.

8.

IdentifY any other existing programs with similar purposes, course requirements, and/or titles.

9.

IdentifY the impact on majors, minors, certificates, courses and/or prerequisites within or
outside of the department.

10.

Justification, including the relationship the proposed program has to other planning processes
(ie. Academic Program Review, Student Outcomes Assessment, strategic planning, and
licensure or accreditation or re-accreditation requirements)~

II.

Describe how this new program will affect the usage of computer resources and facilities.

12.
Summarize the needs for additional Library resources and services that the proposed new
_ __ program will require .
[NOTE: Library consultation on new programs is required.]
Consultation summary: .[lll_~UJ ~ppr_s>p~i~~e !~~-0_!1~~_(~)..,_----------------------------- - -1 Deleted: check [ v)
[Must consult with all those identified in #8, #9 and #II aboveL NOTE: For any proposed
change that would have an impact on teacher education, the Council on Teacher
Education must be consulted (usc form J-T Ed.). Anv pro[!oscd ch:mgc that has an
in[!act on the Liberal Arts Core must be reviewed bv the LACC (usc Form .[!.

I

Result of Consultation

!:!rQUQ or DeQartment
Qontacted for
C o n s u l ta t i~ n

I
I
I
I
Yes
a.

If NO, explain why not.
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b.

If YES, identify the total costs.
Staff
Additional facilities
Equipment
Support personnel
Library requirements
Computer service
Educational technology
Other services (identify)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL COSTS

$
13

8

I ~~~~~ ~ ~~~-~~:~~ ~~~~~ -~~~-~~_ _ ~~~-~-<_ _~~-~~~~~ ~-\~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~~;.:; ::.;.::;.; .:;;. ;.;u;...._A_N-E\_v_M_IN=o-R-~
REQUIRES FORM
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I~

~~~------~F~O~R~M~H~---O~T~H~E~R~C~A~T~A~L~O~G~C~H~A~N~G~E~S-A_N_D_/0-R~A~D~D~I~TI~O~N~S~-----d
COLLEGE: ____________

DEPT/SCHOOL:-----

A. CHANGES WHICH ARE CURRICULAR IN NATURE
Included in this section are: program enrollment management policies, admission requirements, exit
requirements, minimum grade/gradepoint policies, and similar types of curriculum change. No
advisory statements are permitted.

1.

Catalog Page:

2.

Nature of Proposal: __ restatement, or __ new statement
__ Enrollment management policy
__ Admission and/or exit requirements
__ Minimum grade/gradepoint policy
_Other (specify)

3.

Proposed statement or restatement as it is to appear in the Catalog (changes should appear in
bold type).

4.

Explain how the policy will be implemented and controlled.

5.

Estimate the impact of this change on departmental enrollment in courses and programs.

6.

Estimate the impact of this change on other departments or university services.

7.

Justification~

8.

Consultation summary~ ~.P!"~P.ri~t~ ~e_spg~s_efs);. ___________ ~ ________________ __ [Must consult with all those identified in #6 above]. NOTE: For nnv nronoscd chnngc thnt
would hnvc nn imnnct on tencher cdncntion. the Council on Tcnchcr Edncntion must be
consulted (use form .J- T Eel.}. Anv nronosed chnnge that has nn innact on the Libernl
Arts Core must be reviewed bv the LACC (usc Form J}.

-( Deleted: check [ .J]

Result of Consultation

Grouo or De12artmen!
Contacted for
Consultation

,

Deleted: f
Departments Contacted For
Consultation
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FORM H --OTHER CATALOG CHANGES AND/OR ADDITIONS, continued

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------~~~i~D_e_le_te_d_:1~------------~J
9.

Will this proposal increase the total budgetary requirements of the Department?
No
Yes

a.

b.

If NO, explain why not.
If YES, identify the total costs.
(1) Staff
(2) Additional facilities
(3) Equipment
( 4) Support personnel
(5) Library requirements
(6) Computer service
(7) Educational technology
(8) Other services (identify)

$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __

$ _ _ __

TOTAL COSTS

~._<;!IA~G~~-\.Y_l!I_GIJ_~ NOT <;!JMI_Gl}!-~J:U~ .N~TPM __________
Included in this section are administrative unit name changes, a change in the three-digit course
prefix number, changes in or additions to descriptive program or department information, program
title changes (when no other program change has been made), and similar non-curricular changes.
This section is handled directly by the Office of Academic Affairs and is not reviewed by the UCC
and/or GCC.

I·

1.

Catalog Page:

2.

Nature of Change:
_Administrative unit name change
_ Change in department descriptive information
_ Program title change
_Change in program descriptive information
_Change in three-digit course prefix number
_Other (specify)

3.

Proposed statement or restatement as it is to appear in the Catalog (changes should appear in
bold type)<

4.

Justification<

s2

--<=1

Deleted: FORMH
Deleted: G

Board of Regents, State oflowa
REQUEST TO IMPLEI\1ENT A NEW BACCALAUREATE, MASTERS,
DOCTORAL, OR FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAM
THE PURPOSE OF ACADEMIC PROGRAM PLANNING: Planning a new academic degree
program provides an opportunity for a Regent university to demonstrate need and demand as well as
the university's ability to offer a quality program that is not unnecessarily duplicative of other similar
programs offered by colleges and universities in Iowa.
Institution:
CIP Discipline Specialty Title:
CIP Discipline Specialty Number (six digits):
Level: B_ _ _ __

D

M

_ _ _ _ FP

Title of Proposed Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Degree Abbreviation (e.g., Minor, B.S., B.A., M.A.): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Approximate date to establish degree: Month

Year

Contact person: (name, telephone, and e-mail)
Please provide the following information (use additional pages as needed).
I.

Describe the proposed new degree program, including the following:
a. A brief description of the program and a statement of academic objectives;
b. The relationship of the proposed new program to the institutional mission and how the
program fits into the institution's and college's strategic plan;
c. The relationship of the proposed new program to other existing programs at the institution;
describe how the proposed program will enhance other programs at the university.
d. The relationship of the proposed new program to existing programs at other colleges and
universities in Iowa, including how the proposed program is different or has a different
emphasis than the existing programs.
e. Special features or conditions that make the institution a desirable, unique, or appropriate
place to initiate such a degree program.
f. Does the proposing institution have personnel, facilities, and equipment adequate to establish
and maintain a high quality program?
g. How does student demand for the proposed program justify its development?

2.

Describe the state and/or national workforce need and/or demand for graduates of the
proposed program currently and in the foreseeable future (provide documentation about the
sources of data used to estimate need and demand).
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3.

List all other public and private institutions of higher education in Iowa currently operating
programs similar to the proposed new degree program. (For comparison purposes, use a
broad definitional framework, e.g., such identification should not be limited to programs with
the same title, the same degree designation, having the same curriculum emphasis, or
purporting to meet exactly the same needs as the proposed program.)
If the same or similar program exists at another public or private institution of higher
education in Iowa, respond to the following questions:
a. Could the other institution reasonably accommodate the need for the new program through
expansion? Through collaboration?
b. With what representatives of these programs has there been consultation in developing the
program proposal? Provide a summary of the response of each institution consulted.
c. Has the possibility of an inter-institutional program or other cooperative effort been explored?
What are the results of this study? (Consider not only the possibility of a formally established
inter-institutional program, but also how special resources at other institutions might be used
on a cooperative basis in implementing the proposed program solely at the requesting
institution.)
d. Do other colleges in Iowa offer programs similar to the proposed program at comparable
quality and cost?

4.

Estimate the number of majors and non-majors students that are projected to be enrolled in the
program during the first seven years of the program.
a. Undergraduate

Undergraduate
Majors
Non-Majors

Yrl

Yr2

Yr 1

Yr2

Yr3

Yr4

Yr5

Yr6

Yr7

Yr4

Yr5

Yr6

Yr7

b. Graduate
Graduate
Majors
Non-Majors

Yr3

c. What are the anticipated sources of these students?

5.

Ifthere are plans to offer the program away from the campus, briefly describe these plans,
including potential sites and possible methods of delivery instruction.

6.

Has the proposed program been reviewed and approved by the appropriate campus
committees and authorities?

7.

List date the program proposal was submitted to the Iowa Coordinating Council for Post High
School Education (ICCPHSE) and results of listserv review.

8.

Will the proposed program apply for accreditation? When?

9.

Will articulation agreements be developed for the proposed program? With whom?

10.

Describe the faculty, facilities, and equipment that will be required for the proposed program.
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11.

From where will the financial resources for the proposed program come (list all that apply,
e.g., department reallocation, college reallocation, grants, new to the university)?
TOTAL AMOUNT

SOURCES

12.

Estimate the total costs/total new costs (incremental increases in expenditures) that will be
necessary for the next seven years as a result of the new program:
TOTAL COSTS
Year 1
Year2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
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TOTAL NEW COSTS

FORM J- CONSULTATION
•

It is the responsibility of the department initiating curriculum proposals to assess the impact of the

proposed changes and consult with those who may be affected by the changes.
If the recipients have objections to the changes, it is their responsibility to promptly notify the
initiating department of the reasons for the objection.
• · Both parties are then expected to work together to attempt to find a solution to their differences.
NOTE: Any proposed change that has an impact on Teacher Education must be reviewed by
the Council on Teacher Education (usc Form J- TEd). Anv proposed change that hns an in pact
on the Liberal Arts Core must be reviewed bv the LACC. (usc Form .1)
•

TO:

- - - - - - - ( D e p t . Head affected by proposal)

FROM:

- - - - - - - - ( D e p t . Head initiating proposal)

DATE
RE:

PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE NOTIFICATION (List title)
(The department initiating curriculum proposals should identify the changes being proposed
and the likely impact such changes may have for the department being consulted. The
department should also indicate the dates on which the departmental and college curriculum
bodies will meet to review all proposals.)

Initiating Department H e a d - - - - - - - -

Date _ _ __

Curriculum Committee Chair _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ __
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+-- - -{Formatted: Left: 1", Right: 0.7"

TO:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Dept. Head initiating proposal)

FROM:

- - - - - - - - ( D e p t . Head responding to proposal)

DATE
RE:

RESPONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE
{The curriculum proposals for which consultation was initiated should be specified and the
anticipated effects those changes are likely to have should be identified by the department
consulted)

Based upon departmental faculty review and any subsequent consultation with you, our department:
_ _ Does NOT object to the above proposal-- it does NOT impact our dept.
_ _ Does NOT object to the above proposal-- it does impact our department~
_ _ Objects to the proposal-- it does impact our department~
{Identify reasons for the objections and a summary of the consultation efforts to date which
have not resolved the objectionst
_ _Our department requests further consultation on the above issues~
_ _Our department does not believe this can be resolved with further consultation (identify reasonst
Responding Department Head - - - - - -- -

Date _ _ __

Curriculum Committee Chair _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Date _ _ __
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FORM J-L- LIBRARY CONSULTATION

Complete Part A of this form and send the form to:
Katherine Martin
Head. Collection Management and Special Services Department
Rod Library - 3675

Consultation with the Library during the developmental phase of curriculum development is an
essential component of the curriculum process. The Library is prepared to work with academic
departments and programs to determine the services and resources associated with curricular
proposals. The earlier the process begins, the better the Library can prepare to support changes in the
curriculum. The Library can use the information obtained through this .process to redirect funds,
justify budgetary increases, and seek other means of supplying services and resources.

•

It is the responsibility of the department initiating curriculum proposals to consult with the
Library to assess the impact of proposed changes on the Library resources and services and to
determine what additional Library resources and services may be needed for an appropriate
level of support.
Library consultations are to be completed during the departmental phase of the curriculum
development process.

Part A: Consultation Request
TO: Katherine Martin, Head, Collection Management and Special Services, Rod Library, 3675
F R O M : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Department Head Initiating proposal)
RE: PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE NOTIFICATION (Identify changes being proposed
and Library resources and services which will be affected or utilized. Include present Library
resources and services as well as requests for new ones.):

(Part B on next page will be completed by Library faculty and the
form will be returned to you.)
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Part B: Library Response
TO:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.(Department Head initiating proposal)

FROM: Katherine Martin, Head, Collection Management and Special Services, Rod Library
RE: RESPONSE TO PROPOSED CURRICULUM CHANGE:
The following information is provided in response to your Library consultation request:

Based on the Library's review of your proposed curriculum change and subsequent analysis of the
anticipated impact on Library services and resources:

_ _No further consultation is needed. Library Resources and Services should be adequate under
the limitations outlined above. If you have questions about the Library's assessment, please contact
the undersigned.
No further immediate consultation is needed. However, an ongoing dialog will be necessary to
ensure adequate resources and services are available to meet the needs of the students participating in
the course/program.
_ _Further consultation is needed. Library resources and/or services do not appear to be adequate
to support the proposed course/program. Please contact the undersigned or Katherine Martin, HeadCollection Management and Special Services (273-7255; katherine.martin@uni.edu).

Responding Library Representative: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Head, Collection Management and Special Services Dept.
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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FORM J-T Ed- Consultation with Teacher Education
Part A: Complete and send to Office of Teacher Education
To:

(Office of Teacher Education)

Re: Proposed Curriculum Change (Identify changes being proposed and how this could impact
teaching majors. minors. or professional education requirements)

Initiating Dept

1-Je::~d

Date

ext.

Part 8: Office of Teacher Education Response
To:
From:

(Dept head ...
(Office ofTeacher Education)

Re : Response to Proposed Curriculum Change

Based upon review:
No further consult::~tion is needed.
Further consultation with the Office of Teacher Education is needed for the following reasons:

Further consultation with the Council on Teacher Education is needed.
After further consultation with your program and the Council on Teacher Education. it
appe::~rs that there c::Jn be no resolution of this concern at this time.

0 ffice of Teacher Education

Date
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ext

DRAFT: 71\farch 08
FORI\1 L- REVISION OF LIBERAL ARTS CORE
Form L: Revision of Liberal Arts Core

Date

Preliminary Proposal

Final Proposal

1t is u~ 3erstood that the '"Final Proposal" will be more detr~iled than the "Preliminary Propo sr~ l." and especiallv•·----{ Formatted: Right: -0.08"

so wir'-. respect to summ~rv of discussions with LAC constituencies and report on formal consultr~ti0ns (Form J)
with ~: · under!Zracluale college facultv senates. the Council on Ter~cher Educntion. nne! the Librarv (Form J-L).
Prop o ~ :t l

Prepared bv: (]\\:tme of Committee [if :tpplic:thle): Names of Facultv " ·ith
Dcp:t rrment/College Affiliation)

1. Pr·• posed restatement of the Liberal Arts Core
Li ;: proposed changes in required categories and subcategories, hours required for each. and within-- --( Formatted: Right:
ea~h. course(s) with credit hours; identifv anv new courses as "new." :tnd submit a Form C for each.

-0.33"

2. E-.:nbnation: Summarize how the proposed revision differs from the current LAC stwcture of
ca:::-eories nne! requirements.
3. .T u ~ t ificat ion:
A. Summarize findings of student outcomes assessment activities and any other assessment result~----{
ihat support changing LAC requirements and. specifically. support this proposed revision.

B. Jdentifv and summarize research results th:tt support the proP-osed revision (for example.
reports and P-OSition statements on best pr<1ctices from accreditation commissions: exemplar'¥
nrograms at other institutions).
C. Explain how the proposed revision strenethens the Liberal Arts Core.
4. Curricular Impact: Summarize the anticipated impact on curricular offerinzs and proerams
(m-"iors. minors) of departments and colleges that would be affected by the proposed revision.
S. Re;.ources Needed:
A. Summarize the needs in instructional resources including estimate of the number of sections
needed each semester.

B. Summarize any additional needs for computer resources and facilities.
C. Summarize any additional needs for Libraty resources and services.
D. Summarize any other additional needs including, for example. specific ways in which Student
Services might be affected.
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Formatted: Right: -0.08"

6. Consultations:
A. PreliminaJy Proposal: summarize plan for discussions to be held with interested LAC
·constituencies including (1) faculty in all undergraduate colleges; (2) students; (3) Student
Services staff.
Final Proposal: summarize the discussions held with LAC constituencies.

B. Final Proposal: report on formal consultations (Form J) with all college faculty se nates,
Council on Teacher Education, and the Library (Form J-L).
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FORM 59- EXPERIMENTAL OR TEMPORARY COURSE

Number

Title

Hours

DESCRIPTION:

PREREQUJSJTECS):

1nstructor s
Authorized for first offering CSemester/Y ear)
Approved by Department Head(s)

Date

Approved by College Dean(s)

DJte

DIRECTIONS· Fjle one copy with the Chair of the tJojycrsjtv Curriculum Commjttee-Office of Provost and one

COU)I__llljtb

the R egj~tra r These copjes

must be em file before the course will be printed jo the Schedule of Classes Expcrjmeptal courses may not be offered more than three times
for a fqunh

offerjn~

Reg~

must h e submitted to the Unjversjtv Curriculum Commjnee-Officc of the Provost

i\OTE· E:sperimental!temporarv courses can he offered under th e x59 desianation up to three times pfter which the course must cjther be

dropp~~

be rffe red aoajn must be anproved as a new course Sjnce x59 courses are not a part of the established universitv curriculum and arc not Jj sted jn the
cata log the decision to offe r them atlcr departmental approya l js an admjnjstratjye one between the appro~pnrtment head(sl and coll el!e
dean(s) Approval and $Cheduljog ofx59 courses should be re~olicate em

Foon 59 to th e Chai r of the Unjversjrv Currjcylum

Committee-

Office of Pmvoat and to the Registrar

............ _________________________________________ ,.. __________________________________________________________________________ _
Office Record Only
Actual Offerings

Semester

Enr

Semester

Enr

Semester

Enr

Expired
Replaced by regular course
Number

Title

Hours

Revised 7-86
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Departments
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APPENDIXB:

UNI Curriculum Online
Version 2.0
(Now Hosted by UNI's Data Access Team)
Purpose of the system:
• To simplifY and streamline the curriculum review process
• To increase the efficiency of the curriculum review process by reducing paperwork and time
required
• To improve quality by minimizing errors
• To assist curriculum decision making and planning
System Requirements:
• A computer system with access to the Internet
• Any Web browser like Internet Explorer or Firefox.
Access the system:
• Through MyUNiverse
Usage Tips:
• Use the blue information handbook for policy, planning and other aspects related to the
curriculum review process.
• Use this system when you are ready to create the paperwork necessary for the process
• To use the system please login to MyUNiverse (Available thru UNI's homepage at
http://www.uni.edu)
o Scroll down to Academics Channel and Click UNI Curriculum Online to begin. See
figure below:

Academics
. Registration Tools
' Schedule of classes
Closed/available class search
Liberal A.rts core courses available ·
Nevv Student Registration Available Course List Bv
Semester

Curriculum Tools
... University catatoq
: Curriculum Process Handbook ~
· UN! Curriculum Online ~

Planning Tools
,. UN! Teacher Education (UNITED) Student System
' Final exam schedule for Sprinq 2006
~.· Academic calendar
'" Liberal A.rts Core
: Transfer Plan-It
-:· Undergraduate Plan of Studv

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create paperwork by clicking the "Forms" hyperlink.
To make changes in your forms, select the form and click the "Edit" button.
To view your form, select the form and click the "View/Print" button.
You may delete unnecessary forms by clicking the "Delete" button.
You may e-mail forms to colleagues for comments.
You may transfer your forms to other users (e.g. Dept. Secretary, Head, Curriculum
Committee Chair, etc.).
The Impact Analysis tools are useful to analyze the impact of changes that you are proposing.
Note: Filling in forms by itself does not mean that you are formally requesting changes. The
forms have to be approved per your standard curriculum review process for the request to be
considered official. After your depa11ment review, transfer all approved forms to one
user, create a department packet with all approved forms, print the department packet
and submit it to your college senate i.e. once a department packet is created and printed, the
process is similar to that of previous curriculum review cycles. Manually forward printed
copies of department packet with approved proposals to your College. After your college
review, make any changes needed and generate a new department packet with college
approved proposals. Colleges should manually forward these college-approved department
packets to the Associate Provost's office by the deadline . The department heads and the
college deans should sign and date these department packets prior to submitting it to the
Associate Provost's office.

Biggest Benefit of using the system:
Departments have to submit only one signed and printed copy of the proposals. A few years ago,
departments were required to submit 10 copies of the proposals.

USAGE TIPS FOR COLLEGE SENATORS:
•
•

•

College senators may access their section by clicking the College Senators link.
You may view summaries as well as all the detailed forms that are part of department packets
online here:
o Every department packet has a unique packet ID ...
o Every fonn has a unique form ID ...
o You need the IDs of proposals submitted to your Dean's office/College Senate to
view the proposals
Instructions for accessing the summaries and detailed forms are also printed at the end of the
department packet coversheet.
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APPENDIX C

CURRICULUM PROCESS AND TEACHER EDUCATION
All changes in curriculum that affect teaching majors must correspond to curriculum exhibits
(endorsements) submitted to and approved by the Iowa Board of Educational Examiners.
To know what proposed changes affect the curriculum exhibit,
click on the major in question at:
http://www.state.ia.us/boee/colleges/uni/Endorsements.html

Process:
A.

Departments forward proposals (AND ORIGINAL, SIGNED consultation form) to the Office of
Teacher Education, SEC 159A, involving:
a. Teaching majors (consult Catalog)
Send 1 signed
b. Teaching minors (consult Catalog)
consultation form for
c. Professional Education Sequence (consult Catalog)
each proposal.

B. The Office of Teacher Education:
1. examines all proposals related to teaching majors, minors, or professional education
requirements for
o licensure requirements
o duplication
o interdisciplinary implications
2. reviews all proposals for
o new teaching degrees/majors/minors/professional education requirements
o modifications of teaching degrees/majors/minors/professional ed requirements
o new courses/revised courses included in teaching majors/minors/professional education
requirements
o dropped degrees/majors/minors/courses in teaching majors/minors/professional
education requirements
o admission/exit requirements to teacher education programs
C. Some triggers for a need to complete the Consultation process with the Office of Teacher Ed:
• The curriculum exhibit (endorsement) will no longer be accurate, based on the proposed
changes. http://www.state.ia .us/boee/colleges/uni/Endorsements.html
•
Changes in course numbers or titles of major courses
•
Creation or deletion of courses that could be taken by teaching majors to meet endorsements
•
Creation or elimination of programs that could be or are used to meet teaching license
endorsements
•
Changes in course content that eliminate or move state mandated licensure requirements
from one course to another (Most often pertains to courses designed specifically for teaching
majors. Consult curriculum exhibits.)

-over-
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D. Procedures:
1. Office of Teacher Ed reviews proposals for editorial vs substantive changes.
b. If changes are editorial, signed consultation form is returned to initiator
c. If changes affect all of teacher education, CTE Curriculum Ad-hoc Committee reviews
proposal for consultation and recommendation to CTE at the next meeting .
2. CTE Curriculum Ad-hoc Committee deliberates:
a. No concerns; will recommend Office of Teacher Education approve consultation.
b. Concerns: Committee may request someone from the Department to clarify concerns*
c. Unresolved concerns: Committee will recommend to CTE to deliberate
3.
~~j
a. Consultation form is signed to indicate CTE's recommendation and is returned to the
Department immediately following the CTE meeting.
E. Speed up the Consultation Process:
• When proposals are submitted electronically, download the Teacher Education consultation
form; get necessary signatures; and send original to the Office of Teacher Education, SEC
159A "time sensitive curriculum documents."
•
* If you suspect that a proposal may be questioned by the CTE Ad-hoc Curriculum
Committee, talk with your CTE representative to speed along the process.
•
Questions: contact the Office of Teacher Education at 3-2265.
•
CTE representatives are listed on the Teacher Education web site:
www.uni.edu/teached "Information for Faculty," "Council on Teacher Education," "Roster"
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Appendix D - -Curricular Program References
1. Policies and Procedures Online: 2.04 Curricular Changes --Policies and
Procedures for Effecting
2. Senate minutes re: timetable for curriculum review
a. #1341 1/28/85 (Appendix D)
b. #1343 2/25/85
3. Senate minutes re: undergraduate program length/standard and extended majors
a. #1374 1/26/87 (appendix A)- as amended and approved 2/9/87
b. #1391 2/8/88
c. 4/22/02
d. 9/24/07
e. #1655 1/14/08
4. Recommendation ofUCC and Provost's LAC Curriculum Taskforce 5/4/07 re:
program length
5. Senate minutes #1155 5/14/75 re: program certificates
6. Report of Academic Master Plan Committee 9/28/83 re: program certificates
7. UCC minutes 4/3/96 re: program certificates
8. Senate minutes re: foreign language requirement
a. #1384- 9/28/87 (Appendix A) approved 10/12/87
9. Senate minutes re: courses
a. #1503 3/11/96
b. #1507 5/6/96
10. By-laws ofthe COE Senate 9/88 re: Membership & Procedures.
11. UNI Strategic Plan: 2004-2009 re: curriculum development and review general
Issues

Appendix D
APPENDIX D -1
From: POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ONLINE
2.04 Curricular Changes - Policies and Procedures for Effecting
The curriculum of the University of Northern Iowa is a proper concern of the faculty, the administration, and the
students. Although the faculty has primary responsibility for the curriculum, the responsibility is shared by the
academic administrators who must implement the curriculum, and by the students for whom it is designed. Some
curricular programs involve the individual instructional departments for the most part; others involve the departments
and the colleges jointly; and still others involve the university as a whole. To deal appropriately with curricular
matters, departmental, college, and university committees have been created . Each committee has specific
responsibilities, but no committee functions autonomously.
Because of the interdependence of parts of the curriculum, it is necessary that there be review and coordination at
various levels. An effective curriculum, moreover, must have an internal consistency over a period of time; yet it must
simultaneously be responsive to change. It is necessary, therefore, that there be both continuity and flexibility of
curricular programs. To these ends, certain procedures have been established for effecting changes in the
curriculum.
The Line of Responsibility
The decision-making power resides at various levels in those bodies responsible for the determination of policy and
the allocation of resources. Usually, proposed curricular changes are initiated by the departments, but they may at
times be initiated by the colleges or by the general faculty. Normally, the process of effecting curricular change moves
from the level of the department to the college, to the university as a whole, and finally to the Iowa Board of Regents.
New programs and new courses must have the approval of the appropriate bodies of both the university and the
Board of Regents. Other curricular changes, including modification of established programs and new courses
designed for established programs, must have the approval of the appropriate bodies within the university.
Committees and Responsibilities
The process for recommending curricular changes follows :
Department
The Department shall originate all curricular proposals within the appropriate jurisdiction of the department.
Interdisciplinary programs and programs of broad scope may originate with other organs of the faculty with
departmental consultation and concurrence as appropriate. The Department shall be responsible for course and
program description and justification ; course integrity; explanation of any duplication ; impact statement, short- and
long-term staff and financial implications; short and long-term inter-departmental implications.
College
The College receives and examines all proposals from above. The College shall be responsible for evaluating : a)
course and program description and justification; b) course integrity; c) duplication; d) impact statement, short- and
long-term related to staff and financial implications, and inter-departmental implications. The College shall hear
appeals from faculty members and departments.
University Curriculum Committee
The University Curriculum Committee shall receive copies of all curricular proposals. The UCC shall study and
approve or disapprove all undergraduate courses and programs, and act on 100-level courses ("g" may be added by
Graduate Council to courses approved by UCC). The UCC shall consider only in extraordinary circumstances
proposals which have not been processed through department and college curricular bodies. The UCC is responsible
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for evaluating University impact and duplication: The UCC shall distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the Graduate
Council, advise the Graduate Council of course and program decisions which impact upon graduate courses and
programs to a degree which is significantly different from past operations; seek to reconcile with the Graduate Council
through whole bodies or designated representatives, those differences pertaining to impact concerns; and notify the
University Faculty Senate when the UCC is unable to resolve impact concerns with the Graduate Council. The UCC
will hear appeals from decisions made by colleges. The UCC shall forward to the Senate for transmittal to the Board
of Regents all approved courses and programs.
Graduate Council
The Graduate Council shall receive copies of all curricular proposals. The Council shall study and approve or
disapprove all graduate courses and programs , and act on 200-level and 1OOg-level courses where UCC concurs
with such addition. The Council shall consider only in extraordinary circumstances proposals which have not been
processed through department and college curricular bodies. The Council is responsible for evaluating University
impact and duplication. The Council shall distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the UCC; advise the UCC of course
and program decisions which impact upon undergraduate courses and programs to a degree which is significantly
different from past operations ; seek to reconcile with UCC, through whole bodies or designated representatives,
those differences pertaining to impact concerns ; and notify the University Faculty Senate when the Graduate Council
is unable to resolve impact concerns with the UCC. The Council shall hear appeals from decisions made by colleges .
The Graduate Council shall forward to the University Faculty Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents all
approved courses and programs.
University Faculty Senate
The University Faculty Senate shall delegate to the UCC and the Graduate Council responsibility for final faculty
approval of all curricular proposals except: a) departmental or college appeals subsequent to appeals at all
appropriate subordinate levels; b) UCC or Graduate Council appeals; c) new degrees or programs which differ from
existing degrees or programs to the extent that the University faculty should be consulted . The University Faculty
Senate shall recommend all approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the Board of Regents .
Curricular Changes
At all review levels, changes in curricular proposals can be made only with concurrence of the original recommending
body.
Experimental/Temporary Courses
Experimental/temporary courses can be offered under the x59 designation up to three times, after which the course
must either be dropped or, to be offered again, must be approved as a new course. Since x59 courses are not a part
of the established university curriculum and are not listed in the catalog, the decision to offer them, after approval by
the department, is an administrative one between the appropriate department head(s) and college dean(s). Approval
and scheduling of x59 courses should be reported in duplicate on Form 59 to the Chairman of the University
Curriculum Committee and to the Registrar.
Effective Date
Curricular changes become effective at the beginning of the term following publication in the university catalog or its
supplement.
University Faculty Senate Approved, 3/14/77
APPENDIX D- 2a
Senate Minutes #1341 (Appendix D) -1/28/85- Memo to Faculty Senate from UCC Chair
The University Committee on Curricula recommends for Senate approval the following action:
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That the University of Northern Iowa adopt a two-year curriculum cycle which is coincidental with the publication of the
university catalog and that the catalog· publication be moved to the summer so as to be current for the opening of the fall
semester. Exceptions for changes during the cycle will be permitted as specified below:
1.
2.

3.

4.

New majors, new minors, and new emphases within majors may be initiated through the regular process at any
time and shall be forwarded to the Board of Regents upon approval.
Curricular changes mandated by an accrediting agency, by action of the Board of Regents, or by change in UNI
curricular policy or requirements (i.e. general education) will be considered at any time during the two-year cycle.
Such curricular change proposals must be accompanied by a copy of the mandate of the accrediting agency or
by an explanation of the necessity for the proposed curricular change.
Proposals for curricular changes which are results of new developments in the discipline (e.g., change in focus or
emphasis, technology) shall be accommodated through an experimental course number if a new course is
required as a result of such development. Changes in course title, description, number, "g," etc., which do not, de
facto, create a new course shall be considered only on the two-year cycle.
Errors incurred in the previous two-year cycle (e.g. accidental error in number assignment, elimination of course,
etc.) shall constitute an automatic exception and proposals to correct such errors will be considered at any time
during the two-year cycle .
Denial of Curricular Change

At any level of proposal review, a denial of the proposal shall be accompanied by an explanation of the reason(s) for the
denial. The committee or body issuing the denial shall state whether it is willing to consider resubmission of the proposal
of the curricular change during the two-year cycle as an exceptional submission.
The University Committee on Curricula recommends that the proposal become effective immediately and implemented
this semester under the following timeline:
Departmental Proposals to College Committees
College Proposals to the UCC
UCC Proposals to the Senate
Proposals to the Board of Regents
New Catalog

September 1, 1985
October 1, 1985
December 1985
January 1986
June-July 1986

Future cycles would follow this timetabl~:
I

Departmental Proposals to Colleges
College Proposals to the UCC
UCC Proposals to Senate
Proposals to Board of Regents
Catalog Out

March 1987
June 1987
November 1987
December 1987
June 1988

For comparison purposes, the present timeline is as follows:
Departments Work
Colleges Consider
College Proposals to the UCC
UCC Proposals to Senate
Proposals to Board of Regents
Catalog Out

September-October
November-December
January-March
April
May
February of Next Year

[NOTE: The revised timeline in the UCC Handbook was approved by Faculty Senate

2008]

Even if the Senate does not accept the two-year cycle, the UCC recommends adoption of the proposed timeline.
This would at least avoid the UCC acting on new changes during the very month the catalog is published.
The UCC held regular meetings throughout the fall semester to consider a number of options to streamline the
curricular change process, to improve the quality of the process, to permit dissemination of current information about
programs, to encourage more planning and consultation, and to reduce the increasing burden placed on members of
the UCC to deal with editorial checks on prerequisites, total hours required, impact on other colleges, etc. The
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committee also studied the pattern of curricular changes over the past five years. There was some concern about the
frequency and volume of changes in many majors and some question about the extent to which changes may be
made simply because it is possible to change and not necessarily because there is a clear mandate for change.
At the same time, the committee was sensitive to the importance of the dynamic curriculum that is responsive to
changing needs, current, and viable. The decision to recommend a two-year cycle to the Senate was not unanimous,
and this issue of being able to be responsive was a major concern for those who did not favor the change. Members
favoring the change, however, cited the availability of experimental course numbers, "Students in," and readings
courses for this purpose.
Iowa State University operates on a two-year cycle in conjunction with its catalog, with no exceptions allowed. New
programs, however, may be submitted at any time . Their structure for approval for changes is similar to ours except
that the entire faculty votes on the changes; they have no Senate. ISU requires that a course be taught under an
experimental number before it can be presented as a permanent new course. The University of Iowa also presents
new programs to the Board of Regents any time they are ready. Other changes are handled at the department and
college level with no standardized timeline and no university-wide committee review. The University of Iowa admits
that its catalog is always out of date, and this simply seems to be accepted.
The UCC sought written comments from the deans and department heads and also held an open hearing prior to
forwarding this recommendation to the Senate.
APPENDIX D- 2b
Senate Minutes #1343 - 2/25/85
381/320

A recommendation from the University Committee on Curricula that the university adopt a two-year
curriculum cycle and that the timeline for the cycle permit catalog publications in the summer (see
Appendix D, Senate Minutes #1341). The Senate approved the request.
APPENDIX D- 3a

Senate Minutes #1374 -1/26/87 (Appendix A)
APPENDIX A (as amended and approved at 2/9/87 Faculty Senate Meeting):
The University Committee on Curricula recommends to the University Faculty Senate the following structures for all
undergraduate programs and degrees.

I.

The Four-Year or Standard Program for attaining the Bachelor's Degree will be
the university norm . The Standard Program is defined by the following :
1) Will consist of exactly 124 credit hours for the non-teaching B.A. and B.L.S. degrees or 126 credit hours
for the B.S., or 130 credit hours for the teaching B.A., B.F.A., and B. Music degrees;
2) Will be realistically capable of being completed in no more than 8 semesters (or 8 semesters plus one
summer session for the 130-hour programs) for the full-time, regular admission student;
3) Will include all General Education and the major requirements, including all college-level prerequisites
and other specified requirements (such as a minor or second endorsement area if required by the major),
plus some minimum number of elective hours. (See Ill below)
NOTE A:

The credit hour and/or semester specifications may not be applicable to the following
students: those with any competency/deficiency requirements (including foreign
language); transfers; those who change programs or declare their major late; those who
choose to enroll for fewer than average credit hours per semester; those who must repeat
courses; or those who have otherwise contributed to the mis-sequencing of their courses
by their actions (such as not obtaining advisement services, withdrawals from classes,
etc.); students who elect additional majors or minors beyond the graduation requirements.
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NOTE B:

These program specifications require all departments and majors to carefully advise
students; to openly advertise the semester by which the major must be declared to
properly sequence their remaining requirements; to plan and to offer courses in such a
way as to maintain the necessary course sequencing to graduate within the 8 semester
limit.

NOTE C:

124 hours- 8 semesters x 15 Y:z credit hours each
130 hours - 8 semesters x 16 ~ credit hours each or 8 semesters
x 15 Y:z hours plus one summer@ 6 hours

II.

Extended undergraduate degree programs may be offered . If the number of hours required by the
university, the Department of Education, and/or accreditation bodies exceeds the four-year limits, an
extended program may be considered . Such extended programs must be advertised as requiring additional
time to complete. These programs are defined as follows :
1)

Will consist of no more than 138 credit hours for a non-teaching B.A. degree or 144 credit hours for
a teaching B.A., B.S., B.F.A., or B.Music degree;

2)

Will be realistically capable of being completed in no more than 9 semesters (or 9 semesters plus
one summer session for the 144-hour program) for the full -time, regular admission student;

3)

Will include all General Education and the major requirements, including all college-level
prerequisites and other specified requirements (such as a minor or second endorsement area if
required by the major), plus some minimum number of elective hours. (See Ill below)

NOTES A and B from I. Above also apply to the extended program
NOTE C:

138 hrs. - 9 semesters x 15 1/3 credit hours average
144 hrs. - 9 semesters x 16 credit hours each or
9 semesters x 15 113 plus one summer @ 6 hrs.

Ill.

All programs (Standard and Extended) will have a maximum number of required credit hours specified by
the major, including all college-level prerequisites and any other specification of the major. (See summary
on next page.)
NOTED:

Any elective course within the general education program that is specified as a required
course or a prerequisite in a major/minor program beyond a maximum of six hours will
count toward the length of that program . (NoteD as amended at Faculty Senate meeting
2/9/87).
Standard Four-Year Programs

Maximum Hrs. in Major
Non-teaching B.A.
B.S.
B.F.A., B.Music
B.A.--Teaching

Minimum
Elective Hours

62 = Y:z X 124
15 = 124-47-62
68 62 + (130-124)
15 130-47-68
3 = 130-47-80
80 = 68 + 12
80*
3 = 130-47-80
*Of which a maximum of 33 is designated for the professional
sequence with the remaining 47 for the major and methods.

=

=
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Extended Four-Year Programs

.

The extended program adds a maximum of 14 hours to the standard program. At most, 12 of the 14 hours can be
applied to the major for the non-teaching B.A. and B.S. degrees. For the other degrees, all additional hours can be
applied to the major.
Minimum
Elective Hours
Maximum Hrs. in Major
Non-teaching B.A.
B.S.
B.F.A., B.Music
B.A.--Teaching

74 = 62+12 of the extra 14 max
80 = 68+12 of the extra 14 max
94 = 80+all extra 14 max
94 Maximum 33 for Prof. Sequence
+Remainder 61 for Major+ Methods

=

17* = 138-45-74
17* = 144-45-80
3* 144-45-94
3* 144-45-94

=
=

*For programs less than the 138 or 144 hours, the elective hours cannot fall below the minimum for the Four-Year
Programs.
NOTE E:

The 61 hours for the major and methods under the extended program should allow for a minor
which meets DOE certification requirements (24 hours plus methods) and a reasonably sized major
program.

NOTE F:

The hours for the B.A.-Teaching major could be increased if the Professional Sequence was
below 33 hours.

APPENDIX D- 3b
Senate Minutes #1391 - 2/8/88
Double Counting (as amended and approved by Faculty Senate 2/8/88)
For purposes of determining the length of the major, departments may double count up to three courses from the
elective categories of the new general education program, with no restrictions on the double counting of the courses
from the required categories of general education.
APPENDIX D- 3c
Senate Minutes #- 4/22/02
726

Approve University Curriculum Committee changes in Degree Requirements and Curriculum Policies

Senator Terlip moved that the minimum number of credit hours required for the non-teaching B.A. and the B.L.S.
degrees be reduced from 124 to 120; second by Senator Ogbondah.
Motion to call the question by Senator Couch Breitbach; second by Senator Kashef. Motion passed.
Voting on motion to approve Recommendation 1, that the minimum number of credit hours required for non-teaching
B.A. and B.L.S. degrees be reduced from 124 credit hours to 120, effective with the catalog for fall2002 occurred.
Motion passed.
Senator Kashef moved to approve Recommendation 2; second by Senator vanWormer.
Senator Varzavand suggested a friendly amendment. Discussion followed.
The amended motion reads "Unless otherwise specified by the program of study, restrictions on double counting of
courses (i.e. applying course credit to meet more than one requirement) be eliminated.
Voting on the motion occurred. Motion passed unanimously....... .

X

Voting on the motion to reduce the minimum credit hour requirement for the B.S. degree from 130 to 126 hours occurred.
Motion passed.
APPENDIX D- 3d
Senate Minutes#- 9/24/07
845

Recommendation from a joint meeting of the University
Curriculum and the Provost's Liberal Arts Core- Curriculum Taskforce (See Appendix D-4 for
recommendations)

Chair Licari stated that this document, which contains several recommendations, along with other information about the
length of majors at UN I, is the result of a taskforce formed by Interim Provost Lubker to discuss ways in which UNI's
curriculum may be improved.
Dr. Shashi Kaparthi, Coordinator for the Provost's LAC-Curriculum Taskforce , was present to discuss the
recommendations with the Senate.
Dr. Kaparthi noted that page five of the report graphically shows the structure of an undergraduate program at UN I, with a
total of 120 hours needed to graduate. A portion of that is the LAC that is common to all the programs. Above that are
the major requirements , with the free or university electives on the top. If a major program has a reasonable number of
requirements, the 120 required hours minus the major program credit hours, minus the LAC would be the electives that
the student could take . Overtime, what has happened is that some majors have gradually increased in their requirements
and the middle part of the graph has grown in size. When the middle part increased the Senate decided that we should
not reduce university electives; that students should continue to be required to earn that minimum number. This resulted
in students needing more than 120 credit hours to graduate.
This recommendation addresses this proliferation in major length. It is a phased implementation in that we want to
prevent this from happening in the future but at the same time recognize that we can't very quickly cut major lengths
without substantial changes in the infrastructure. They are recommending a phased implementation and to not approve
any new programs that are large, while at the same time not allowing programs' to extend their length. Existing extended
programs will be allowed so that over time all they can do is go down in length . Dr. Kaparthi stated that this is a multi-part
recommendation with the Faculty Senate directing the UCC to strictly enforce the maximum hours in the major to included
all new major proposals (page 2 of the report, item #8) , and to also direct the UCC not to approve any program
restatements that would make a major that is in compliance now with the program length guidelines to be out of
compliance (item #9) . It further directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements for an increase in the length of
majors that are not in compliance now with the program length guidelines.
The other part of the equation directs the Registrar's Office to stop the practice of enforcing the minimum amount of free
electives so students can graduate with 120 credit hours (item #11 ). In addition, we don't want to have the possibility of
having offering new extended programs.
Senator Schumacher-Douglas stated that she .. . is concerned about there being a blanket policy that no restatements in
the future can be increased in length.
Dr. Kaparthi replied that restatements can be less or the same in length, they can't increase in length.
Chair Licari reiterated that it can be restated as long as more hours are not added. You can always restate with the same
number of hours or less. If you are out of compliance you can't restate with more hours.
Motion to approve the recommendation by Senator Smith; second by Senator Soneson. Motion passed with 3
abstentions.
APPENDIX D- 3e
Senate Minutes #1655 -1/14/08
858

Curriculum Package

xi

-B.A. Teaching Degree and Music Degree, minimum total hours review by UNI's Registrar's Office
Associate Provost Kopper reviewed this item for the Senate, noting that when the University Curriculum Committee (UCC)
reviewed the B.A. Teaching Degree and the B.A. Music Degree there was a reduction in the number of hours in both of
those degrees. There was a resolution that had been passed by the Faculty Senate eliminating the mandated electives,
which had an implication related to the number of hours in the degree. The UCC proposed that there be a range and the
Registrar's Office indicated that an exact number was necessary, 120 hours. A lengthy discussion followed .
Motion to approve the B.A. Teaching Degree and Music-Composition Theory Major from the Curriculum Package by
Senator East; second by Senator van Wormer. Motion passed with two abstentions.
###U####U##U###U###K##U######

-B.A. Teaching Degree and Degree, minimum total hours review by UNI's Registrar's Office
Associate Provost Kopper reviewed this item for the Senate, noting that when the University Curriculum Committee (UCC)
reviewed the B.A. Teaching Degree and B.A. Music Degree there was a reduction in the number of hours in many of the
majors of both of those degrees. The resolution that was passed by the Faculty Senate eliminated the mandated
electives, which had an implication related to the number of hours in the degree. The UCC proposed that there be a
range of hours and the Registrar's Office indicated that an exact number was necessary.
Associate Provost Kopper distributed a table listing all B.A. Teaching Majors, and the Music majors, which shows how
these degree programs have been affected by the elimination of those mandated electives. The recommendation from
the Registrar's Office is to change the B.A. in Teaching and the B.A. in music to 120, which would match the minimum
degree requirements set for B.A. degrees. In the front of the UNI catalog where the B.A. degree requirements are listed
there will be notations making it very clear to students where there are exceptions to the 120 hours. Registrar Patton was
firm on the fact that it cannot be 121, as in the Music-Composition Theory Major, it must be an even number.
Associate Provost Kopper remarked that it wouldn't change any of the hours in the major at all. All of those Music majors
listed on the sheet will still have to take the number of hours listed, it won't change anything in the major hours. In looking
in the front of the catalog there's language about taking major hours in a major in an attempt to be clear so students
recognize where they're required to take additional hours.
APPENDIX D- 4
Recommendation of UCC and Provost's LAC Curriculum Taskforce 5/4/07 re: program length.
A Recommendation to the Faculty Senate

We recommend that the UNI Faculty Senate approve the following motion :
The UNI Faculty Senate hereby directs the University Committee on Curricula (UCC) to strictly enforce the maximum
hours in the major per its decision of 2/9/1987 to all new major proposals.
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements that would make a major that is in compliance now
with the program length guidelines of 2/9/1987 to be out of compliance.
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements for an increase in the length of majors that are not
in compliance now with the program length guidelines.
Further, it directs the Registrar's Office to stop the practice of enforcing free elective hours over the minimum total hours
required to graduate.
And that the policy dated 2/9/87 be modified and the possibility of offering new extended programs be eliminated.
ADDENDUM TO THE ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION DATED 4/13/2007
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Whereas we note that we are in the midst of a curriculum cycle and departments have already submitted their
curriculum change proposals to the Colleges and/or the Office of the Provost; ·
Whereas we note that there are students whose time of graduation will be impacted by the original recommendation;
We further recommend that a tailored implementation be adopted as follows:
The directions to the UCC and the changes to the curriculum policy be implemented starting with the next curriculum
cycle [see clauses 8-10 & 12 from the original recommendation below], and
The directions to the registrar be implemented immediately [see clause 11 from the original recommendation below].
ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION DATED 4/13/2007
The UNI Faculty Senate hereby directs the University Committee on Curricula (UCC) to strictly enforce the maximum
hours in the major per its decision of 2/9/1987 to all new major proposals. {8}
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements that would make a major that is in complance now
with the program length guidelines of 2/9/1987 to be out of compliance. {9}
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements for an increase in the length of majors that are not
in compliance now with the program length guidelines. {1 0}
Further, it directs the Registrar's Office to stop the practice of enforcing free elective hours over the minimum total hours
required to graduate. {11}
And that the policy dated 2/9/87 be modified and the possibility of offering new extended programs be eliminated. {12}
APPENDIX D- 5
Senate Minutes #1155 5/14/75 re: program certificates
"PROGRAM CERTIFICATES PROPOSAL"
"The purpose of a Program Certificate is to provide an alternative to programs which lead to a degree, a major, or a
minor. The phrase 'Program Certificate' will be used to certify that an individual has completed a program approved by
the University.
"Normally the Program Certificate would be awarded for the completion of a program that comprised fewer courses than
is typical for a major or a minor. However, the exact number of courses and/or experiences could vary greatly among
programs. For example, a Program Certificate titled 'International Studies' might involve the completion of numerous
courses in several departments. In contrast, a Program Certificate titled 'Para-Professionals in Library Science' might
involve two or three courses and perhaps a semester's internship working in a library setting.
"The steps to developing Program Certificates would be as follows:
"1. The original idea for a particular Program Certificate could be initiated by students, faculty, or administrators.
The idea would be written up and distributed to the department heads who would have courses and/or
experiences directly involved in the Program Certificate.
"2. Department heads would discuss the proposal with faculty in their departments. If revisions were required at
this step, it would be necessary for the proposals to return to the developers and then return to the
departments for final approval.
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"3. After receiving department approval signified by the signature of the department head(s), the proposal would
go to the University Committee on Curricula. This Committee would then distribute copies to all department
heads and academic deans. If not objections to the proposal were received within two weeks, the proposal
would become an official program.
"4. It is assumed that the developers of Program Certificates would often work with Extension and/or Continuing
Education Personnel. It is also assumed that the developers of a program would seek the assistance of such
offices as Public Information Services to assist in the development of brochures and printed certificates.
"5. Since it will be necessary to maintain records regarding the existence of Program Certificates, it is
recommended that the Registrar's Office serve as the centralized registry for current Program Certificate
Programs.
"6. Differing programs will no doubt wish to award certificates in differing manners. The developers of some
programs may wish to give printed certificates directly to individuals who complete a program. Others may
wish to have the Registrar's Office, the Extension Office, or some other body award certificates . It is
conceivable that some programs might wish to be officially recorded on transcripts of individuals who are
officially registered with the University. Under these circumstances, it would be necessary for the developers
to work closely with the Registrar's Office to develop such possibilities.
"The Program Certificate Committee wishes to remain active as a group designated to evaluate programs following their
development on at least a two or three year basis. If the program was not judged to be active and successful after several
·
years of operation, it would be dropped or revised . The evaluation would remain the sole function of the Program
Certificates Committed."
Motion by Duncan, seconded by Halverson, to approve the proposal.
Motion by Duncan, seconded by Tarr, to replace the last sentence in paragraph 3. of the Proposal with the following
sentence: "After a period of at least two weeks, the Committee would then act on the proposal."
Motion to amend carried . Main motion, as amended, carried .
APPENDIX D- 6
Report of Academic Master Plan Committee 9/28/83 re: program certificates
7.

Strengthen and Promote UNI's Program Certificates
The Academic Master Plan Committee recommends that the university make a concerted effort to strengthen
and promote the Program Certificates ..... ..
The following procedures are suggested to accomplish the purposes specified in this recommendation.
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

The University Senate should establish a committee to review the existing Program Certificates for the
current programs' viability, advising and promotional mechanisms, and to be recommended deletion of
non-viable programs.
Distribution of information on Program Certificates should be available in centralized locations (such as
Academic Advising Services, the Registrar's Office, Continuing Education and Special Programs) as
well as in the departments responsible for each program Certificate.
Information should also appear in the UNI catalog, including course requirements nad the department
responsible for each Program Certificate.
Students should be required to "declare" their intentions to pursue a Program Certificate through the
department responsible for the Program Certificate.
The department responsible for the development of a Program Certificate should also be responsible for
student advising, administration, and promotion. Each department should designate particular faculty, a
committee, or an administrator for primary contact and that person's (or persons') names should be
publicized or make readily available.
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•

f.

g.

For those Program Certificates that may be attractive to prospective freshmen or transfers or to other
groups in the community, the department responsible should be required to communicate regularly with
Admissions, Continuing Education and Special Programs, and other such appropriate administrative
branches of the university.
The development of new Program Certificates should be actively encouraged by faculty, students, or
other interested groups.
APPENDIX D -7

UCC Minutes 4/3/96 re: program certificates (approved by UCC 4/3/96)
Program Certificates were instituted by action of the University Faculty Senate on May 14, 1975. Maximum flexibility
was assumed by those proposing this concept at that time. The University Committee on Curricula specifies the
following guidelines concerning the creation of new Certificates or the revision of any existing ones effective with the
1996-98 curriculum cycle :
A.

The purpose of a Certificate is to provide an alternative to the more traditional minor. Certificates should provide
a brief but coherent experience in a set of curricular offerings in an academic discipline or a combination of more
than one discipline.

B.

Certificates should generally be shorter than minors in related areas.

C.

Certificates should involve only courses already in existence, or proposed as a part of a major or minor. No
courses should be created solely for use as Certificate requirements or options.

D.

New Certificates or revisions of existing Certificates should be proposed by a department or jointly by several
departments in the regular curricular process using designated curricular forms. This requires approval by. the
college(s) of the proposing department(s), the Committee on Curricula, and the University Faculty Senate.

E.

An academic office must be identified which will be responsible for maintaining and publicizing the program and
for notifying the Registrar's Office in a timely fashion of those graduating students who have completed it.
APPENDIX D- 8

Faculty Senate Minutes #1384- 9/28/87- Appendix A- approved 10/12/87
"The University Committee on Curricula voted on September 9, 1987, to recommend that the Senate revise the preciously
approved Foreign Language Competency Requirement by eliminating the provision that would have required students
graduating in 1990 to have three years at the high school level or three semesters at the college level or a reasonable
equivalent. The revised requirement approved ty the University Committee on Curricula would read as follows:
"Students entering UNI who graduate from high school in 1989 are required to demonstrate a level of competence in a
foreign language (modern or classical) equivalent to that achieved after the second semester at the college level. One
year of foreign language in high school is considered to be equivalent to one semester of foreign language at the
university.
The foreign language competency requirement can be satisfied in the following ways:
1.
2.
3.

Satisfactory.. completion of two years of high school study in one foreign language.
Satisfactory .. completion of a combination of high school and college study in one language equivalent to the
competence achieved after the second semester at the college level.
Satisfactory performance in an achievement examination measuring proficiency equivalent to that attained
after the second semester of college study in one foreign language.
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"Satisfactory completion means a minimum grade of "C" in the last course taken to meet this requirement."
In considering this matter the University Committee on Curricula held two meetings, one of which was advertised to the
entire university community. In addition, the Committee reviewed information gathered which addressed the exact
requirements at the University of Iowa and Iowa State University, the level of preparation in foreign language that our
students currently are coming with, the impact of the requirement on UNI major programs, opinions and recommendations
of high school principals and foreign language teachers, performance data of students on the CLEP exam, and
information compiled by the Department of Modern Languages . There was a wide ranging discussion of all of the issues
involved.
In addition to dropping the requirement for three years of foreign language, the committee voted an amendment which
specifies that both classical and modern languages may be taken to fulfill the requirement. A major factor in the final
decision was the impact of the requirement on student program length at the University if the requirement was not met in
high school. The vote by the Committee for the proposal was 7-2.
Members of the Committee will be present at the Senate meeting to answer questions and contribute to the discussion.
APPENDIX D-9a
Faculty Senate Minutes #1503- 3/11/96
518 I 577 Request from Joel Haack to amend the following motion passed by the University Senate on February 26, 1996:
"The University Senate requests that the Registrar enforce prerequisites and other course restrictions that are in the
University Catalogue. Exceptions for individual students should be considered using the Standard Student Appeal form."
(Calendar item 577, Docket Number 505.)
Haack!Amend moved/seconded to amend the previously passed motion to read "The University Senate requests that the
Registrar enforce prerequisites and other course restrictions that are in the University catalogue that can be enforced
electronically at the time of student registration. Further, as part of its charge to departments for the next curricular cycle, ·
Curriculum Committee shall instruct departments to examine the prerequisites for courses to ensure that the prerequisites
listed in the catalog are enforceable."
Haack!Amend moved/seconded to strike the last sentence of the amendment. Motion to amend the motion on the floor carried.
The main motion to amend the previously passed motion to read "The University Senate requests that the Registrar enforce
prerequisites and other course restrictions that are in the University Catalogue that can be enforced electronically at the time
of student registration" carried .
APPENDIX D-9b
Faculty Senate Minutes #1507- 5/6/96
534 /607 Request from the University Committee on Curricula and the Graduate College to change the University policy on
seldom/never offered courses . The proposed new policy would state "Courses not offered within the previous four-year period
will automatically be dropped from the Catalogue. A course dropped from the Catalogue may be reinstated within a
subsequent four-year period. After eight years of not having offered this course, reinstatement will require resubmission as a
new course."
APPENDIX D-10
from: By-laws of the COE Senate (Approved September, 1988)
351 .2
Committee on Curriculum. The Committee on Curriculum shall include one representative from each
departmenVschool within the College. It shall establish its operational procedures and guidelines for reviewing
curricular proposals. It shall receive and, using established guidelines, review all curricular proposals. Proposals
which meet the guidelines shall be submitted , along with the Committee's recommendations, to the College
Senate at least two weeks in advance of Senate consideration for final College action.
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Appendix D-11
From: UNI Strategic Plan, 2004-2009
Goa/1.0
Provide intellectually challenging and character-building experiences for undergraduate and graduate students in a
personalized learning environment.
Objective 1.1: Maintain the excellence in undergraduate and graduate programs that distinguishes the University,
and strategically expand programs that attract students.
Objective 1.2: Provide a personalized learning environment that responds to needs, encourages growth, and
recognizes achievements of individual students.
Objective 1.3: Increase understanding of and commitment to the role and value of a liberal arts education as the
foundation of a university education.
Objective 1.4: Enhance appreciation of, and encourage participation in, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities
that cultivate intellect and character.
Objective 1.5: Broaden and enrich the intellectual and learning experiences of students by increasing the number of
U.S. racial and ethnic minority, and international students, faculty, and staff.
Objective 1.6: Provide instruction to students by tenured or tenure track faculty in accord with established
performance targets.
Objective 1.7: Maintain a schedule of class offerings that enables timely academic progress toward a degree.
Goa/2.0
Maintain a faculty distinguished by their creative and intellectually rigorous teaching and scholarship.
Objective 2.1: Recruit and retain a highly qualified and diverse faculty.
Objective 2.2: Support faculty initiatives to enhance the quality of their teaching.
Objective 2.3: Support and strengthen collaboration among Arts and Sciences, Business, and Education faculty as it
pertains to the Liberal Arts core, Teacher Preparation and other university-wide programs.
Objective 2.4: Increase opportunities for faculty to enhance the quality and quantity of their research and creative
activity.
Objective 2.5: Increase focus on research and creative activities that provide additional experiential learning
opportunities for students.
Objective 2.6: Increase support for seeking external funding .
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Docket Number_ _ _ __
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Liberal Arts Core Course Proposal to Category lC - 810:025
Computational Modeling and Simulation
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_ _2.
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_ _3.

Docket because of special circumstances for ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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_ _4.

Refer to (standing committee) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,

_ _ 5.

Refer to (administrative officer) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ 6.

Refer to (ad hoc committee)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _7.

Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal.

_ _8.

Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation.

_ _9.

Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time.

_ _10.

Other procedural disposition _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOTES

TO:
Mike Licari, Chair of the Faculty Senate
FROM: Siobahn Morgan, LACC Coordinator
DATE: April 7, 2008
RE: Request to add 810:025 to Category 1C on a test basis
The LACC is asking that the Faculty Senate approve trial offerings of 810:025
Computational Modeling and Simulation in Category lC of the LAC until the
Category is reviewed (2010-11), at which time the course will be re-evaluated to
determine if it is meeting the goals and outcomes for the category.

Background:
The Liberal Arts Core Committee voted on April 4, 2008 to approve a trial run of the
course 810:025 Computational Modeling and Simulation in Category 1C ofthe Liberal
Arts Core.
The course was approved in the last curriculum cycle and will be offered for the first time
during the fall 2008 semester. The content and goals of the course are in line with
Category 1C, which are (from the LAC website):
The quantitative communications area should develop students' ability to use and
understand numerical data and make them aware of the ways in which numerical
data increasingly make accessible levels of knowledge which were previously
unobtainable. Students should also develop an alertness for the misuse,
manipulation, and multiple interpretations of numerical data. The concepts of
degree of risk, distribution, uncertainty, orders of magnitude, rates of change, and
confidence levels and acceptability should be included in the competencies to be
achieved by students.
It is proposed that the course be offered on a trial basis until Category 1C is reviewed
(during the 2010-11 academic year), at which time the course will be re-evaluated by the
Computer Science, Mathematics and the LACC.

For advising purposes, it is recommended that students who are interested should have a
minimum math ACT score of 23.
A copy of the proposal for inclusion of the course into the LAC is included along with a
tentative syllabus.

Liberal Arts Core Course Proposal
Department: _

Computer Science _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Catego ry in approved Liberal Arts Co re:

Category 1 c: Quantitative Techniques & Understanding

Computational Modeling and Simulation

Co urse titl e: _ _ __
Credit Ho urs: _ __

03/01/08

Date:

3

Class size: _ __

25

Co urse Desc ripti o n:

Explores computational approaches to solving complex problems using computational
tools and dynamic and discrete simulations. Topics include problem representation,
modeling, simulation, and model/simulation validation, with applications in the sciences,
social sciences, and business.
Co urse obj ectives:

The goals for this course are
• to enhance student understanding of how computer models are used to solve
complex problems in all disciplines
• to enhance student ability to build models and to use models to reason about
problems and their solutions
• to increase student understanding of the limitations of computer models, computer
simulation, and the validation and verifications of models
Accomplishing these goals requires acquiring at least:
• some understanding of formulas (and systems of formulas) as a modeling mechanism
• skills for approaching a problem and constructing a computational model
• some understanding of the relative utility of dynamic and discrete simulation
• facility using spreadsheets and standard modeling and simulation software packages
• experience applying these ideas to problems
Relati o nship of co urse obj ectives to th e obj ectives of the Li beral Arts Co re Ca tego ry in whi ch it w ill be
located:

Courses in Category 1 c "enhance students' abilities to use quantitative data effectively
and to apply relevant mathematical and statistical concepts and methods to diverse
problems and situations." Computational methods are now standard ways to "use
quantitative data effectively" in many disciplines, especially the sciences, social sciences,
and business. This course broadens the options available to students to include
standard computational methods, in addition to the traditional mathematical methods.

Page 2.
Intend ed ro le of proposed co urse within ca tego ry (c heck one):
a.

X

O nly co urse submitted fo r mee tin g th e requirements.

b.

· A co urse submitted as part of a sequ ence o r c lu ster whi ch as a sequ ence o r
cl uster meet th e requirements of an area.

c.

O ne of several co urses, any one of whi ch will sa ti sfy th e area requirement.

d.

O ther - ex pl ain :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Departm ents/fac ulty co nsulted:

Mathematics
Li st all fac ultx teachin g th is co urse and fo r eac h fac ultx attac h a co urses~.

Philip East, Computer Science
Paul Gray, Computer Science
Eugene Wallingford, Computer Science

Fac ulty Signature

Ph o ne

D epartment Head Signature

Ph o ne

Co ll ege Dea n Signature

Ph o ne

Rev. 70/ 79/0 7
Rev. 7/ 77/02

Goals and Outcomes

The goals of this course arc to help students:
• become effective users of quantitative data to solve real-world problems, and
• understand how models and simulations are used to support arguments, so that they
can evaluate claims based on models more effectively.
After completing this course, students will be able to:
• usc a variety of quantitative techniques to model several common classes of
problems in their own disciplines,
use standard modeling and simulation tools to experiment with their models, and
• judge the value of a given model for answering questions about a problem.
Textbook

No textbook is required. Students will read instructor-generated materials and on-line
tutorials as primary sources. Some of the online resources include modules at the
Computational Laboratory <http: I I compu tat i onall a bora tory. org/>, Interactivate
courseware modules at Shodor <http : I lwww. shodor. orglinteractivate/>, an<~ the
TeraGrid science gateways <http: I lwww. teragrid. org/>.
Some topics taken from the text Modeling and Simulation for the Sciences, Angela B.
Shiflet and George W. Shiflet, Princeton University Press, 2006.
Sample Schedule

This sample is for a section aimed at science students. Adaptations would be made for
sections aimed at students in business, the social sciences, and the arts.
Week 1

An introduction of computational science an the modeling process
An experiment with unconstrained growth and decay
Week2

Constrained growth, Population dynamics
Week3

Modeling drug dosages
Modeling falling
Week4

Modeling competition, Predator-prey models

WeekS
Errors in modeling
An exploration of the spread of diseases such as SARS and malaria
Week6
Modeling probability
Explorations of the Monty Hall Problem and the Buffon Needle simulation
Week7
Model verification and validation
Are you building the correct model?
Are you building the model correctly?
WeekS
Review and test
Week9
Tools for doing computational modeling
Week 10
Empirical models
Week 11
Simulation models, including Monte Carlo simulation
Student presentations
Week 12
Random walks, Modeling polymers and crystals
Student presentations
Week 13
The spread of fire
Student presentations
Week 14
Weather forecasting
Student presentations
Week 15
TheN-Body Problem
Computational topics in modeling and simulation, such as high-performance
computing, concurrent processing, and parallel algorithms
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SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL CHANGES TO UCC HANDBOOK:

1) Page 26: Paragraph 3 [changes in bold]: For all changes requiring consultation (for which Form J, JL and/or J-T.Ed. should be used)
2) Page 26: Under Form A, number 3 [changes in bold]: A list of all unresolved objections to Collegeapproved proposals (item VIII). Refer to Section IV, Form J, Form J-L, and/or Form J-T EdConsultations.

3) Page 28: Form D [to be added after first paragraph]:
**NOTE: Faculty may teach an experimental or temporary course up to three times using form 59
instead of filing form D. Such experimental courses do not go through the curriculum review process, but
form 59 must be filed before the course will be printed in the schedule of classes (see page 34 for details).

4) Page 30:
[this replaces accounting minor]
Accounting Major
The Accounting major requires a minimum of 120 total hours to graduate. This total includes Liberal Arts
Core requirements and the following specified major requirements, plus electives to complete the
minimum of 120 hours. Liberal Arts Core courses included in major program requirements are
distinguished by italics.

Required business core:
Accounting: 120:030; 120:031

6 hours

Marketing: 130:101

3 hours

Management: 150:080; 150:100; 150:153; 150:154; 150:175

15 hours

Finance: 160:151

3 hours

Economics: 920 :020*; 920:053; 920 :054; 920:070*

12 hours

Required:
Accounting: 120:129; 120:130; 120:131; 120:132; 120:134; 120:136

18 hours

Total

57 hours

*In addition to the required 57 hours, 920:020 and 920:070 have as a prerequisite 800 :072 or 800:092, either of
which will satisfy Category 1C of the Liberal Arts Core.

5) The following tables will replace the old consultation table in Form B, Page 40; Form C, Page
42; From D, Page 44; FormE, Page 45; Form F, Page 47; Form G, Page 49 and Form H, Page
51:
For Department and LACC (Form J) consultations:
Departments Contacted
For Consultation

No Impact

Has Impact -No
Objections

Has Impact -Has
Objections

Requests Further
Consultation

No Response

For Library (Form J-L) Consultations:
No further consultation needed
No further immediate consultation needed
Further Consultation needed.
For Teacher Ed. (Form J-T.Ed.) Consultations:
No further consultation needed
Further consultation needed with Office of Teacher Ed.
Further consultation needed with Council on Teacher Ed.
_ _ After further consultation, it appears there can be no resolution of this concern at this time
Further consultation needed with Council on Teacher Ed.
_ _ After further consultation, it appears there can be no resolution of this concern at this time
6) Page 52: Form H New #5

5. If the nature of the change is a change in program descriptive information or program
title, the following questions must be answered:
a. What are the current number of credits required to complete the program vs. the
new number of credits required?
b. Are additional faculty required?
7) Page 56: Form J
Add to end of"NOTE": For Library consultations, use Form J-L.
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2.04 Curricular Changes - Policies and Procedures for Effecting
furposd and Policy Statement :
The curriculum of the University of Northern Iowa is a proper concern of the faculty, the
administration , and the students . Although the faculty has primary responsibility for the
curriculum, the responsibility is shared by the academic administrators who must implement the
curriculum , and by the students for whom it is designed. Some curricular programs involve the
individual instructional departments for the most part; others involve the departments and the
colleges jointly; and still others involve the university as a whole .•
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Procedure:
_ _ _T,_,o"-deal appropriately with curricular matters, departmental , college, and university
committees have been created. Each committee has specific responsibilities, but no
committee functions autonomously.
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_ _ _ Because of the interdependence of parts of the curriculum , it is necessary that there be
review and coordination at various levels. An effective curriculum, moreover, must have
an internal consistency over a period of time; yet it must simultaneously be responsive to
change. It is necessary, therefore, that there be both continuity and flexibility of curricular
programs. To these ends, certain procedures have been established for effecting
changes in the curriculum .
Comment [g4]: From P & P

lLine of Authority and approval date:l 3/14/77.
The Line of Responsibility
The decision-making power resides at various levels in those bodies responsible for the
determination of policy and the allocation of resources. Usually, proposed curricular changes are
initiated by the departments, but they may at times be initiated by the colleges or by the general
faculty. Normally, the process of effecting curricular change moves from the level of the
department to the college, to the university as a whole , and finally to the Iowa Board of Regents.
New programs and new courses must have the approval of the appropriate bodies of both the
university and the Board of Regents. Other curricular changes, including modification of
established programs and new courses designed for established programs, must have the
approval of the appropriate bodies within the university.

Committees and Responsibilities
The process for recommending curricular changes follows :
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_ _ _ Department
_ _ _The Department shall originate all curricular proposals within the appropriate jurisdiction 1
of the department. Interdisciplinary programs and programs of broad scope may originate
with other organs of the faculty with departmental consultation and concurrence as
appropriate. The Department shall be responsible for course and program description
and justification; course integrity; explanation of any duplication; impact statement, shortand long-term staff and financial implications; short and long-term inter-departmental
implications.
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_ _ _ College
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_ _ _The College receives and examines all proposals from above. The College shall be
_ _ _ responsible for evaluating: a) course and program description and justification ; b) course
_ _ _ integrity; c) duplication; d) impact statement, short- and long-term related to staff and
_ _ _ financial implications, and inter-departmental implications. The College shall hear
_ _ _ appeals from faculty members and departments.

receive copies
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The University Curriculum Committee shall j}ave access to,all curricular proposals on~ The UCC shall study and approve or disapprove all undergraduate courses and
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programs, and act on 100-level courses ("g" may be added by Graduate Council to
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courses approved by UCC). The UCC shall consider only in extraordinary circumstances
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UCC shall distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the Graduate Council, advise the
Curriculum
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Graduate Council of course and program decisions which impact upon graduate courses
parallel.
and programs to a degree which is significantly different from past operations; seek to
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reconcile with the Graduate Council through whole bodies or designated representatives,
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those differences pertaining to impact concerns; and notify the University Faculty Senate
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when the UCC is unable to resolve impact concerns with the Graduate Council. The UCC
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_ __ Graduate, College Curriculum Committee (GCCCi)
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The Graduate Colle e Curricu lum Commi ttee shall j}ave access to ,all curricular
proposals b n-line. The GCCG. shall study and approve or disapprove all graduate
courses and programs, and act on 200-level and 100g-level courses where UCC concurs
with such addition . The ,GCCCI shall consider only in extraordinary circumstances
proposals which have not been processed through department and college curricular
bodies. The ,GCCC is responsible for evaluating University impact and duplication. The
GCCC, shall distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the UCC; advise the UCC of course
and program decisions which impact upon undergraduate courses and programs to a
degree which is significantly different from past operations; seek to reconcile with UCC,
through whole bodies or designated representatives, those differences pertaining to
impact concerns ; and notify the University Faculty Senate a nd Graduate Council when
the ,GCCC is unable to resolve impact concerns with the UCC. The Council shall hear
appeals from decisions made by colleges.lrhe GCCC will provide summary reports of
decisions to the Graduate Council. The Graduate Counci l will review and vote on these.
The Graduate Council shall forward to the University Faculty Senate for transmittal to the
Board of [ Regent~~ all approved courses and programs.
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_ _ _ University Faculty Senate
The University Faculty Senate shall delegate to the UCC and the .,GCCC responsibility for • ,
final faculty approval of all curricular proposals except: a) departmental or college
appeals subsequent to appeals at all appropriate subordinate levels; b) UCC or Graduate
:Council! appeals; c) new degrees or programs which differ from existing degrees or
programs to the extent that the University faculty should be consulted . The University
Faculty Senate shall recommend all approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the
Board of Regents.
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_ _ _ Curricular Changes
At all review levels , changes in curricular proposals can be made only with concurrence
of the original recommending body.

•
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_ _ _ ExperimentalfTemporary Courses
Experimental/temporary courses can be offered under the x59 designation up to three
times , after which the course must either be dropped or, to be offered again , must be
approved as a new course. Since x59 courses are not a part of the established university
curriculum and are not listed in the catalog, the decision to offer them , after approval by
the department, is an administrative one between the appropriate department head(s)
and college dean(s). Approval and scheduling of x59 courses should be reported in
duplicate on Form 59 to the Chairman of the University Curriculum Committee and to the
Registrar.
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_ _ _ Effective Date
Curricular changes become effective at the beginning of the term following publication in •
the university catalog or its supplement.
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University Faculty Senate Approved , 3/14/77

.President's Cabinet approval date: (For· recommended r·cvisions made
3/19/08)
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CHARTER
Education Discussion and Initiatives Team (EDIT)

The origins of the Education Discussion and Initiatives Team (EDIT) can be traced to the
actions of Acting Provost Lubker who, during the 2006-07 academic year, put together a task
force, consisting primarily of faculty, asking it to initiate and coordinate efforts to improve
UNI's curriculum. During the fall of 2007, discussions with Provost Lubker Jed to an understanding that this group could continue to function as a source of academic improvement initiatives. However, rather than being a formal university committee that necessarily included representatives from each college and other relevant stakeholder groups, this entity would be more
like an informal association of faculty, staff, and students, each of whom shared a commitment to
improving education at UNI. The group, which chose to name itself the "Education Discussion
and Initiatives Team," would have no power whatsoever. However, like any member of the university community, it could offer recommendations to other faculty and administrative bodies.
EDIT would have the institutional support of the Provost's Office-for instance, in acquiring
needed information. However, it would operate independently of the Provost in selecting projects and making recommendations.

Mission
Broadly conceived, the mission of the Education Discussion and Initiatives Team is to
improve education at UNI. Recognizing that established faculty committees- the UCC, LACC,
and Faculty Senate, for instance- are often so pre-occupied with prescribed functions, more-orless routine, that they are unable to initiate discretionary projects, EDIT views itself as a catalyst
for change, a vehicle by which academic improvement efforts can be initiated and brought to
fruition. In addition to undertaking projects at our own behest, we are willing to pursue appealing projects that have been suggested by others. As a highly motivated group of faculty, staff,
and students, we will analyze problems, collect pertinent data, and present our findings and recommendations to relevant decision makers.

Membership
While the group's membership was initially established by the Provost, EDIT is responsible for its own membership, as would be the case for any informal association oflike-minded
individuals. The group will normally consist of between ten and eighteen members. The primary qualification for membership is being passionately committed to improving education at
UNI. While EDIT will include selected staff and student members, a strong majority will be
UNI faculty. Though EDIT is under no obligation to include representatives from any faculty or
administrative body, we will strive to have faculty members from the five academic colleges and
to include members who also serve on established faculty committees, notably the UNI Faculty
Senate, the UCC, GCCC, and LACC.

New members can be added to the team by a majority vote of the existing membership.
Usually these will be individuals who have contributed to EDIT-sponsored projects and who add
knowledge, skills, and other valued resources to our team. Current members of EDIT can be
dropped by a two-thirds vote of the membership. This action will be taken-rarely, it is hopedin response to a member's lack of commitment to the team's purpose. At the discretion of the
membership, individuals can also be dropped if they miss three or more consecutive team meetings. Members can chose to resign at any time.

Leadership

EDIT will be led by a team leader who is elected by the membership to a one-year term.
Elections will take place in April, at the end of each academic year. No person can serve more
than three consecutive one-year terms as the team leader. The leader can be removed at any time
by a two-thirds vote of the membership.
In general, the team leader should try to contribute in any way possible to EDIT's success. Specific responsibilities include: calling and conducting team meetings; maintaining arecord of our activities; communicating with the Provost and other outside parties; insuring that
projects achieve their goals in a timely fashion; and assisting in presenting project findings and
recommendations to university decision makers.

Activities

EDIT's activities will center on projects the team undertakes, virtually all of which will
involve efforts to improve education at UNI. Some projects may be undertaken by the team as a
whole; most will be pursued by a subset of the membership, which will bring their findings and
proposals back to the entire group for its approval. Most of our projects will result in recommendations being made to administrators (e.g., the Provost) or to faculty and administrative bodies (e.g., the Faculty Senate). Some projects may not lead to recommendations on our part, but
will instead be undertaken as a way of making an issue more salient to and better understood by
the university community. All projects must be supported by one or more "champions," team
members who are willing and able to manage projects to successful completion. In its normal,
steady-state, operating conditions, EDIT should have three or four active projects, in various
stages of development.
Project selection is a critical team function. We will avoid projects that impinge on the
"turf' of other faculty and administrative bodies, unless such bodies have asked for our participation. We will try to maintain a balanced portfolio of projects that includes: short-term "quick
win" initiatives as well as longer-term undertakings; and action-oriented projects as well as some
that are educational in their intent. Most EDIT projects should be "value-adding" in that they
propose changes that most faculty and administrators would regard as beneficial; it's just that no
one has previously taken the initiative to make these desirable things happen. Possible project
areas include: University-wide degree requirements (e.g., foreign language competence); curricular integration; policies regarding transfer students and credits; student skill development
(e.g., thinking, writing, reading, among others); practices regarding adjuncts and other nonregular faculty; enhancing UNI's teaching culture; and branding or marketing a UNI education.

EDIT will operate in a relatively decentralized fashion, the majority of work being performed by members of project teams who are motivated to make their projects successful. EDIT
serves as an umbrella group that authorizes and supports these efforts, and which approves final
actions and assists in their implementation. Project teams can include participants who are not
members of EDIT, but who are highly committed to and valuable in pursuing a project's goals.
EDIT will meet, on average, once every three weeks, to initiate new projects, to review
the progress of existing projects, and to manage our organization and functioning.
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EDUCATION DISCUSSION AND INITIATIVES TEAM
~etnbership:
NA~E

DEPART~ENT

April ChathamCarpenter
Nadene Davidson

Communication
Studies: CHF A
HPELS: COE

Mark Fienup

Computer Science:
CNS
History: CSBS

Charles Holcombe
Shashi Kaparthi

Management: CBA

Siobahn Morgan

Earth Science: CNS

Jerry Smith

Management: CBA

Jerome Soneson

Philosophy &
Religion: CHF A
Finance: CBA

Frank Thompson
Donna Vinton
Jennifer Younie

Office of Academic
Assessment
Grad Student

ADDRESS
LNG 314
MC 0139
WRC 231
MC 0241
ITT 313
MC 0507
SRL 342
MC 0701
CBB 260
MC 0125
ITT 117B
MC 0335
CBB 259
MC 0125
BAK 174
MC 0501
BAK 320
MC 0124
ITT 117A
MC 0138

3-27-08

PHONE
3-5901
3-6171
3-5918
3-5907
3-2958
3-2633
3-7024
3-7206
3-1880
3-2949
3-2778
3-2494

E-~AIL

April. ChathamCamenter@uni. edu
N adene.Davidson@
uni.edu
fienuQ@cs.uni.edu
Charles.Holcombe@
uni.edu
Shashi.Kaparthi@
uni.edu
Siobahn.Morgan@
uni.edu
Jerry.Smith@uni.edu
Jerome.Soneson@
uni.edu
Frank. Thompson@
uni.edu
Donna. Vinton@
uni.edu
jyounie@uni.edu

OTHER
UCC Member; Foundations of
Excellence; HLC Self Study
LACC Member
UCCMember

_j

Interim Director,
Institutional Research
LAC Coordinator
Associate Dean, CNS
Faculty Senate Member
Faculty Senate Member
LACC Member
LACC Member; HLC Self Study;
VSA
President's Enrollment Council
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EDUCATION DISCUSSION AND INITIATIVES TEAM (EDIT)
PROPOSAL: TRANSPARENT GRADING PRACTICES

Purpose

This proposal is intended to increase the consistency of grading practices across faculty
and instructors by making individuals more aware of the grading practices of their peers.

Rationale

Grades are closely associated with education since almost all educational institutions use
grades as measures of student achievement. Grades motivate student performance, in part because they affect job prospects and graduate school candidacies.
Because of their importance to students, grades can inspire dysfunctional behaviors.
Sadists aside, faculty would prefer to assign high grades, it being more enjoyable to give out rewards than punishments. This preference is reinforced by the suspicion that grades affect student
evaluations of faculty performance. Almost certainly, some students "shop" for instructors who
are reputed to be easy graders.
Individual faculty must be free to assign the grades they deem appropriate. In doing so,
however, they should recognize that their decisions have broader consequences, what economists
call "externalities." In addition to affecting student selections of courses, instructor grading
practices affect student GP As, a composite measure of student performance and of program and
institutional standards. Because grades assigned by each instructor are included in these broader
measures, grades are a sort of "currency," a community property or commons that can be degraded by the actions of individuals. Like monetary inflation, grade inflation results in a co1Iective loss of value as potentially useful measures of student performance are rendered meaningless by overly lenient graders. For these reasons, faculty at some universities have instituted recommended grading practices, such as targeted GPAs and grade distributions for courses. Thus,
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Iowa recommends a class GPA of
2.50 for elementary courses, 2.63 for intermediate courses, and 2.77 for advanced courses
(http://www.clas.uiowa.edu/faculty/teaching/grading/index.shtml). The Tippie College ofBusiness at the University of Iowa publishes recommended grade distributions for core, required, and
elective courses in its programs (http://www.biz.uiowa.edu/upo/advising/GradingPolicies.html).
While policies of this kind might reduce grade inflation, the same result may be achievable by less prescriptive means. It is possible that some instructors have overly lenient (or stringent) grading policies because they simply don't know what grades are normally assigned by
their peers in comparable courses. They may be poorly calibrated as regards the assignment of
individual grades, not knowing what, in general, amounts to A, B, or C-levels of student performance. In addition, they may not know what distribution of grades is appropriate for the
kinds of courses they teach. Similar to norms for course workloads, grading norms reflect an
informal, communal sense of appropriateness- for instance, the rough distribution of grades that
would normally be assigned to students in a typical course of a particular kind. Individual fac-

ulty may simply be unaware of these norms. This is a real possibility since grading practices can
be perceived as too sensitive a topic for casual peer-to-peer discussions.
We believe that, if they are provided with the necessary information, the large majority of
UNI faculty and instructors will self-manage their grading practices to be consistent with prevailing norms. Deviations from these norms are justified in certain cases- for instance, with course
sections taught to Honors students and when competency-based pedagogies are employed. In
cases where these justifications do not apply, instructors whose grading practices deviate extremely and persistently from prevailing norms should be held accountable by academic administrators.

Proposal

We are proposing that the UNI Faculty Senate ask the Provost to establish a policy which
insures that department heads provide all UNI faculty and instructors with the following information shortly after each spring and fall semester:
•
•

•

Every instructor should be informed of the class GPA for each class he/she taught during
the previous semester.
For each class taught, the instructor should be provided with grading information from a
comparison group of courses/sections. At a minimum, this information should include
the mean class GP A and the range of GP As for classes in the comparison group. The
comparison group may consist entirely of other sections of the same course, or it may include multiple courses within a department- say, all upper division departmental electives in a major. In any event, the comparison group should be defined in a way that
makes it large enough to insure that faculty could not reliably determine the grading practices of specific colleagues.
This information should be maintained on a rolling historical basis, with the most recent
three years of data being provided every semester to every instructor.

We believe that the information needed to comply with the proposed policy is currently
made available to academic administrators by the Registrar, witness the fact that the requested
information is routinely provided to faculty in the College of Business Administration.
This proposal is being submitted to the UNI Faculty Senate in the belief that academic
administrators will be more willing to provide this information if they know that the initiative is
supported by the faculty.
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Proposed Graduate Certificate in Women's and Gender Studies

The Graduate Certificate in Women's and Gender Studies (WGS) provides students the
opportunity to be exposed to the rapidly expanding interdisciplinary scholarship on
women's and gender studies.· This program is designed for students currently enrolled in
a graduate program at UNI who are seeking a graduate degree in any discipline.
The WGS graduate certificate requires 12 credit hours, which must be successfully
completed during a five year period to earn the certificate. At least nine hours have to be
completed at UNI and at least six of the 12 hours have to be at the 200 level. Courses
fulfilling the certificate program may be used to meet the requirements in a degree
program in accordance with the policies of the Graduate College.
Curriculum requirements consist of one core course and a minimum of nine credit hours
of electives. Students must take at least six credit hours of elective course work outside
the degree-granting program. Students may petition the Director of WGS to add a
relevant course.
Required Course (3 hours)

680:289

Graduate Seminar in Women's and Gender Studies (3 hours)

980:171g

Theories of Sex and Gender (to be renamed Feminist
Theories in the Social Sciences) (3 hours)

OR

OR

620:206

Feminist Literary Theories and Practices (3 hours)
OR

650:250

Critical Perspectives on Gender (3 hours)

Electives (9 hours)

You must choose one course from the social science category A, one course from the
humanities category B, and one course from either A, B, or the experiential category C.
Category A: Social Sciences

Current Approaches to Multicultural Education 200: 188g (3 hours)
Dress and Human Behavior 31 T: 114g (3 hours)
Selected Topics in Women's Health 410:128g (3 hours)
Introduction to Women's Health 410:162g (3 hours)
Problems in Juvenile and Family Law 942:142g (3 hours)
United States Women's History 961:146g (3 hours)
Modern European Women's History 963:161g (3 hours)
Women, Crime, and Society 980:131g (3 hours)
Social Inequality 980:135g (3 hours)
Theories of Sex and Gender (to be renamed Feminist Theories in the Social
Sciences) 980:171g (3 hours)
Violence in Intimate Relationships 31F: 145g (3 hours)

Category B: Humanities

Performance Texts and Contexts: Performance and Social Change 48C: 108g (3
hours)
Social Protest: Performance and Rhetoric 48C:113g (3 hours)
Gender Issues in Communication 48C:153g (3 hours)
Images ofWomen in Literature 620:128g (3 hours)
Feminist Literary Theories and Practices 620:206 (3 hours)
Women and Christianity 640: 162g (3 hours)
Religion and Sexuality 640:168g (3 hours)
Money, Sex, and Power: Theories ofRace, Class and Gender 650:151 (3 hours)
Critical Perspectives on Gender 650:250 (3 hours)
Topics in Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Studies 680:156g (3 hours)
Black Women in America: Challenge, Spirit, Survival 680: 160g (3 hours)
Graduate Seminar in Women's and Gender Studies 680:289 (3 hours)
Category C: Experiential

Internship in Women's and Gender Studies 900:195 (3 hours)
Practicum that has a gender-focus and is advised by a WGS faculty member
Identify impact on majors, minors, certificates, courses, and/or prerequisites within or
outside of the department:

Given the number of courses which students will have to choose from to fulfill the
certificate, there should be minimal impact on the enrolment in these classes.
Explanation and justification:

The Women's and Gender Studies certificate will enhance student awareness of gender as
a factor in a wide-array of programs of study. In some cases, students who already focus
upon gender in their more traditional discipline and take many of the courses listed above
will receive recognition for the work they already were doing through the certificate.
With explicit contact with the Women's and Gender Studies Program, such students will
benefit from a community of scholars with whom to exchange ideas and collaborate on
projects. Finally, the experiential component of Women's and Gender Studies
encourages students to actively implement ideas they have explored to improve their
communities.

